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SVIC NOTES

In the first issue of a new year, this column is usually used to reflect on accomplishments
and perhaps, to predict some future activities. The remarks that follow are framed in a similar
format, except that the observations are more general in nature. I would like to take a look at the
technical information picture, with particular emphasis on information analysis centers.

In the past year, the Federal budget has been significantly reduced. And, although it has
received favorable treatment. there has been considerable belt-tightening in the Department of
Defense. A hard look has been, and will continue to be. taken at a number of DOD programs. It
should come as no surprise that the DOD Scientific and Technical Information Program is being
examined for its effectiveness in contributing to the DOD mission. SVIC is one of twenty DOD
information analysis centers, and we are facing the same scrutiny. I think this is as it should be.
The only question is, how should an evaluation be made, and by whom?

in my opinion, the most logical evaluators of an information service are the users of that
service. Since the principal mission of SVIC is to serve the Department of Defense, the best
judges of SVIC effectiveness are those members of the shock and vibration community associ-
ated with DOD programs. For my pert, I think the findings of a representative evaluation team
from this community would be most helpful. However, such a team is not easy to pick, at least
from the standpoint of formal recognition.

I am therefore appealing for an informal evaluation from those readers of the Digest who
feel they have a contribution. I ask those who ae willing to address the following five questions
in a letter to me.

C Is SVIC demonstrably useful to DOD? If so, how?
* Is SVIC fulfilling a DOD need that is not otherwise being fulfilled?
0 Are the SVIC products/services in the best form for DOD needs? If not. what changes

are suggested?
0 Should SVIC be oriented more towards the R&D or the Acquisition process, or both?

Explaini
* Should changes be made in the direction, coverage, products, etc. for SVIC? Give

detastl

We look forward to a great year. Your comments and suggesak-. - Ip. look forward
to hearing from you.

H.C.P.
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ANNUAL SERVICE PACKAGE* OF THE SHOCK

PUBLICATIONS

BULLETINS a collection of technical papers offered at the SHOCK AND VIBRATION
SYMPOSIA published once a year. Catalog Iai'ng back isues aailbe from

DIGES T a monthly publication of THE SHOCK AND VIBRATION INFORMATION
CENTER containing abstracts of the current literature, continuous literature
review, feature articles, news briefs, technical meeting calendar, meeting
news, and book reviews.

MONOGRAPHS a series of books on shock and vibration technology. Each author surveys the
literature, extracts significant material, standardizes the symbolism and
terminology and provides an authoritative condensed review with bibliog-
raphy. Brochure listing available monographs can be obtained from SWC.

SPECIAL special technology surveys, facility surveys, proceedings of special seminars

PUBLICATIONS and other publications as needed.

*For information on obtaining dte SWC Service Package including pubiatons id services, contact the SWC,
Naval Research Laboratory, Code 5504, Wahington, D.C. 20375, (202) 76733M. Thee publicadons &d
ervices may also be obtained on an individual bads.
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AND VIBRATION INFORMATION CENTER

INFORMATION SERVICES

DIRECT the Center handles requests for information via mail, telephone, and direct
contact. The Center technical specialists, who are experts in the shock and

INFORMATION vibration field, have the SVIC computer implemented SHOCK AND VIBRA-

SERVICE * TION INFORMATION BASE at their disposal.

WORKSHOPS workshops on shock and vibration technology are organized and sponsored
by the Center. Experts on specialized technology give lectures and write
articles for the workshop proceedings.

SYMPOSIA annual shock and vibration symposia bring together working scientists and
engineers for formal presentations of their papers and for informal informa-
tion exchanges.

•Se indde back cowr for detils.
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EDITORS RATTLE SPACE

VIBRATION TEXTBOOKS

The feature article in this Issue of the DIGEST is a survey of vibration textbooks.
In the past year many people have asked me to recommend a good textbook on
mechanical vibrations. Anyone who has used many reference books involving
mechanical vibrations knows that this is not an easy task for the interests of the
person making the inquiry vary, and the contents of available vibration texts range
from the theoretical to the practical and from mathematical to experimental.

The feature article shows the number of available books and the depth to which
they deal with the various aspects of vibration enigineerng and practice. Thus,
although a wealth of information is available. it remains the job of the engineer
to select the right book for his purposes.

Broadly speaking there are many types of books available - fundamental, applied,
special purpose, handbook, and survey. Vibration books have been written by a
wide spectrum of engineers from academic to industrial institutions. The special
purpose and applied books have to do with many subjects, from random vibrations
to machinery diagnostics. They deal in depth with mathematical derivations, calcu-
lation and experimental techniques, and practice on varied equipment.

It was not evident to me that the field was so well covered. It had always been my
opinion that many gaps exist. Naturally there are areas still not covered by texts.
For example, not all of the techniques described in the growing volume of litera-
ture have been described in textbooks. In fact, the value of much practical informa-
tion would be increased If it were 6xtracted from the literature, distilled, and
recorded in an organized book. This has occurred in only a few notable special
purpose books. There is thus a need for more monographs - particularly in special-
ized areas.

R.L.E.
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THE LITERATURE OF VIBRATION ENGINEERING

N.F. Rier"

Abstract This article contains a review of available basic texts such as Dimarogonas [23]. McCallion
textbooks on mechanical vibration& Books are identi- [24], and to advanced theoretical texts such as Meir-
fled according to their emphass - fundawntals, ovitch (25, 26], Pastel and Leckie [27] ,and Bishop,
applied vibrations, isolation and damping, random Gladwell and Michaelson (281. The recent fourth
vibrations, and testing. edition of Timoshenko, Young and Weaver [29] has

also been revised to incorporate matrix theory of
shock and vibration and certain computer programs.

The earliest text on vibration topics was the classic
work by Raleigh [1] . This was followed by the works In 1967 the Shock and Vibration Information Center
of Timoshenko [2], Morris [3], Hohenemser and (SVIC) initiated its shock and vibration monograph
Prager (4], Den Hartog (5], Ker Wilson [6], and series. To date twelve monographs 130 to 41] on
Biezeno and Grammel [7]. Each of these books theoretical and applied shock and vibration analysis
was initially written before the computer made and measurement have been published. Pusey [42]
possible the solution of complex structures. Two appears to be the most comprehensive survey of
trends are discernable in these early books: first, shock and vibration publications yet made. The
broad scholarly treatments of vibration problems, Table contains a classification of vibration texts
with the subject material divided into categories into the following general categories.Iwhich still remain, i.e., simple, discrete, continua,
and non-linear systems; and secondly, applied spe- BASIC REFERENCES
cializations such as torsional, aircraft and frame-
work vibration, machine vibration and vibration Manley [211 is not widely available but contains a
control topics. The early computer years (1950-1960) useful introductory treatment of vibration theory
continued this trend. The vibration books written with the essential mathematics in complex expo-
during this period became more analytical, e.g., nentials, with a discussion of waveform analysis. This
Jacobsen and Ayre [8], Timoshenko (3rd edition is a useful introductory text for practical analysis.
1955), Scanlan and Rosenbaum (9], Biezeno and Myklestad 122] provides an excellent introductory
Grammel translation (1954), Church (10], Morse treatment using complex exponentials and Newtonian
(11], Den Hartog (4th edition 1956), and Bishop methods for single-degree of freedom systems with
and Johnson (12]. The applied books also became extensions to multi-degree systems. Church [10] isa
more analytical, and increased in diversity, e.g., general reference which develops the basic introduc-
Norris et al (13], Nestorides [14], Stoker [15], tory theory, and adapts the results to mobility con-
Arnold (16] , Dimentberg [17]. cepts for dealing with complicated problems. This

book was written prior to the computer, when special
Vibration engineering became an important special- procedures, e.g. mobility, impedance, receptance, etc.
ization around 1960, due largely to computer devel- for complex systems analysis were in wide usage.
opments. Increased emphasis on vibration analysis
in engineer training led to the appearance of intro- Bishop and Johnson [12] have presented the basic
ductory texts such as Thomson ( 18] , Seto (19], and theory of vibration in a rigorous and elegant manner.
Vierck [20], though Manley [21] and Mykelstad Both Newtonian mechanics and energy methods are
(221 recognized this need during the 1940's. More described and the general theory of vibrating systems
recent developments have led to comprehensive is developed in terms of receptances.
$tres Technology Incotporated, Rocheter, New York
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Vierk (20] is a basic undergraduate text which covers and reciprocating machinery. This classic text covers
simple, discrete, and continua systems in fundamental applied vibration theory and solution to problems
manner, without much practical elaboration. Crandall for steam turbines (critical speeds, disk vibration,
and Mark [431 is a straightforward introduction to blade vibrations) and for large reciprocating engines
random vibrations, with considerable descriptive (torsional systems vibrations, etc.). Great care is given
background. Seto [191 is a problem-solution ap- in demonstrating the modeling and the mechanics
proach to vibration instruction, in the manner of the of each analysis. An excellent glossary of related
Schaum text books. It touches on a range of applied publications is included. Scanlan and Rosenbaum
topics (critical speeds, torsional systems, acoustics) [9] is applied text, which centers around aircraft
as well as detailed descriptions of equation deriva- structural vibration procedures, though the initial
tion and solution procedures, e.g. matrix iteration. chapters contain a careful development of the basic
Meirovitch [251 is a college-oriented analytical theory (Lagrangian equations and matrix methods).
text which includes detailed examples of matrix Tong [461 is an early textbook on advanced vibra-
procedures in vibration for discrete systems and tion theory. It contains important discussions of
continua, in vibration and shock problems, modal methods, orthogonality and general vibration

theory. Pastel and Leckie [271 coordinated the
Thomson [181 is a widely-used text with many well- matrix theory of vibrations (and other topics) in their
developed examples which thoroughly covers intro- text, and give a variety of sample problems. A com-
ductory aspects of most vibration topics. Simple prehensive treatment of matrix analysis of shock
discrete, matrix continua, and random vibrations and vibration problems is given. Bishop, Gledwell
are introduced. This book contains a good balance and Michaelson [281 described the matrix theory
of useful techniques and sample applications to cur- of vibrations in a general, theoretical manner which
rent problems, and a different range of topics, e.g., included the receptance method. An excellent dis-
gyrodynamics, rotordynamics, frameworks. Dimarog- cussion of numerical methods of that period is
onas [23] is a basic text which covers a number of included, much of which is still relevant.
applied topics related to the author's practical experi-
ence. Tse, Morse and Hinkle [44] is a very compre- Meirovitch [25] is an advanced-level theoretical
hensive introductory text which includes a wide textbook which deals with matrix methods, modal
range of topics and techniques, with numerical methods, random vibrations, and related topics in
examples. Elementary theory, matrix methods, vibration and shock analysis. This book has coordi-
eigenvalue procedures, and random vibrations are nated advanced mathematical methods for vibration
covered in somewhat greater depth than in Thomson analysis in an effective, eloquent manner. It is also
[18]. useful as a practical reference sourcebook for ad-

vanced techniques suited for computer application in
practice.

ADVANCED TEXTS
SPECIALIZED TEXTS

Morris [3) is an early vibration text applied to the

problems of aircraft propeller-crankshaft systems. Early evidence of specialization in vibration analysis
The solutions quoted were limited by the complex- is evident in torsional vibration, structural vibration,
ity of the examples in those days. Morris and Head non4inear vibration, acoustics, and modeling and
[45] discusses the 'escalator' method which they computational techniques. The complimentary devel-
developed to solve such systems, using hand calcu- opment of applied matrix techniques and the digital
lators to solve the frequency equations. Mauder computer has intensified the development of special-
[161 deals with a variety of gyradynamic problems, ized topics in vibration analysis, and in the related
applied to gyroscopes, rotating disk-shaft systems, literature. Ten main categories are presently appar-
etc. An introductory discussion of gyrodynamics ent:
applied to solid and flexible bodies is given.

Applied Vibrations
Biezeno and Grammel [7] is a comprehensive dis- Few texts exist in the area of applied vibrations.
cussion of applied vibration problems in rotating Macduff and Curreri [47] published a text on ap-
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plied machinery vibration control which contains Rotor-bearing System Vibrations
good treatment of balancing, isolation and damping, Dimentberg 1171 is an analytical book which con-
and torsional vibrations, siders problems of the turbine-generator industry,

but without modern computer techniques. Tondl
The Blake and Mitchell handbook 1481 reveals 163] deals with analysis and experiments on rotor
Blake's experience in the petrochemical industry. stability problems. Analog computer studies are
It was the first practical measurement handbook described, but no digital computer work is reported.
dealing with industrial machinery. Later Jackson Fluid-film bearing technology is reported by Pinkus
[49] published the practical vibration primer which and Stemlicht (641 with reference to bearing dy-
deals with analysis and control of vibrations in namics. Lund [65 has reported bearing dynamic
modern turbomachinery. This book deals with properties, and Rieger (661 contains a comprehen-
techniques, instrumentation, and case histories in sive presentation of rotor-bearing dynamics tech-
machinery vibrations. Mitchell's book [501 on nology. Eshleman (671, Rieger [68], and Loewy
machinery analysis and monitoring, published re- [331 are, respectively, comprehensive literature and
cently, deals with the practical aspects of machinery technology summaries of rotor system critical speed
vibration. Transducers, conditioners and analyzers, properties, and flexible rotor unbalance response and
condition measurement, diagnostics and monitoring, balancing publications. In addition Loewy contains
and vibration control including balancing and align- a good text on fundamental rotor dynamics phenom-
ment are topics covered. ena. Valuable and practical insights on journal bearing

dynamic properties are given in Smith [691 and
Richart, at al (511 have. published a book on soils publicationseonibearinggdynamic properties are

and ounatios wichshoud b ofhelpto any publications on bearing dynamic properties areand foundations which should be of help to many discussed in Shapiro and Rumbarger 1701.

structural and machinery engineers, The book on

natural frequency and mode shape calculation by Random Vibrations
Blevins (52] featuring many formulas should be RadmVbtinIntroductory developments are included as chapters
of interest to many engineers, in Thomson 1181, Hurty and Rubinstein (551, and

Torsional Vibrations Meirovitch 1251. A simple introduction to this topic

Classic texts are available by Ker Wilson (531 (fourth is given by Robson (711. Crandall and Mark [431 is

edition 195W-1965, five volumes), by Nestorides an introductory text which deals with the fundamen-

(141, and by Tuplin [541 (second edition 1966). tals and their application to fatigue. Lin (721 gives a
No modern computer-oriented text on torsional comprehensive analytical presentation of stochastic
vibrations exists in this field. More recent develop- processes applied to vibration and fatigue of struc-
ments are covered in published papers. tures. Bendat and Piersol (731 is a more recent

comprehensive presentation of stochastic processes
Structural Vibrations applied to structures, which incorporated modern
Norris at al (131 is an early computer-oriented preen- Fourier developments.
tation of matrix structural analysis, which contains
useful practical material on earthquake-proof design Noise and Acoustics
of structures, primarily buildings. Hurty and Rubin- The handbook by Harris [74) is a comprehensive
stein [551 covers matrix vibration theory, modal survey of industrial noise problems. Beranek [75]
methods, and an introduction to random vibrations, is a practical introduction to noise engineering, and
in a clear manner. Levy and Wilkinson (561 intro- Morse 11, 761 contains the theoretical basis for
duces an innovative procedure with a computer noise analysis. Much of the classic work of Rayleigh
program for general structural analysis involving both [1 is still of use for theoretical noise analysis.
linear and non-linear analysis. Leissa [57, 581 com-
piled two excellent monographs on the vibrations Non-linear Vibrations
of plates and shells. In me area of finite element Early texts on non-linear vibrations were written
modeling Kemal and Wolfe [591 and Zienkiewicz by Stoker 1151 and Minorsky (771 which empha-
[601 have authored monographs. Texts on fluid- sized topological methods. The application of her-
structure interactions have been written by Blevins monic balance procedures to nonlinear problems
(611 and Davenport (621. has been dealt in great detail by Hayashi (78].



Tondl (631 has written several recent monographs the SVIC monograph series [32, 34, 37, 38, 401
on nonlinear methods for certain classes of rotor deals with many topics in this area. Recent micro-
vibration and other problems utilizing computer computer equipment developments and the present
solution procedures. needs of industry for on-site vibration analysis

would make such a book a very welcome addition
Isolation and Damping to the subject literature.
Texts on isolation and damping that emphasize the
practical aspects of design have bean written by
MacDuff and Curreri [471 and Harris and Crede ACKNOWLEDGMENT
[791. Snowdon's 180, 811 books deal with the
high frequency effects in vibration isolation and
damping. Optimum shock and vibration isolation This survey article was suggested to the author by
has been discussed in the SVIC monographs written Rudolph H. Volin of the Shock and Vibration Re-
by Sevin and Pilkey E351. Ruzicka and Derby [361 search Center, Washington, DC. Special thanks are
deal with the effect of damping on vibration isola- due to Dr. J.S. Rao (.I.T. New Delhi) and to Dr. R.L.
tion. Eshleman (Vibration Institute) for valuable com-

ments and guidance from their experience with the
Testing literature.
While no comprehensive, general text dedicated to
experimental vibration analysis appears to exist,

TABLE. VIBRATION TEXTBOOKS

BAIIC THEORY
CURRENT

AUTHQR TOPIC YEAR EDITION P IHE

Manley, R. Introductory theory 1942 First Chapman and Hall
Myklastad. N.O. Introductory topics 1956 First McGraw-Hill
Church, A.H. General Topics mobility 1957 Second Wiley
Bishop. R. and Johnson. D. Basic theory 1960 First Cambridge
Seto,W. Introductory topics 1964 First Schiaum
Crandall, S. and Mark, W. Random vibration 1964 Second McGraw-Hill
Vierck, R.R. Introductory theory 1967 First International
McCallion, H. Basic theory 1973 First Wiley
Melrovitch, L. I ntermediate theory 1975 First Wiley
Dimarogonas, A. General topics 1976 First West
Toe, Morse, and Hinkle Introductory theory 1978 Second Allyn and Bacon
Thompson, W.T. Introductory topics 1981 Fourth Prentio-Hall

ADVANCED

Morris, .1. Applied theory 192B First Chapman and Hall
Morris, j. and Heed, A. Technique applications 1944 First Chapman and Hall
Scanlan. R.H. and Rosenbaum, R. Applied theory 1951 First MacMillan
Blazeno, E. and Grammel, R. Engineering applications 1954 Second Blackle
Tong, K.N. Advanced theory 1960 First Wiley
Arnold, R. and Mauder, L. Gyrodynsnics 1961 First Academic
Pastel, E. and Lack Is, F. General matrix theory 1963 First Cambridge
Hurty, W.C. and Rublnstain. M.F. Applied theory 1964 First Prentce-Hall
Bishop, R., Gladwell, G., and

Michelson Matrix analysis 1965 First Cambridge
Marovitch, L. Analytical methods 1967 First MacMillan
Morrow, C.T. Shock Isolation 1968 First Wiley
Snowadon, J. Vibration Isolation and damping 1968 First McGraw-Hill
Sevin, E. and PlIkay, W. Optimum shock and vibration

isolation 1971 First SVIC
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TABLE. VIBRATION TEXTBOOKS (CONTINUED)

SCHOLARLY

AUTHOR TOPIC YEAR CURRENT PUBLISHER
EDITION

Timoshenko, S.P. General Topics 1928. 1937, Fourth Wiley
1955, 1974

Den Hartog. J.P. General topics 1934,1940, Fourth McGraw-Hill
1947, 1956

Jacobsen, L. and Ayra, R. General topics 19568 First McGraw-Hill

APPLIED VIBRATION

Norris, at al Structural dynamics 1958 First McGraw-Hill
Mcduff. J.N. and Curreri, J.R. Vibration control 1958 First McGraw-Hill
Ker Wilson. W. Vibration engineering 1959 First Griffin
Mustin, G.S. Packaging 1968 First SVIC
Leissa, A. Vibration of plates 1969 First NASA
Richart. F., Jr.. Hall, J., Jr. and

Woods, R. Soils and foundations 1970 First Prentice-Hall
Blake. M.P. and Mitchell, W.S. Machinery nois and vibration 1972 First Spartan
Leissa. A. Vibration of shells 1973 First NASA
Jackson, C. Practical machine vibration 1979 First Gulf Publishing
Blevins, R.D. Natural frequency calculations 1979 First Van Nostrand Reinhold
Mitchell, J. Machine monitoring and analysis 1981 First PennWell Books

TORSIONAL

Ker Wilson, W.T. Torsional vibrations 1934.1948, Third Wiley

1965
Nestorides, E.J. Torsional vibration 1958 First Cambridge
Tuplin, W. Torsional vibrations 1968 First Pitman

ROTOR BEARING

Dimentberg, F.M. Rotor shafts 1961 First Buttarwortha
Pinkus, 0. and Sternlicht, B. Hydrodynamic lubrication 1961 First McGraw.Hill
Tondl, A. Rotor dynamics 1965 First Czechoslovakian

Academy
Wilcox, J. Rotor balancing 1967 Pitman
Loewy, R. and Plarulli, V. Rotor shafts 1969 First SVIC
Smith, D.M. Journal bearings 1970 First Chapmen and Hall
Rlegr, N.F. Rotordynamnics 1982 Second Vibration Institute
RiearWN.F. Rotor balancing 1982 First SVIC

GENERAL

Harris, C. and Credo, C. Hanidbook on vibration end shock topics 1962,1977 Second McGrawHill
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TABLE. VIBRATION TEXTBOOKS (CONTINUED)

ACOUSTICS

AUTHOR TOPIC YEAR CURRENT PUBLISHER

Rayleigh, L. Acoustics, advanced 1877.1894 Second Dover Reprint 194
Morse, P. Acoustics, advanced theory 1953 First McGraw-Hill
Morne, P. Theory 1966 First McGraw-Hill
Beranek, L.L. Noise and vibration control 1971 First McGraw-Hilll
Harris, C. and Credo, C. General 1977 Second McGraw-H ill

NONLINEAR

Stoker, E. Non .iiner vibrations 1961 First Academic
Minorsky. N. Non-linear oscillations 1962 Van Nostand
Hayshi, C. Non-linear oscillations 1964 McGraw-Hill

RANDOM

Robson, J.D. I ntroductory 1964 Edinburgh
Crandall, S. and Mark. W. Applied 1964 First Academic
Lin, Y.K. Advanced 1966 First McGrew-Hill
Lyon, R. Applied random vibration 1967 First SVIC
Sandet. J. end Piersol. A. Stochastic Processes; 1980 Second Wiley

VIBRATION CONTROL

Macduff ,J. and Curreri,J. Vibration Control 1958 First McGrw-ill
Snowdon, J.C. Applied isolation and damping 1988 First Wiley
Ruzicke, J. and Derby, T. Damping and Isolation 1971 First SVIC
Beranek, L. Noise and vibration control 1971 First McGraw-Hill
Snowidon, J.C. and Unger, E.E. Mechanical vibration Impact and noise 1973 First ASME

VIBRATION TESTING

Enochaon .Land Otnes. K. Digital time series date 1968 First SVIC
Kelly, R. and Richman, G. Shock date analysis 1969 First SVIC
Curtis, A., Tinhing, N., and

Abetain, H., Jr. Vibration teeting 1972 First SVIC
Fackler, W. Vibration testing 1972 First SVIC
Bouche, R. Transducer calibration 1979 First SVIC
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ofutvey Shod anldiLITERATURE REVIEW: suvyadaayi

The monthly Literature Review, a subjective critique and summary of the litera-
ture, consists of two to four review articles each month, 3,000 to 4,000 words in
length. The purpose of this section is to present a "digest" of literature over a
period of three years. Planned by the Technical Editor, this section provides the
DIGEST reader with up-to-date insights into current technology in more than
150 topic areas. Review articles include technical information from articles, reports,
and unpublished proceedings. Each article also contains a minor tutorial of the
technical area under discussion, a survey and evaluation of the new literature, and
recommendations. Review articles are written by experts in the shock and vibration
field.

This issue of the DIGEST contains articles about seismic waves and mechanical
damping of filled plastics.

Dr. Sasadhar De of W. Bengal, India, has written an article reviewing recent develop-
ments in seismology, mathematical methods to study seismic waves, effects of such
waves on ground movement and structures, and prediction of earthquakes.

Dr. L.E. Nielsen, science consultant and lecturer, Redmond, Oregon, has written a
review on recent important results on the damping of filled plastics.
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MECHANICAL DAMPING OF FILLED PLASTICS

L.E. Niellsn

Abstract. Recent impoirtwt resuts on the damping ing also increases if the adhesion of the polymer
of filled plastics ae reviewed. The nature of tae to the filler is destroyed; interfacial slippage can then
platis-filler instrace is epecially important in occur (6,81.
determining the damping of a Wfiled Wtem. Short-
fiber compostes have damping behavior very dif- A special type of particulate filler is short fibers or
ferent from that of continuous fiber composites, discontinuous fibers. Most of the stress in composites
Particle uiee, particle packing, andparticle AWomer- containing continuous fibers is due to low-damping
tion also are important fibers; the damping of the composite material is thus

less than that of the polymer and decreases as the
concentration of fibers increases. On the other hand,

During the past few years an active field of research damping of composites containing short fibers can
has been the effect of the filler-plastic interface on be much greater than that cf a pure polymer matrix
the mechanical damping of plastics filled with rigid [9, 101.
fillers [1-6]. The changes in damping attributable
to the interface can result from: a layer of modified Large shear stresses must be present in the plastic
polymer near the interface brought about by adsorp- matrix of composites containing discontinuous fibers
tion of the polymer to the filler surface 11, 2, 4, 5]; if part of the stress is to be transferred to the fibers.
a thick interlayer of a different material that binds These shear stresses are highest close to the fiber
the polymer to the filler [31; dewetting or debonding ends. It is this mechanism of stress transfer thatof the polymer from the filler surface [61. gives rise to the high damping of composites con-

taining discontinuous fibers. In any kind of fiber-
The damping passes through a maximum at a tern- filled composite damping increases as damage occurs
perature close to the glass transition (softening) in the composite [11]. The damage often results
temperature of the polymer [7]. Fillers tend to from dewetting the fiber from the matrix; other
increase the temperature at which damping is a forms of damage are also possible.
maximum if there is an adsorbed polymer layer on
the filler [2, 4, 51. However, the observed effect Mechanical damping is affected by filler particle
in many cases may be due instead to agglomeration size (4, 6] and particle shape (121. Packing and
of filler particles [8]. In some systems, the damping agglomeration of particles also have an important
is given approximately by [11: effect on damping. Fedors and Landel [13,141 have

tan 6 = 01 tan 61 + 2 tan 62. presented a theory of particle packing.

In this equation, the damping is 6, 0 is the volume
fraction, and the subscripts refer to the matrix and REFERENCES
filler phases.
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SEISMIC WAVES

Saadbar De

Abstract. The article reviesw rent developments in to one-dimensional seismic waves in elastic, non-
seismology, nwm.ematicW methods to study a'nic homogeneous media [11). An ensemble of non-
wvaves, effects of such wevas on pound movwment homogeneous media was assumed in a statistical
and structures, and prediction of earthquakes. Direc- study of wave propagation [12). A method to
tiona for future resieh are given, determine the displacement produced in a half-space

by arbitrary stresses acting on the surface has been
given (131. The timelependent solution for a

De [11 recently outlined the basic features of seismic multipolar source in a structure consisting of a
waves and mathematical methods. He discussed homogeneous layer over a homogeneous half-sece
earthquake prediction and suggested future research has been obtained as a sum of generalized rays 114].
in seismology. The present article summarizes the
rapid advancement of the subject during the past few Maximum amplitudes and propagation velocities of
years. seismic waves have been investigated at various

geological conditions [151. The attenuation and
dispersion of these waves in porous rocks containing

SURFACE WAVES AND GUIDED WAVES spherical gas pockets have been considered using the
coupled equations of motion given by Biot (16, 171.

Surface waves and body waves have been discussed Propagation of nonstationary disturbances in an
[1-4]. The Thomson Haskell formulation and the anisotropic half-epace, produced by a point pulse
matrix method have been used to study seismic source, has been studied [181, as have antipodal
surface wave dispersion functions for layered elastic regions of a seismic wave source 119].
media. The finite-element technique has been used
[5] to study time-harmonic surface waves in irregu- A study of the surface P wave radiated by propa-
lar, two-dimensional structures. Surface-wave dis- gating two-dimensional dislocated sources has been
persion for an ice sheet - in which velocity and presented [201. The radiated seismic energy is
density increase continuously with depth and gradi- represented as a sum of normal modes; approximate
ents near the surface are steep -- has been computed equations are used to describe the dissipation of this
[61 by solving the equations of motion using finite energy in the earth by solid friction 121). The
differences, presence of a cavity in the vicinity of a seismic

source modifies the radiated signal from the classic
Elastic wave propagation in a laterally and vertically solutions for a point force in the finite medium. This
heterogeneous crust has been modeled using the effect has been studied and solutions obtained for
dynamic finite element method (DFEM) [7]. For a seismic fields from a point force applied to the sur-
buried source in a stratified half-space the surface face of a cylindrical cavity in an elastic medium
displacements were calculated by numerical integra- [22). A nonlinear cumulative frequency-magnitude
tion of the Fourier-Bessel transform of the response relation was proposed that fits the experimental
181. Slowness methods have been used to study data in the high magnitude range [231.
impulsive wave propagation [9]. A general perturba-
tion scheme for analyzing the angular dependence of A calculation scheme for Reyleigh wave solutions at
phase velocity has been formulated 1101. An inverse higher frequency ranges and higher modes has been
procedure was developed to obtain exact solutions published (241, as has a method to determine the
*15 ROtaiMt0, Santitketan 7312X, 81i6hum, W. atn.il, India
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dispersion function for Rayleigh waves in a layered nental margin. The form of the transmission matrix
media [251. Group velocity distributions of Rayleigh was obtained. The method was also used to investi-
waves, which are expressed in terms of spherical gate the two-dimensional problem of the propagation
surface harmonics, have been calculated [261. Lateral of plane, harmonic Love waves (401.
heterogeneity of the upper mantle under the ocean
was represented by means of contour lines on the A method for obtaining partial derivatives of Love-
maps of group velocity distributions. A set of very wave group-velocity spectra for a layered medium
high-quality records of first order overtone Rayleigh used a second order perturbation theory [411. Love
waves from a deep-focus earthquake has been studied waves, whose characteristics are mostly controlled
[271. Such waves in a heterogeneous material, such by thick sedimentary layers, have been considered
as multiphase mixtures, composite materials, and using normal mode theory for given fault parameters
polycrystals, are governed by integrodifferential [421. Repeated surface wave group velocity measure-
equations derived by known methods for infinite ments have been made to obtain both Rayleigh and
heterogeneous media [281. Love wave dispersion data over a number of paths

crossing various tectonic provinces of China (43.
A group of Rayleigh waves across a trench is regarded
as having four phases [291: R + tr. R, RS + RRRS, The dynamic (amplitude) properties of SH waves
SR + SRRR, and SR S. The transmission coefficients propagating in plane-layered transversely Isotropic
of these phases are obtained separately. An experi- media have been investigated using an asymptotic
ment to investigate the capability of a trench to expansion of the displacement vector [441 .P-wave,
prevent the transmission of Rayleigh waves along the SV-weve, and SH-wave velocities have been computed
free surface of a half-space has been considered (301. for transversely isotropic solids [45. The propaga-

tion of SH waves in such a plane layered medium

A linear inversion approach has been used to interpret was considered using integral transforms and evalu-
a wide set of great-circle Rayleigh wave phase veloc- ation of steepest descent (461. A ray-mode duality
ities in terms of regionalized earth models [311. for such waves in earth models with crust and mantle
NORSAR recordings of Rayleigh waves generated by discontinuities was established [471.
nuclear explosions in certain regions have been
studied [32] and an application of Rayleigh-wave A perturbation method was used [48 to compute
ray tracing has been presented [331. numerically the synthetic seismograms that can be

observed above a two-dimensional structure on which
A numerical method to study surface-wave propaga- plane SH waves impinge from below. A procedure
tion across vertical discontinuities has been described has been introduced [491 to determine the reflection
[34). The results for Love wave propagation between coefficients of a layered system when the observed
two, layered quarter spaces were considered. Propaga- seismic data may contain random noise.
tion of Love waves in laterally and vertically hetero-
geneous layered media [351 and through an ocean- In seismic refraction surveys a hidden layer occurs
continent transition have been examined using the where energy from a refractor of higher velocity
finite element method and transition excitation [361. arrives at the surface before energy from an over-
Near-field Love waves (long-period seismic SH waves) lying refractor. The maximum thickness of the
have been synthesized by the exact ray method [371, hidden layer is referred to as the blind zone. The

and a flinite element technique has been used to effect of a blind zone on an interpreted depth section
study time-harmonic Love waves propagating in can be evaluated by defining an intercept time for
three-dimensional structures [38). a blind zone of assumed or known velocity and by

using standard time-term equations for layer thick-
The method of integral representation and the ness and depth [501. The scattering of harmonic
Schwinger-Levine variational principle were used SH waves by an arbitrary surface irregularity has
[391 to describe the diffraction of plane, harmonic, been examined in order to ascertain the effect of
monochromatic Love waves normally incident upon topography on seismic ground motion [51]. The
the plane of discontinuity in a structure consisting of canonical problem of the scattering of waves from
a half-space with a surface step - a model of a conti- a harmonic point source in an elastic medium, by an
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inviscid fluid-filled cavity, has been examined [52]. SH-wave propagation in a poroelastic body has been
A boundary method has been used to numerically considered [72], as has the effect of pore fluid on
solve the problem of scattering of SH waves by a seismic wave propagation [73].
bounded surface cavity in a half-space [53]. The
shear phase SS was considered as a tool in the recon- An analytical method has been reported for evalu-
naissance of the earth [54]. ating generation and dissipation of pore water pres-

sures in sand deposites during earthquakes (741.
The reflection and diffraction of Love waves due to Compressional and shear wave velocities have been
the presence of a vertical crack in an infinite layer of measured in water-filled Borea sandstone as a func-
finite thickness attached to a rigid half-space have tion of pore pressure (75]. Such velocities in porous
been studied [55]. Reflections and refractions from rocks under different saturation conditions were
curved interfaces have been shown on two-limen- also studied [761. Love waves in a stratified magneto-
sional scale models (561. elastic solid with material boundary have been dis-

cussed [77).
An extension of the Thomson-Haskell method tostrtifed edi ha ben ublshe [5]. he epaa- The problem of nonlinear propagation of elastic
stratified media has been published [571. The separa- surface waves has been solved [78]. The effects of
tion of SH and P-SV waves was possible only for gravity on wave propagation in crystalline media have
spherical, circular, cylindrical, and parallel plane been investigated [631. It was found that the gravity

effect decrease3 the Rayleigh wave velocity (which

A possible behavior of P- and S-wave velocities at a is very small) and that this decrement is proportional

polymorphic phase transition or melting transition to wavelength.

has been investigated [581. Computation of ray The influence of initial stress on wave propagation
amplitudes of seismic wody waves in laterally non- in crystalline media has been investigated [79], as
homogeneous media with curved interfaces was have surface waves in magnetovisco-elasticity under
performed during an evaluation of geometrical the influence of such stress [80]. Cauchy's theory
spreading [591. Surface wave data have bean used of initial stress was introduced to solve the problemto infer the nonhomogeneous structure of crustal of pro;agation of SH waves in an infinite monoclinic
and upper mantle, and the continents and oceans crystal plate [81]. The equations of motion for a
over various propagation paths 160]. It has been prestressed, self-gravitating thermoviscoelastic earth
shown that no large-strain, steady-state creep process model undergoing a dislocation have been solved
in mantle rock can account for a Newtonian, constant by normal mode expansion of the displacement
viscosity mantle that differs from an analysis of [82]. The long wavelength radiation patterns of
glacial rebound data [611. P- and S-waves were determined for an elastic pre-

stressed earth model. The effect of nonuniform
In a report of an investigation of surface waves in initial stress in static crack problems has been con-
crystalline media [62-6 1 Stoneley waves at liquid- sidered [83], and the problem of seismic radiation
crystal and crystal-crystal interfaces were discussed, from the sudden creation of a spherical cavity in an
Love type waves in crystalline media due to the arbitrarily prestressed medium has been solved [841.
existence of irregular zones at the interface of crust The solution to the latter problem has application
and lower media have been shown [66] ,and problem to tectonic release resulting from the creation of
of shear modes in anisotropic systems (67] and a shatter zone by large underground explosions.
pure surface modes in orthorhombic materials (68] Due to the explosion at the surface, waves are re-
have been solved. flected and transmitted at each boundary between

two layers. Waves coming back to the surface are
Seismic waves in inelastic media have been studied recorded. The inverse problem was used to determine
(691, and the anelastic nature of the mantle beneath from the seismogram, some characteristics of the
the Pacific ocean has bean considered [70]. A simul- medium as functions of depth [85).
taneous inversion of both Love and Rayleigh wave
dispersion data was shown to be present in the A method to detect beds of minerals from seismic
mantle under a restricted form of anisotropy [71]. waves has been reported (62-641. Reflection seis-
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mology has been used [86] to detect locations of grams can be used to determine the propagation ray
and estimate quantities of oil, natural gas, and coal paths and delay times for the long-period waves.
deposits in the earth's sedimentary layers. The reflec- These data can be used to deduce the dispersion
tion amplitude in the detection of shallow gas was curves for oceanic Rayleigh waves [96].
considered [87]. Seismology has also been used to
determine the best locations for cable plowing,
pipe pushes, and underground duct systems [88]. EARTH'S OSCILLATION

Rayleigh waves correspond to spheroidal oscillations
WAVES DUE TO EXPLOSIONS and Love waves correspond to the torsional oscilla-

tions. The most general wave equation for deter-
The activity associated with underground nuclear mining the period of the free oscillations of the
explosions can be measured from the times of S-P earth for all eigen-vibrations (both spheroidal and
waves. Underwater explosions provide seismic refrac- torsional) can be written as
tion profiles across different oceanic regions. The 32u e 2

radiations emitted by high altitude explosions affect p - - (K + p/3) - + p V u + pX i

the lower ionosphere. t, ax

An introductory review of the results of artificial The displacement vector is u; e is the dilatation,

underground explosions from natural seismic events K the compressibility, /p the shear modulus, and

is available (891. Spectral analyses have been carried Xi the body forces.

out (90] using the maximum entropy method and
the fast Fourier transform method for explosion A theory of pulsation of the earth attributes pulse-
earthquakes that exceeded 10i1 ergs in seismic tion to changes in gravity that affect body forces
energy. Anomalous surface waves from underground [971. Various modes, including first and second
explosions have also been considered [91]. A source- order perturbation theory and variational methods,
time of megaton class nuclear explosions has been have been proposed to calculate the normal modes
determined [921 by modeling teleseismic short- and of a laterally heterogeneous earth (98]. The fre-
long-period body waves with synthetic seismograms. quency equation for the infinite set of eigenfre-

quencies of radial overtones in torsional oscillations
of a simple model of the earth has been solved [991.

DISTURBANCES IN THE IONOSPHERE The Thomson - Haskell matrix method was used
to study the radial oscillations of a multilayered

The medium-scale wave disturbances of electron elastic sphere due to an explosive source located at
concentrations in the ionosphere are assumed to the center [ 100].
arise as a result of the propagation of internal acous-
to-gravity waves. The action on the lower ionosphere A formal classification of spheroidal modes into
(D-layer) of acousto-gravity waves arising in explo- five families has been discussed [1011. Perturbation
sions and earthquakes has been analyzed [931, and theory has been applied to an investigation of the
the effects of waves from earthquakes and volcanic effect of damping on the natural torsional frequen-
eruptions on the ionosphere have also been investi- cies of the earth [1021.
gated (941. Seismic studies have been conducted
simultaneously with longitudinal and transverse The radial motion of the sold earth (assumed to be
waves to obtain lithological information 195]. a homogeneous elstic sphere) in the presence of a

magnetic field in azimuthal direction has been con-
Earthquake.generated Rayleigh waves excite shock sidered 1103). The origin of aperiodic signals during
waves at the surface of the earth. These waves propa- excitation of free oscillations in a nonelastic earth
gate upward nearly vertically through the atmosphere has also been studied 1104]. The finite element
as infrasound. Infrasound can be recorded at iono- method has been applied to the egenvalue problem
spheric heights with the HF Doppler sounder. Elec- of a nonhomogeneos earth [105. Explicit expres-
tron density distributions constructed from iono- sions of the Green's dyadics for the toroidal and
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spheroidal oscillations of the earth in terms of its Transient and steady-state responses of a model of a
normal modes have been obtained [1061. The inter- one-story building with an embedded foundation
esting problem of free and forced vibrations of the subjected to plane horizontally-polarized shear
earth, including the ocean, has been analyzed using waves have been analyzed (1241. The response of
the general euqations of tides and natural vibrations a stratified elastic half-space to a general source was
of the earth that take Coriolis forces into account presented in terms of the reflection and transmission
[107]. properties of the regions above and below the source

An earth model with six surfaces of discontinuity (1251.

between core boundary and surface has been pro- The linear theory of ground motions due to earth-
posed and a pattern of eigenfrequencies presented quakes of small and medium size and nonlinear
[1081. Effects of the duration of oscillations in ground motions during strong earthquakes have been
determining earthquake intensity have been shown discussed (1261. Two-dimensional horizontal mo-
[109]. The motion excited in a rotating earth model tions during earthquakes and intensity evaluation
by a kinematically prescribed earthquake fault for the design of structures have been dealt with
has been considered in closed form [110). Expres- [127]. An empirical relation has been suggested for
sions for total energy released and energy dissipated the extent of vibration of a building site, the distance
by bodily friction subsequent to faulting have been of a building from an explosive, the energy cof tent
obtained in terms of the normal-mode excitation of the explosive, and the frequency of detonating the
amplitude. Quasi-periodic variations observed in explosives [1281.
spacings between successive eigenfrequencies of
radial and spheroidal oscillations of the PKIKP type The seismic resistance of nuclear reactors [129-1311
have been considered [111]. The influence of gravity and the seismic safety of light-water reactors [1321
on the free vibrations of a hexagonal plate has been have been discussed, as have the engineering charac-
shown [63]. teristics of earthquake ground motions pertinent to

the development of vibratory motion criteria at
nuclear plant sites [1331. Seismic responses of

GROUND MOTION AND STRUCTURES underground pipelines (1341, multistory steel rigid-

Artificially-induced ground movements and the frame buildings with set-back towers [135], and

effects of such movements on structures have been steel building frames [1361 have been investigated.

compiled (112]. The nature of earthquakes and The behavior of selected low-rise steel buildings

current methods of seismic design have been ana- subjected to earthquake base motions has been

lyzed [1131. Methods for seismic analysis and design studied [1371. Approximate analyses of the safety

and structural and equipment vibration test data of earthquake protection systems with reserve ele-
ments have been carried out [1381. The extent tohavebee revewe [11'$1 Moton urin eath- which foundation properties influence the response

quakes [115] and a concept of earthquake intensity

have also been studied [116]. The motion produced of some framed structures to earthquakes has been

by strike slip and shallow dip slip faults has been considered (1391.

theoretically investigated [117, 118]. The motion The seismic response due to a traveling shear wave
of ground composed of crystalline or granular mate- has been investigated (140]; a nuclear reactor build-
rials under pressure waves generated by nuclear ing was used. The limitations of subsurface struc-
explosions has been studied mathematically (119, ture in the field of earthquake engineering have been
120]. Cagniard-de-Hoop solutions for a point dis- considered [141]. The effects of geological condi-
location in half space were used (1211 to construct tions on response spectra and ground motion param-
models of the strong ground motion observed during eters have been examined (1421. Design spectra for
an earthquake (M = 6A). The duration of strong various sites were also presented. Spectral charac-
ground shaking resulting from nuclear explosions has teristics of ground motion with respect to geological
been discussed [122]. Motions due to small and setting have been described 1143].
major earthquakes, canyons of arbitrary shape, the
shape and dimension of fault, and the direction of A two-dimensional oil-structure interaction anaysis
rupture have been presented (123]. has been carried out (1441 for transient Rayleigh
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surface waves. Prediction of strong ground motions Anomalous tilt behavior has been utilized for earth-
from earthquakes and the contribution of Love quake prediction [1601. Correlations have been made
waves have been analyzed [123]. The effect of the between the frequency of earthquakes and the
duration of ground motion on the dynamic response underground water regime in many seismoactive
of hemispherical shells in a fluid medium has been regions [161]. Short- or medium-term risk fore-
studied (146]. Direct correlations between strong casts and methods for calculating such forecasts
ground motion parameters and damage have been have been discussed [162). The effects of planetary
obtained [146]. A technique for synthesizing seismic gravitational forces on the earth's surface and on
motions at a given site for an assigned earthquake earthquakes have been considered [1631, and various
for the purpose of anti-seismic designing has been statistical parameters have been calculated for fre-
developed [147). quency - magnitude distributions of earthquakes

[164].

PREDICTION OF EARTHQUAKES Indications of changes in the state of the earth's

core, seismic data, changes in the rate of movement
Earthquake prediction research [1491 and an empiri- of the core, conditions and hydrodynamics of under-
cal prediction model [148] have been considered, ground waters, and solar-lunar tides have been used
Recent research on earthquake prediction in Japan for earthquake prediction [165]. The dislocation
has been reviewed, and steps for locating and de- theory has been applied to seismology on the basis
signing buildings to minimize damage have been of the mechanics of faulting [166]. Deformations
indicated [150]. at the earth's surface resulting from the appearance

of a soft inclusion have been considered by the
The Vrancea earthquake on March 4, 1977 (M=7.1) small perturbation method [167]. Earthquake
was successfully predicted [1511. Tectonic stress sources exhibiting anelastic volume changes have
field and plate movements in China, an empirical been studied [1681 in a gravitating earth. The effect
earthquake prediction model, a prediction model of gravity is compensated by a continuous distribu-
from Vp/V s variations, and seismic activity and crust- tion of volume forces through the earth.
al movements in Japan have been discussed [1152].IThe cause of earthquakes might be related to theMacrobaromic waves (infrasonic and gravity waves) movement of the whole earth. Earthquake activitycaused by gas outspurts and long period ground has been related to blocks with boundaries at 45e
movements prior to earthquakes can be detected latitude or longitude [169]. The distribution of
at a distance [153]. A method to detect earthquakes distances between pairs of earthquake epicenters
and determine the arrival time of P and S waves and hypocenters have been determined (1701 for
by automatic seismometry system has been con- four local and two worldwide catalogs.
sidered [1541.

Seismic risk has been calculated from recurrence
Earthquake prediction by continuous observation periods using least squares relations between the
of crustal movements has been studied (155]. Such number of earthquakes and their magnitude [1711.
predictions generally depend on plate tectonics Periodic changes in the number of earthquakes in
theory, elastic rebound theory, and the concept Alaska and Central America have been reported
of seismic gaps. Large shear stresses in a region and and statistically evaluated [1721.
anomalous localized cnstal deformations are indi-
cators of the likelihood of an earthquake [1561. The Earthquake prediction using a geochemical approach
possible average temporal and spatial patterns of via radon monitoring has been described [1731.
foreshocks have been examined [157]. Two models Rock rupture is considered a cause of variation of
of earthquakes are based on the inclusion theory for radon content before an earthquake [1741. The
dry rocks and on the stress corrosion theory of anomalous behavior of radon content before and
crack propagation in a wet environment (1581. The after a strong earthquake has been reported [175,
predictability of long-period (one second or longer) 1761. The largest seismic event can be responsible
ground motions generated by long strikeslip earth- for the highest radon reading. Variations in radon
quakes has been reported (1591. seem to be correlated with local seismicity [177].
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Subsurface soil gas and active faults have been studied continuum has been applied to the problem of
[178] to test whether the radon-isotope content electrodynamic phenomena associated with earth-
shows any changes useful for earthquake prediction. quakes 1192].
Studies of groundwater radon content in relation
to seismic activities have been reviewed (179].
Groundwater radon anomalies can be short in dura- ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
tion and occur only a few days before the main
shocks. Animals, especially some birds, including domestic

fowl, as well as ants, are sometimes more sensitive
The changes of radon concentrations in soil gas to earthquake vibrations than humans; they are
associated with certain earthquakes (4.2 - 4.7 M) disturbed when humans do not perceive shocks.
have been studied [180] , as have precursory changes Low frequency waves tend to travel fastest and
in the radon concentration of groundwater 11811. arrive first; these are not so readily felt by humans
A remarkable increase in radon concentration oc- [4].
curred after an earthquake. The abnormal charac-
teristics of radon contents in ground water before Sound is generated before and after an earthquake.
the occurrence of the 1976 earthquake (M = 7.2) Ultrasound caused by seismic waves might explain
have been analyzed ( 182]. the strange behavior of animals before an earthquake

[193, 194]. Abnormal animal behavior prior to
Diurnal variations of soil-gas helium concentrations an earthquake has also been studied by Rikitake
have been studied for earthquake prediction [1831. [195] and others [196]. Seismic acoustics in earth-
The presence of carbon dioxide - rich springs might quake prediction has been discussed [197].
indicate a potentially hazardous seismic region ( 184].
Monitoring carbon dioxide discharges might be useful
in earthquake prediction. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The close relationship between gravity variations Certain problems [ 1] are still of interest to scientists.
and the occurrence of earthquakes has been studied Limited work has been done on nonlinear waves in
[185]. The character and causes of blowing out of seismology, and very little attention has been given

gases and emission of sound from dry wells, of to surface waves over a thermoelastic crystalline
water becoming muddy, and the changing water half-space. The transmission of waves through inelas-
level in wells of the Beijing region immediately tic substances and the periodicity of earthquakes
before the 1976 Tangshan earthquake and its strong should be studied. Worldwide seismic zones might
after-shocks have been reported [ 186]. somehow be arranged in regular directions on the

surface of the earth. Study of belts in which earth-
Anomalies of atmospheric pressure might be indica- quakes occur on a spherical surface and the mecha-
tions of the occurrence of earthquakes [187]. A nism involved should be determined.
gravity survey has been conducted for the purpose
of detecting the gravity change concurrent with The nature of mantle should be studied from seismic
subsidence [188]. Tidal effects on seismic activities analysis. Emphasis should be given to detecting beds
during the period from 1975 to 1978 have been of minerals from the studies of seismic waves.
studied [189]. The peaks of a number of earth-
quakes were coincident with the time that crustal The coupling between the atmosphere and the
stress due to semidiurnal tides increased, ground due to explosions and between the under-

ground earthquake and the atmospheric explosion
Earthquake prediction from the measurement of should be studied. The motion of the earth due to
associated electromagnetic phenomena has been charges in ~jravity and wave propagation in pre-
discussed [190]. The piezo-rnagnetic effect and stressed media should be topics of research. Research
the diiatancy-magnetic effect in connection with on infrasound caused by seismic waves before earth-
the occurrence of earthquakes have been considered quakes and on anomalous migration of ground-

* (191] . A theoretical model of an electroelastic water and gases should be emphasized.
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During the last few years scientists have been actively 8. Kennett, B.L.N., "Seismic Waves in a Stratified
investigating accurate and reliable techniques for Half-space; I1: Theoretical Seismograms," Geo-
predicting earthquakes. Some kinds of earthquakes phys. J. Royal Astron. Soc., 61 (1), pp 1-10
have been predicted, and investigations should be (1980).
continued.

9. Chapman, C.H., "On Impulsive Wave Propaga-
Prevention of earthquakes is the most difficult task; tion in a Spherically Symmetric Model," Geo-
emphasis should be given to preventing such conse- phys. J. Royal Astron. Soc., 58 (1), pp 229-
quences of earthquakes as collapse of buildings and 34 (1979).
consequent loss of life. Reports regarding designs of
structures subjected to seismic excitations are avail- 10. Berryman, J.G., "Long-wave Elastic Aniso-
able, but knowledge is still inadequate. tropy in Transversely Isotropic Media," Geo-

phys..44 (5), pp 896-917 (1979).
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BOOK REVIEWS

A GENERAL INTRODUCTION given. The book is very readable and should be a
TO FRACTURE MECHANICS welcome addition to the library of anyone involved

in the subject of fracture.
A "Journal of Strain Analysis" Monograph,

Mechanical Engineering Publications Ltd., London S.N. Atluri
1978, 178 pages Regents' Professor of Mechanics

Georgia Institute of Technology
225 North Avenue N.W.

This monograph is suitable as a textbook for an Atlanta, Georgia
introductory course on fracture mechanics for
undergraduate or 6eginning graduate students in
mechanics and materials science. Specialists in the
field of fracture mechanics were invited to write CREEP OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS
papers to a predetermined plan; material is presented
in logical rather than historical order. The papers are C.D. Pomeroy, Editor
divided into two groups: the first gives the theoreti- Mechanical Engineering Publications Ltd.,
cal background of various fracture-mechanics con- London, 1978
cepts; the second concentrates on practical aspects.
The book contains the following chapters:

This monograph contains 12 papers: three on soil
* Origins of the Energy Balance Approach to and rock by Pomeroy, Bassett, and Ko; one on

Fracture concrete by Illston; one on bituminous construction
by D.J. Hayes materials by Brown, one on ceramics by Wilshire;

* Origins of the Stress Intensity Factor Approach four on metals by Fessler, Leckie, Goodman, and
to Fracture Frost; and two on polymers and reinforced plastics
by D.J. Hayes by Sturgeon and Darlington. Civil engineers will

* The Fracture Toughness of Metals find the articles on soil and rock and the article
by J.F. Knott on bituminous construction materials of interest.

* Yielding Fracture Mechanics Engine component designers will find the silicon
by C.E. Turner nitride information current; parts of the four metal

0 Evaluation of Stress Intensity Factors articles will also be of interest. Nuclear and heat
by D.J. Cartwright and D.P. Rooke exchanger engineers will be particularly interested

0 Experimental Methods for Fracture Tough- in the four metal articles and in the U02 data of
ness of Structural Steels Wilshire. The entire monograph is in common nota-
by R.R. Barr and P. Terry tion, and there is an index.

* Analysis and Application of Fatigue Crack
Growth Data The complete list of articles is:
by L.P. Pook

0 Environmental Effects on Crack Growth 1. Ti7rnedpmodut deformaion of rocks by C.D.
by R.N. Perkins Pomeroy

* Fracture Mechanics: A Summary of Its Aims 2. Timedependent #&Wns end creep In rock and
and Method llstrcmvcu by R.H. Bassett

3. Creep of coo/ by Hon-Yim Ko and K.H. Gerstle
Adequate key references in the historical develop- 4. Crep of concret by J.M. IIlston
ment of the subject of fracture mechanics are also 5. Creep of cerwmc matorils by B. Wilshire
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6. Creep defornation of metals by H. Fessler and Fessler's article deals only with primary and second-
T.H. Hyde ary creep stages. He discusses uniform stress fields

7. Creep tupture by F.A. Leckie and D.R. Hayhurst and proposes a new method for predicting variable
8. Use of existing steel dots in deign for creep by loading whenever significant plastic strains are at-

A.M. Goodman and I.W. Goodall tained as a result of either load exceedence or tem-
9. Some pr"cticel examples of creep In metal com- perature change. Stress and temperature variables

ponents and the reulting deign problems by are not characterized by separate functions. Fessler
F.P. Frost extends a work-hardening theory to include both

10. Creep of fiber rei. irced thermoetting redns plasticity and creep interactions. Variable multiaxial
by J.D. Sturgeon stresses are also considered although the author felt

11. Creep of thermoplestics by M.W. Darlington and that anisotropy might occur at high strains and cause
S. Turner inaccurate multiaxial expressions. The paper contains

12. Time-dependent behavior of bituminous mate- numerous references.
rias by SF. Brown

Leckie's paper deals with the terminal result of
Other general categorizations include fundamental creep; rupture of the material. The emphasis is
articles by Leckie, Goodman, Sturgeon, Illston, and therefore on the relationships between stresses
Darlington. Bassett, Pomeroy, Frost, and Darlington (invariants) associated with failure. In addition,
have prepared review articles. Leckie analyzes damage by formulating the consti-

tutive equations for creep and damage rates. Damage
Pomeroy's article on rock begins with such rock growth is formulated in terms of void nucleation and
creep behavioral modifiers as triaxial compression growth (both area-wise and volume-wise). Consti-
and temperature. He expresses the factors that tutive equations and approximate procedures are

influence creep in simple mathematical format. covered. An example illustrates ways to identify
first failures.

Bassett's article on rock and soil structures is tutorial

but thorough. A discussion of rock and soil mechan- Goodman describes a procedure for utilizing existing
ics is followed by fundamental time-dependent creep data in the design of components that operate
ain the creep range. He assumes steady load andand stress-strin behavioral models. Elementary temperature; principal failures occur in creep-rupture

mechanics are modified to account for a great num- aeessie creep faion. is paprri
ber of variables. Many practical cases are discussed; adecsiecepdfrain hsppri

sufficiently detailed and the processes are explained
the topics range from foundations and tunnels tocrusal mvemnts f te eathin general enough terms so that the reader will have

no trouble applying the techniques to other materials.
Examples are presented for such simple structural

Ko's and Gerstle's article on coal describes several elements as a Bernoulli beam and a cylinder-sphere
comprehensive tests on coal samples and humidity intersection. Methods are presented for data correla-
effects on coal. Illston's article on concrete begins tion and presentation of new data.
with a detailed treatment of stress-strain and strain
time-response curves. The mathematical formulation Frost's paper also presents design procedures princi-
of creep laws for all subsegments of the observed pally for metals. The specific examples are high-
Experimental behaviors is given. Time under load, temperature furnace and turbine bucket applications.
age of loading, and theological modeling are included. Sturgeon's paper is addressed principally to individ-
The Boltzmann superposition is assumed. Effective uals unfamiliar with composite materials. Few ad-
modulus, creep rates, and flow rates are then derived vanced creep concepts are introduced; the time-
for direct solutions and numerical computational dependent strains are the familiar integro-differential-
procedures. Design charts that incorporate the joint difference representations.
European CEB methods are discussed.

Darlington's paper is a general formulation of poly-
Wilshire discusses basic ceramic fracture and creep meric creep behavior. He presents effective moduli
characteristics. He presents deformation-mechanism for design calculations and processes for time-temper-
maps. ature superposition.
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The paper by Brown is thorough and contains a The second paper has to do with main system piping
description of the complete creep design of bitun' i- response during safety/relief valve opening events.
nous binder materials in engineering structures. The authors measured the stresses in the main steam
Maxwell and Burger models are used; the reader is branch pipe of a boiling water reactor during a
shown how to deal with sinusoidal stress, dynamic safety/relief valve blowdown and compared test
bitumen stiffness, mix stiffness, uniaxial creep results with analytical results. The predicted stresses
behavior, and the response to repeated loading, calculated from current analytical methods used in
The cyclic life (fatigue cracking) of bituminous BWR SRV discharge transient piping response loads
construction is identified; examples are presented were conservative when compared to the measured
for pavement and rock-filled drums, stress values.

K.E. Hofer The third paper focuses upon the evolution of snub-
10601 Orchard Lane ber qualification testing. The author believes that

Chicago Ridge, Illinois system evaluation tests will soon be more widely
used than diagnostic testing. The reviewer agrees
with the author that design evaluation testing should
be revised to reflect the results of system evaluation

COMPONENT SUPPORT SNUBBERS -- tests.
DESIGN, APPLICATION AND TESTING

The next paper considers various aspects of snubber
D.D. Reiff, Editor testing: load rating, qualification, endurance, accep-

ASME Publication PVP-42 (H00169), 1980 tance, and in~service inspection. Special equipment
that will soon be used in snubber testing will decrease
the development lead time required to market new

Acceptable dynamic performance, especially in snubber designs.
seismic structures, requires that the designer and user
understand pipe snubbers and their application to The fifth paper considers velocity-limiting mechanical
piping systems. Effective design criteria for snubbers snubber characteristics. The last paper reviews current
in pipelines is necessary, including application tech- practices for qualification testing on snubbers as well
niques and meaningful testing and qualification as interpretation and signif icance of evaluation tests.
methods. The overall qualifications test program provides

assurances for meeting environmental requirements,
The book is concise but interesting. Each of the dynamic loading requirements, and in-service inspec-
six papers contributes to understanding snubber tion requirements.
design and application.

In summary, snubber design has matured; however,
Design considerations for mechanical snubbers are more work and better design testing requirements
covered in the first paper. The effects of environ- are needed. The reviewer recommends this book to
mental vibrations (nonseismic) induced through interested piping designers and analysts.
piping by pump shaft unbalance and fluid flow
oscillations are addressed. Dynamic characteristics H. Saunders
and design applications of snubbers are discussed, General Electric Company
as are dynamic test requirements. Schenectady, New York 12345
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iSHORT COU-RSES

FEBRUARY binomial cases; apply sequential testing and draw
up such test plans for the exponential and binomial

VIBRATION AND SHOCK SURVIVABILITY, cases; determine the times-to-restore distribution
TESTING, MEASUREMENT, ANALYSIS, of equipments when they fail; determine the main-
AND CALIBRATION tainability of the equipment for a desired mainte-
Dates: February 1-6, 1982 nance time; combine the reliability and maintain-
Place: Santa Barbara, California ability indices into the overall availability of these
Dates: March 1-5,1982 equipments; and acquire the skills of applying reli-
Place: College Park, Maryland ability engineering, reliability testng and maintain-
Dates: April 12-16, 1982 ability engineering concepts to components, equip-
Place: Dayton, Ohio ment and systems.
Dates: July 19-23,1982
Place: England Contact: Dr. Dimitri Kececioglu, Aerospace and
Objective: Topics to be covered are resonance and Mechanical Engineering Department, University of
fragility phenomena, and environmental vibration Arizona, Building 16, Room 200B, Tucson, AZ
and shock measurement and analysis; also vibration 85721 - (602) 626-2495; or Mr. Robert Rector,
and shock environmental testing to prove surviv- UCLA, 6266 Boelter Hall, Los Angeles, CA 90024 -
ability. This course will concentrate upon equipments (213) 825-1295.
and techniques, rather than upon mathematics and
theory.

APPLIED VIBRATION ENGINEERING
Contact: Wayne Tustin, 22 East Los Olivos St., Dates: February 15-17, 1982
Santa Barbara, CA 93105 - (815) 682-7171. Place: Daytona Beach, Florida

Objective: This intensive course is designed for
specialists, engineers and scientists involved with

RELIABILITY ENGINEERING, TESTING AND design against vibration or solving of existing vibra-
MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERING tion problems. This course provides participants with
Dates: February 8-12, 1982 an understanding of the principles of vibration and
Place: Los Angeles, California the application of these principles to practical prob-
Objective: After completing this course, partici- lems of vibration reduction or isolation. Some of the
pants should be able to calculate the failure rates of topics to be discussed are: fundamentals of vibration
components and products; construct their Reliability engineering;component vibration stresses and fatigue;
Bathtub curves; determine the early, chance and instrumentation and measurement engineering; test
wearout reliability of components; determine from data acquisition and diagnosis; applied spectrum
data the parameters of the times-to-failure distribu- analysis techniques; spectral analysis techniques
tions of components and products analytically and for preventive maintenance; signal analysis for ma-
by probability paper plotting; apply the Chi-Squared chinery diagnostics; random vibrations and processes;
and Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit tests; iden- spectral density functions; modal analysis using
tify the most appropriate distribution to use and graphic CRT display; damping and stiffness tech-
couple it with the phenomenological aspects of the niques for vibration control; sensor techniques for
underlying life distribution; determine the reliability machinery diagnostics; transient response concepts
of systems of any complexity, including series, paral- and test procedures; field application of modal analy-
lel, standby, load-sharing, multimode function and sis for large systems; several sessions on case histories
switching; determine the confidence limits on the in vibration engineering; applied Vibration engineering
reliability for the exponential, normal, Weibull and state-of-the-art.
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Contact: Rae D'Amelio, Graduate and Continuing CORRELATION AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS FOR
Studies, Union College, Wells House, 1 Union Ave., ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) 370-6288. Dates: February 23-26, 1982

Place: San Diego, California
Dates. March 23-26, 1982

ROTOR DYNAMICS ENGINEERING Place: Boston, Massachusetts
Dates: February 15-17, 1982 Objective: This course covers important engineerng
Place: Daytona Beach, Florida applications of correlation and spectral analysis
Objective: This course provides participants with an relative to acoustics, mechanical vibrations, system
understanding of the principles and practices of identiiication and fluid dynamics problems in the
rotor dynamics and the application of these prin- aerospace, automotive, industrial noise control,
ciples to practical problems in rotor dynamics engi- civil engineering and oceanographic fields. Applica-
nearing. Some of the topics to be discussed are: tions include identification of system properties and
theory of applied vibration engineering applied to response effects, estimation of time delays and
rotating machinery; vibrational stresses and compo- propagation velocities, determination of energy
nent fatigue; engineering instrumentation measure- sources, and utilization of practical statistical error
ments; test data acquisition and diagnosis; funda- formulas to evaluate results. Comprehensive methods
mentals of rotor dynamics theory; bearing static and are explained to solve single input/single output prob-
dynamic properties; modeling principles for rotor lems, single input/multiple output problems and
system analysis; practical bearing dynamic properties; multiple input/multiple output problems, where
bearing characteristics of various bearing types; com- arbitrary correlation and coherence functions (ordi-
puter interfacing with instrumentation systems; nary, partial, multiple) can exist among the records.
practical rotor dynamics examples and case histories;
rotor balancing theory; balancing of rotors in bear- Contact: Continuing Education Institute, 10889
ings; rotor stability theory and case histories; rotor Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1030, Los Angeles, CA 90024 -
signature analysis and diagnosis; rotor-bearing failure (213) 824-9545; or Continuing Education Institute,
prevention; case histories in rotating machinery; state- Oliver's Carriage House, 5410 Leaf Treader Way,
of-the-art of rotor-bearing technology. Columbia, MD 21044 - (301) 596-0111.

Contact: Rae D'Amelio, Graduate and Continuing
Studies, Union College, Wells House, 1 Union Ave.,
Schenectady, NY 12308 - (518) 370.6288. BALANCING AND ALIGNMENT OF ROTATING

MACHINERY
Dates: February 23-26, 1982

VIBRATION TESTING AND SIGNAL ANALYSIS Place: Galveston, Texas
Dates: February 16-18, 1982 Objective: The seminar will emphasize the practical
Place: Southampton, England aspects of balancing in the shop and in the field. The
Objective: Topics include: types of testing: intro- instrumentation, techniques, and equipment perti-
dluction to the various types of signal-linew' system nent to balancing will be elaborated with case histo-
theory, etc. Ci) testing with applied excitation - tech- ries. Demonstrations of techniques with appropriate
niques - steady state, slow sweep, transient, random, instrumentation and equipment are scheduled. Specif-
(ii) response analysis (only) - system in motion due to ic topics include: basic balancing techniques (one-
natural excitation; instrumentation and signal condi- and two-plane), field balancing, balancing without
tioning - effects of attachments on system character- phase measurement, balancing machines, use of pro-
istics, instrumentation system characteristics; mita- grammable calculators, balancing sensitivity, flexible
tions, e.g. bandwidth, integration, analogue filtering, rotor balancing, and effect of residual shaft bow on
etc; signal processing; arid specific testing. unbalance.

Contact: Mrs. G. Hyde, ISVR Conference Sec- Contact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Vibration In-
retary. The University, Southampton, S09 5NH - stitute, 101 W. 55th St., Suite 206, Clarendon Hills,
(0703) 559-1 22, Ext. 2310. IL 60514 -(312) 654-2254.
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MARCH fatigue, mobility methods concepts, system cou-
pling, application to the isolation problem, approxi-

MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING mete methods, vibration transmission through struc.
Dates Match 1 -b, 1982 tures -path Identification - classical, crow correl&-
Place Phoenix, Arizona tion, etc., power flow - mechanisms, use of statisti-
MASUREMENT SYSTEMS DYNAMICS cal energy methods, acoustic radiation, radiation
Dates March 8-12, 1982 efficiency; shock - impacts in machines -effects of
Place Phoenix, Arizona structural parameters on acoustic radiation, isolation -
Obj(ctive Program emphasis is on how to increase machinery installations, the transient environment -

productivity, cost-teifctiveness of data acquisition packaging and packaging materials.
systems and groups in the field and in the labora-
tory. Emphasis is also on electrical measurements Contact: Mrs. G. Hyde, ISVR Conference Sac-
of mechanical and thermal quantities, rotary, ihe University, Southampton, SOG 5NH -

(0103) bb9122, Ext. 2310.

Contact Petei K, Stein, 602 East Monte Rose,
Phoenix. AZ tb018 - (602) 9454603/946-7333.

COMPUTER SIMULATION OF HIGH VELOCITY
IMPACT

MECHANICAL RELIABILITY, DESIGN BY RELIA- Dates: March 23-2b, 1982
BILITY. PROBABILISTIC DESIGN -. THE STRESS/ Place: Baltimore. Maryland
STRENGTH INTERFERENCE APPROACH TO Objective: This course provides an overview of the
RELIABILITY PREDICTION response of materials and structures to intense im-
Dates March Ib-t1. 1982 pulsive loading. The various numerical methods
Place Los Angeles, California available for impact problems are reviewed together
Objective To cover the following: how to predict with the corresponding material models and failure
the designed-r reliability of nmechanical components descriptions. iwo- and three-dimensional computer
subjected to static and fatigue loads; synthesize the programs tor wave propagation, impact and pene-
failure covering stress and strength distributions for tration are reviewed, their capabilities and limitations
each lcompoonent ard for each significant failure highlighted and computational results compared with
mode; caculate the associated reliabities it desired experiments whore possible. Computer graphics
confidence levels, use computer and Monte Carlo packages for mesh generation and data analysis are
simulation techniquos to synthesize the failure also covered.
governing stress and stimngth distributions and
calculate the associatel reliability for any combi- Contact. Dr. JA. Zukas, Course Coordinator,
nation0 of these two distributions, design specified (301) 278-2076, or Computational Mechanics Associ-
reliabilities into components at desired confidence atts, P.O. Box 11314, Baltimore, MD 21239.
levels,

Contact Di. l)imitri Kocecioglu, Aerospace and COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN EARTHQUAKE
Mechanical I ngineing Dept., University of Arizona, ENGINEERING
Building 16, luon, AZ 8b/21 - (602) 626-249b. Dates: March 29-31, 1982

Place: Chicago. Illinois
Objective. The objctive of this seminar is to dis-

SHO(K AND VIBRATION CONTROL, seminate Information about new computer applica-
Dates March 16 18, 198.t tions developed from recent research In earthquake
Place Southampton, L ngland engineering. The methodology and computer soft-
Objective Topics incluide. introduction - structural ware in current use, as well as future developments,
parameters and their role in vibration control; dynem- will be described by the lecturers. Among the topics
ic properties of structural materials - damping mate- to be discussed are stochastic analysis of structural
rials and their properties, application of damping systems, linear and nonlinear dynamic asnalysis of
treatments to structures, fibre reinforced plastics, structures, 2D and 3D soil-structure Interaction,
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multistory building Programs, spectral combination MACHINERY VIBRATION ANALYSISmethod ai d analysis for multi-component spectra. Dates: April 13-16.,1982

Contact: National Information Service for Earth- Dates: June 15-18, 1982
quake Engineering (N ISEE), Computer Applications, Place: Seattle, Washington
519 Davis Hall, University of California, Berkeley, Dates: August 17.20, 1982
CA 94720.- (415) 642-6113. Place: New Orleans, Louisiana

Dates: November 9-12, 1982
Place: Oak Brook, Illinois

Objective: In this four-day course *on practical
machinery vibration analysis, savings in production

sis and correction will be stressed. Techniques will
be reviewed along with examples and case histories

DESIGN OF FIXED OFFSHORE PLATFORMS to illustrate their use. Demonstrations of measure-
Dates: April 5.16,1'982 ment and analysis equipment will be conducted
Place: Austin, Texas during the course. The course will include lectures
Objective: This course is dedicated to the profes- on test equipment selection and use, vibration mea-
sional development of those engineers, scientists, and surement and analysis including the latest informa-
technologists who are and will be designing fixed tion on spectral analysis, balancing, alignment, iso-
offshore platforms to function in the ocean environ- lation, and damping. Plant predictive maintenance
ment from the present into the twenty-first century. programs, monitoring equipment and programs, and
The overall objective is to provide participants with equipment evaluation are topics included. Specific
an understanding of the design and construction of components and equipment covered in the lectures
fixed platforms, specifically the theory and processes include gears, bearings (fluid film and antifriction),
of such design and the use of current, applicable shafts, couplings, motors, turbines, engines, pumps,
engineering methods, compressors, fluid drives, gearboxes, and slow speed

I.Contact: Continuing Engineering Studies, College pprrls
of Engineering, Ernest Cockrell Hall 2.102, The Contact: Dr. Ronald L. Eshleman, Vibration
University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712 - (512) 471- Institute, 101 W. 55th St., Suite 206, Clarendon
3506. Hills, I L 60514 -(312) 654-2254.
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NEWS BRIEFS newsonr,•and Future Shook andN Vibration activities and events

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING SHOW CALL FOR PAPERS
13-15July 1982

Wemidey Conference Centre, London INTERNATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS
CONFERENCE

Environmental Engineering is a major factor in
many aspects of modern society, including transport, This conference, sponsored by Union College, will
medicine, the manufacturing industries, packaging, Th coene r by Unio olleIe, Oiletc. and the importance of understanding new tech- be held November 8-10, 1982 at Holiday Inn, Or-

lando, Florida. Papers are sought on the followingniques and applications cannot be overemphasized. topics:

Noise and Vibration are emotive subjects and their
control is the aspect of Environmental Engineering Structural dynamics
which receives most publicity. However, in terms of Finite element analysis
Fatigue, Shock, Materials, Vibration, Noise, Contami- Computer methods
nation Control, Packaging, Reliability and Durability, Substructuring
Environmental Engineering covers an enormous Case histories
variety of disciplines which begin in the depths of Linking analysis and test
the ocean and end in deep space. Analytical modal analysis

Modal testing software
The technology, the equipment and the services Experimental techniques
covering the field of Environmental Engineering will Computer graphics
all be on view at SEECO 82 under the general title Structural dynamics modification
'Environmental Engineering Today'. Exhibitors will Transducers and instrumentation
include many internationall renowned companies Modeling
such as British Aerospace. Plessey and Marconi Avi- Design methods
onics.

Abstracts of the paper (not more than 200 words)
The event is promoted by the Society of Environ- should be submitted by March 1, 1982 to: Prof.
mental Engineers. For further information, contact: Raymond E. Eisenstadt, Union College, Graduate
SEECO 82 Organisers, Owles Hall, Buntingford, and Continuing Studies. Wells House, 1 Union Ave-
Herts. SG9 9PL, England. Tel: Royston (0763) nue, Schenectady, New York 12308.
71209.
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REVIEWS OF MEETINGS

52ND SHOCK AND VIBRATION SYMPOSIUM (DNA). Colonel Creel emphasized their close associ-
27 to 29 October, 1981 ation with DNA, their cohost for the Symposium.

Mlonteleone Hotel
New Od..,m, Loisian The opening session, which provided an excellent

overview of current U.S. defense thinking on sur-
The 52nd Shock and Vibration Symposium, spn vivability and deployment of weapons, was chaired
sored by the Shock and Vibration Information by Dr. Eugene Sevin of DNA. The keynote address
Center (SVIC), was held in New Orleans in October. was given by Dr. Marvin Adkins, Director of Offen-
It was hosted by the Defense Nuclear Agency and sive and Space Systems. Department of Defense,
U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station. The who spoke on new strategic forces and moderniza-
formal technical program consisted of more than tion plans. Dr. Adkins noted that we in the United
80 papers (see Vol. 13, No. 9 of the DIGEST for States have essentially coasted in the defense area
the complete program; paper summaries are avail- since the late 50's and that many weapon systems
able from the SVIC; papers will be published in the need upgrading. Current B52 planes are being flown
SHOCK AND VIBRATION BULLETIN). Technical by sons of original pilots. Most money is spent on
plenary sessions were conducted during the Sympo- patch up work. The new administration does not see
sium. Dr. H. Norman Abramson delivered the third a future war as a one day event, therefore intensive
Elias Klein Memorial Lecture - "The Changing study has begun on integrated strategic force modern-
Dimensions of Qualification Testing." In the second ization. Systems need upgrading so that communica-
plenary session Dr. Ben Wada of the Jet Propulsion tions and controls are cast effective and strong during
Laboratory gave a talk on the required developments war time. They can no longer be a part of existing
in structural dynamics. A large and interesting session civilian networks. Thus a whole new communications
on short discussion topics covering many areas of system is required including better warning satellites
mechanical vibration and shock was again held, and radar. Upgrading the survivability of command
Henry Pusey. Director of SVIC, the members of the centers will enhance endurance effectiveness during

SVIC staff, and the Program Committee are to be attack. The now communications system mut
congratulated for the assembling of an outstanding endure for a long time after attack.
program on shock and vibration technology. Among In the area of aircraft Dr. Adkins emphasized that
the 426 participants were representatives of the the B52 needs replacement. It has endured longer
federal government, industry, and academic institu- than expected due to advances made in structural
tions. The combination of formal and informal crack propagation testing. Cruise missiles are needed
technical programs effected a meaningful transfer along with an advanced bomber. He discussed the
of shock and vibration technology, role of the B1 bomber and its less expensive version

the 828 - which will become available in the late
1980's. Also the Advanced Technology Bomber

The Oenin Sesi~n ATB) which could penetrate Soviet territory was

discussed. He discussed t short term projects on
Henry Pusey introduced Colonel Creel, Commander/ upgrading the 852 and the KC136 (for refueling
Director of the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways the 852) aircraft.
Experiment Station, who gave the woelcome. Colonel
Creel discussed the 52 year history of the Station In the area of sea based strategic forces the Trident
and its activities including control of the nation's submarine and its missiles were discussed along with
waterways. He traced its work from hydraulics, new larger submarines and cruise missiles. The need
soils, and foundations to structures where they to improve accuracy of sea launched missiles was
become involved with the Defense Nuclear Agency discussed in detail.
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The land based missiles including MX were discussed trends including deterrence, survivability, and endur-
in detail including deployment, response, accuracy, ance were discussed. The capability for endurance
communications, and operating costs. He noted that ensures that we will be able to fight after initial
we are always trying to stay ahead - they add a attack. improved survivability/endurance reduces
warhead, we add a shelter. We build the targets, incentive for surprise attack and increases stability.
they build the weapons. The U.S. must circumvent In the area of communications, warning, communica-
this situation. The number of warheads on the new tion links, and reconstruction capabilities were
ICBM was discussed along with deployment and discussed. ICBM development and deployment were
hardening of existing silos. Dr. Adkins closed with discussed including the trade-off in new deployment
some overall comments on strategic defenses - the areas versus hardening existing silos for the MX.
needs in air surveillance, fighter aircraft, anti-satellite The BI bomber was discussed in context with B52
systems, and research and development on civil and KGC135 improvements and the advanced tactical
defense. He feels that these items will be hotly bomber. Strategic defenses including radar coverage,
debated but that an integrated plan will emerge that fighter interceptors, and civil defense were discussed.
the public will understand and support. Dr. Cooper closed with a list of future needs - nu-

clear environments criteria, simulation test develop-
The keynote address provided an overview for the ment, and design to avoid surprise.
four invited papers which were of equal interest.
Dr. Charles Davidson of the U.S. Army Nuclear and Dr. Edward Conrad, Deputy Director the Defense
Chemical Agency discussed equipment survivability Nuclear Agency, spoke on nuclear hardness valida-
on the integrated battlefield. He discussed the combat tion testing - discussing what it is and what it does.
zone where many different types of weapons could They maintain a data base on nuclear weapons,
be in use - nuclear, chemical, electronic, and con- provide support on weapon design, conduct tests,
ventional weapons. Joint efforts will be required and coordinate research. He discussed nuclear en-
because no time will be available for transition from vironments and the DNA testing program including
one method of warfare to another. The various simulators. Dr. Conrad showed the layout of simu-
threats including nuclear, chemical, electronic, and lated nuclear tests using high explosives. He discussedIconventional were discussed along with how we plan the nature of the blast problem - cratering and air
to deal with them. blast shock ground wave effects on structures. A

good review of the various blast testing techniques
Captain Alderson of the U.S. Navy Tactical Nuclear was given including the High Explosive Simulation
Weapons Project Office discussed naval operations in Technique (HEST), mine throw event, and STP-3
a nuclear environment. He discussed the moderni- combined effects test. Dr. Conrad concluded with
zation of the navy including rebuilding for surviv- the discussion of preservation of reserve forces in
ability in a theatre of new threats. EMP, acoustic mountains and mesas in the event of nuclear attack.
reverberation, communications blackout, and satellite
vulnerability were all discussed. Hardening programs The opening session was concluded with an excellent
for the navy were discussed. Finally Captain Alderson film on the f irst flight of the space shuttle - takeoff,
discussed the challenges for today - developing a operation, and landing.
structure for establishing and enforcing criteria and
rebuilding the navy technology base for nuclear
survivability. The Elie Klein Memorial Lecture

Dr. Henry F. Cooper, Deputy for Strategic and The third Elias Klein Memorial Lecture was given by
Space Systems - Air Force, spoke on survivability Dr. H. Norman Abramson of Southwest Research
requirements for future Air Force strategic systems. Institute on the changing dimensions of qualification
Dr. Cooper noted that the Reagan par.kage was the testing. This was a very thought provoking presenta-
most comprehensive since Eisenhower. He spoke tion on the qualification test philosophies of agen-
in detail on communications, intercontinental bal- cies - specifically the Department of Defense (DoD)
listic missiles (ICBM), bombers, see launched ballistic and the Nuclear Power Industry (NRC). He discussed
missiles (SLBM), and strategic defense. New policy the problems of the interface between the vendors,
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customers, testing facilities, and regulatory agencies mental testing this should prove to be most interest-
who are trying to achieve a good product at an ing and worthwhile reading.
acceptable cost. The presentation was based on
case histories which illustrated the problems en-
countered in qualification testing and the resulting Tudhikal Progrem
changes being made to deal with these problems.
He noted that in one case (DoD) the objective is Tefra ehia rga osse ftnss
,mission integrity" which is achieved by generic sieonsa cotaihniful lengraper aonid o sein ons

testing - the environment is stable. In the other shortdiscussiong topics lntaprnoe session on rtrdnmc
case (NRC) the objective is "operational reliability" anrdimacuiers baion f eatured n roovrviewamof
which is achieved through custom testing - the flexibliertorbrain byatDr.eviRe and aiwo

envionmet i an nstble nedemonstration on shaft vibration and analysis tech-

Dr. Abramson discussed qualification testing for the niques by Donald Bently. Other papers on rotor
DoD in detail - noting the various environments systems and components, self-excited vibrations, and
including temperature, humidity, shock, and vibra- machine diagnostics were presented.
tion. He spoke on qualification testing techniques, Evrnetltsigadsmlto a h il
simulation of environments, stress levels in service Evrnetltsigadsmlto a h il
versus those induced during environmental testing. of a strong session which contained papers on digital
The effects of overtesting and undertesting on equip- control of shakers, strain gage measurements, environ-
ment reliability were noted, It was interesting to mental simulation, and instrumentation.
hear the changing philosophies and test techniques -

in particular the use of actual environments for Three excellent sessions on the space shuttle - loads
testing. The case histories used to illustrate the new dynamics, data systems, and thermal protection
methodologies were interesting and provided insight system dynamics showed the technology generated
into future testing trends. by the space shuttle. Don McCutchen of Johnson

Space Center is to be congratulated for organization
Qualification testing in the nuclear power industry of these sessions. In the session an loads and dynam-Iwas discussed with its organizational and technical ics, modeling, structural design load procedures,
problems as well as current thinking and progress. pogo testing, landing loads, and reentry loads were
He noted that a major problem for seismic qualifi- discussed. The technology developed in data systems
cation testing is that there is no operational data including processing, screening, and data base man-
base. Further aggravation comes from the fact that agement will be of value to many industries. The
many organizations are involved in the total qualifi- space shuttle data systems session also contained
cation process. Dr. Abramson detailed these organi- some gcod papers on environmental testing. The
zations and their relationship to one another. Again thermal protection system dynamics was the topic
the test methods were discussed along with the of the last session on the space shuttle. Its structural
problems of over/under test related to the response characteristics, environments, and loads were dis-
spectrum. This presentation contained a good over- cussed along with modeling and acoustic emission
view on the testing techniques, philosophies, and monitoring. This session also contained several
relationship of real world earthquake environments papers on the space shuttle main engine dynamics.
to design of nuclear power plants.

A session on fatigue and random loading contained
Dr. Abramson closed with some general remarks on papers on fatigue life prediction and evaluation,
environmental testing involving matching the test endurance limits, testing technology, fault diagnosis.
to the equipment and its intended environment, and indirect Fourier transform and shock analysis.
the frequency range of testing, and the control of The traditional vibration control, isolation and
dynamic tests. The contents of this excellent presen- damping session featured articles on active and
tation will be published in both the SHOCK AND optimized vibration control, performance analysis
VIBRATION BULLETIN and the SHOCK AND of suspension systems, isolators and cushions, and
VIBRATION DIGEST. For those involved in environ- damping measurements and properties.



rMathematical modeling and structural dynamics were The Fifty-second Shock and Vibration Symposium
the topics of two mathematically oriented sessions, was both technically Informative and interesting
The modeling session contained papers on structural yielding a large number of excekant papes. Again
damping, finite element analysis, determination of the plenary sessions with their overviews and philo-
mass, stiffness, and damping matrices, structural sophical insights added incomprehensible value to
joint properties, soil models, and stress wave prob- the meeting for new and experienced engineers. The
lems. In structural dynamics session lumped param- Shock and Vibration Symposium continues to be
eter models, optimal location of vibration supports, the major annual event in this field and the SVIC
dynamic buckling of shells and columns, composite can be congratulated for their continued maintenance
plates and beams, and vibration and acoustic radi- of the quality of the technical presentations and the
ation were discussed, organization of interesting update lectures, overviews,

and philosophical discussions so necessary for a coin-
A session on flight environments featured papers on plete meeting. Papers presented at the Symposium
flap noise, dynamic environments of aircraft, flutter, will be reviewed for quality of technical content and
and flight test data and criteria. The continued large published in the 52nd SHOCK AND VIBRATION
number of short discussion topic presentations BULLETIN published by the SVIC.
shows the popularity of this method of communica-
tion at the Symposium - both from the presenter
and the attender viewpoints. R.L.E.
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INFORMATION RESOURCES

INFRARED INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS (IRIA) CENTER

INTRODUCTION in many civilian areas, such as the highly successful
Landsat series of remote sensing satellites, which

The Infrared Information and Analysis Center was have produced extensive coverage of the land and
established in 1954 by the Office of Naval Research water surfaces of the earth for varied applications
(ONR) "to collect, analyze, and disseminate infor- to earth resource management and environmental
mation on research and development in infrared monitoring.
physics and technology with special emphasis on the
military applications." In 1964, the IRIA Center MISSION
was designated a DoD Information Analysis Center,
and beginning in February, 1972, the Defense Logis- I RIA performs its services to the defense community
tics Agency (DLA) was assigned the funding and through several major functions:
administrative responsiblity for IRIA and for eight
other contractor-operated DoD Information Analysis 0 It maintains a comprehensive library of tech-
Centers. ONR continues as the contracting agency nical information which enables it to respond
and technical monitor for IRIA through a joint agree- to technical and bibliographic inquiries of
ment with DLA. qualified users with necessary security clearance

andl need-to-know.

Infrared technology has developed at a remarkable
rate since the primitive devices of World War I1. It publishes handbooks and data books, and
Since that time, the technology has benefited from reports on special state-of-the-art studies and
new developments in many technical areas including critical reviews conducted by its staff and
the introduction of new detector materials, the use cooperating scientists and engineers on topics
of integrated circuit technology, the revolutionary of major current interest.
growth of computers, the creation of more powerful
methods of pattern recognition analysis, the wide- It arranges and conducts meetings of the
spread utilization of lasers, and improvements in Infrared Information Symposia on behalf of
reliability and economy through advances in manu- the Office of Naval Research, and other special
facturing methods. These innovations have led to technical meetings requested and supported
advances in technology not only in the infrared by DoD agencies.
region but also through the much broader electo-
optical spectrum, covering ultraviolet, visible, and The subject areas covered by IRIA include: radiation
infrared phenomena. In order to enhance its useful- sources emitting in the ultraviolet through infrared
ness to the scientific and technical community, the regions; radiation characteristics of natural and
IRIA Center's technical coverage encompasses most man-made targets; optical properties of materials;
electro-optical systems and their applications, while detection materials, elements, and arrays; lasers;
still maintaining major emphasis on the infrared image tubes and sensors; optical systems and compo-
region. nents; detector coolers and electronics; atmospheric

propagation including absorption, emission, catter-
Although IRIA's mission is primarily directed toward ing and turbulence effects; and search, homing,
military applications of the technology, similar tech- tracking, ranging, countermeaurs, reonnsissance,
niques 9nd equipment are also having major impact and other military infrared and laser systems.
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IRIA'S STAFF The user can order most of the documents of interest
to him through the Defense Technical Information

The IRIA Center was originally established in 1954 Center or can inspect them directly by visiting the
as a part of the Willow Run Laboratories (WRL) of IRIA Center.
the University of Michigan, because of the heavy
concentration of research on all types of sensory MEETINGS
systems conducted by WRL. When WRL separated
from the university in 1973 to continue as the En- Since 1969, IRIA has been responsible for assisting
vironmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM). ONR in arranging and conducting the Infrared
IRIA also transferred to become a part of this newly Information Symposia (IRIS), and the DoD Con-
formed not-for-profit research institute. ferences on Laser Technology. On special request,

IRIA also arranges and conducts other meetings
The Director the of IRIA Center is Dr. George J. which are usually supported by a combination of
Zissis. Day-to-day operations of the center are super- DoD funding and individual registration fees.
vised by the IRIA manager, Ms. Mildred F. Denecke.
IRIA's full-time staff of engineers, physicists, infor- During 1980, seven meetings were held with a total
mation specialists, and secretarial assistants is respon- attendance of more than 1900. These meetings
sible for the continuing operation of the Center, represent an excellent opportunity for technical
while IRIA also benefits from its ability to call on specialists to review and exchange classified infor-
the services of ERIM's scientific staff and its com- mation on recent developments in their own areas
puter facilities. Staff members of the Infrared and of interest. The proceedings of these meetings pub-
Optics Division, of which the IRIA Center is a part, lished by IRIA constitute a broad coverage of current
are heavily engaged in research and development for technology in each subject area.
a number of government and industrial sponsors on
many advanced projects involving infrared and SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
electro-optical technology.

IRIA prepares and publishes a variety of documents
INFORMATION SERVICES to meet special needs of its user audience. Distribu-

tion of these publications is controlled by ONR for
To provide the Center's staff and its qualified users the Department of Defense.
with a comprehensive source of information on
infrared and electro-optical technology, IRIA main- In 1979, the Infrared Handbook, providing a compre-
tains a library of technical information in these hensive unclassified coverage of infrared technology,
special areas of concentration. The IRIA collection was published. By the end of February 1981, nearly
currently numbers over 40,000 books, journal arti- 6,000 copies of the handbook had been distributed.
cles, proceedings, contractor reports and government
documents, with addition of about 2,000 accessions Data books and state-of-the-art reports have been
per year. All accessions are screened and reviewed by published or are in preparation on various subjects.
technical specialists to classify and summarize the
technical content. This review process becomes the AVAILABILITY OF IRIA SERVICES
basis for the publication of annotated bibliographies
of IRIA holdings and the maintenance of a computer- Currently, IRIA's services, as described above, are
based bibliographic information retrieval system, available to qualified U I,. organizations through an

annual subscription plan. A qualified organization is
In response to user inquiries, IRIA staff membersand one with a facility and storage clearance through
other technical staff throughout ERIM provide con- SECRET b, i the appropriate need-to-know. Sub-
sultation services to the user, directly answering scriptions cover admission to meetings, receipt of
questions or guiding the user to documentation publications and bibliographic and other services
covering his or her special area of interest. Computer- of the IRIA Center. The level of services depends on
based searches are conducted to retrieve applicable the class of subscription purchased. The annual
documents and special bibliographies are prepared, cost currently ranges from a minimum of $270 to
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amaximum of $5,000 (for unlimited use). Nearly Additional information on IRIA services can be
a200 industries and universities currently subscribe obtained by contacting: Infrared Information and
for IRIA services. In addition both military and Analysis Center, P.O. Box 8618, Ann Arbor, MI
civilian employees of DoD agencies and the three 48107 - (313) 994-1200, Ext. 214.
services are covered by their blanket subscriptions.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 82.
Optimum Friction Damping of a Flexible Rotor

D.H. Hibner, S.T. Dhat, and D.F. Buono
United Technologies Corp., E. Hartford. CT, ASME
Paper 81"-GT-156

ROTATING MACHINES
(Also see Nos. 109, 171,203,206,237) Key Words: Rotors, Flexible rotors, Rolling contact bearings,

Coulomb friction

The dynamic response of a multimass, large4cale, flexible

82-1 rotor mounted on antifriction bearings and a variable force

Esinimation of Impact Input Torque in Rolling Mill friction damper is investigated both analytically and experi-
mentally. The rotor is a scale model of a gas turbine engineDrive System Whe Materil Eters the Rol haft with two critical speeds within its speed range of 0 to

M. Takeshita, Y. Matsukura, and A. Ishii 8000 rpm. The experimental results define the under- and
Central Res. Lab., Mitsubishi Electric Co., Ama- over~damped regimes of dynamic rotor response and clearly
gasaki, Japan, Bull. JSME, 24 (192), pp 1037-1043 indicate optimized damping.

(June 1981) 10 figs,4 tables, 7 refs

Key Words: Shafts (machine elements), Torsional vibration,
Metal working

82-4The drive shaft system of a steel rolling mill usually vibrates 824bi o Rtr nF-d imBail

torsionally when a material gets into the rolls. In designing Istabilty of Rotors i Fluid Fim Bearings
a drive system. it is necessary to grasp the magnitude of J.S. Rao
transient torque. TAF (torque amplification factor = maxi- Rochester Inst. of Tech., Rochester, NY, ASME
mum torque/steady-state torque) is usually applied for this Paper No. 81 -DE-6
purpose but it occasionally varies with each rolling process.
This statistical TAF may depend on variable impact input Key Words: Bearings, Flu;d-film bearings, Rotors, Whirling
torque. This paper proposes three functions with the pars-
ment 0 to describe the statistical input torque. This paper is concerned with instability of a rotor that

arises due to fluid film forces of a joural bearing. The half
frequency whirl and the resulting oil whip phenomena is
explained by a consideration of flow balance in a bearing
which loses the load carrying capacity.

82-2
Improved Mathematical Models and Dynamic Andy-
ma of Light Rotor-Bearing Systems under Unbalance
and Stochastic Excitation with Application to a 82-5
Grinding Machine Linear Acoustic Formulas for Calculation of Rotating
E. Hashish Blade Noise
Ph.D. Thesis, Concordia Univ. (1981) F. Farassat

NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, AIAA J.,Key Words: Rotors, Flexible rotors, Rigid rotors, Bearings 19 (9), pp 1122-1130 (Sept 1981) 22 refs

Detailed stability analysis and accurate evaluation of the
respone of the light rotor-baring systems awe presented Key Words: Helicopters, Rotors, Propeller blades, Noise
using improved mathematical models for both the rigid and prediction
the flexible states of the rotor. The nonlinear stiffness and
damping of the finite beering are specified through a numeri- A unified approach is used to derive many of the current
cal approach maintaining a practical treatment for the owi- formulas for calculation of discrete frequency noise of
tation boundaries and leading to decoupled equations of helicopter rotors and propellers. Both compact and non.
motion from the hydrodynamic pressure equation. Using compact results are derived. The noncompect results am
both linmar and nonlinear approaches, modified stability based on the solution of Ffowcs WillIams-Hawkinge (FW44)
boundaries are defined and further details about the non. equation. The compact formulations are obtained as the

Slinear behavior are obtained. limit of noncompact source results. In particular, the lin-
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earized acoustic theories of Hawkings and Lawson, Farasset, provided that the operating condition and the measurement
Hanson, Woen and Gregorek, Succi, and Jou are discused position are the same.
in this paper. An interesting thickness noise formula by
Isom and its extension by Ffowcs Williams are also presented.

82-8
Investigation of the Effects of Inlet Shapes on Fan
Noise Radiation
T.L. Clark, D.R. Slotboom, and P.G. Vaidya

82-6 Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, WA, Rapt.
A Model for Dynsenic Los Response in Axial-Flow No. NASA-CR-3416, 49 pp (Apr 1981)
Compressors N81-22831
M.R. Sexton and W.F. O'Brien, Jr.
Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, ASME Paper Key Words: Fans, Sound propagation, Geometric effects
No. 81-GT-154

The effect of inlet shape on forward radiated fan tone no:=e

Key Words: Compremors, Stalling, Mathematical models directivities was investigated under experimentally simpl-
fied zero flow conditions. Simulated fan tone noise was

An experimentally determined dynamic loss response func- radiated to the far field through various shaped zero flow
inlets. Baseline date were collected for the simplest baffledtionwasdevlopd ad lcororatd i a ode topreict and unbeff led straight pipe inlets. These data compared

the rotating stall behavior of an experimental compressor. w elwh edicti he mre inlet sapesmtesed
well with prediction. The more general inlet shapes tested

The results of the investigation show that the physicalmhechansmls wfhivtrlhoeppgation vhowthattheocysical were the conical, circular, and exponential surfaces of revolu-mechanisms which control the onset and propagation veloc-

ity of rotating stall in a single-stage compressor can be tion and an -asymmetric inlet achieved by cutting a straight
modeled with the use of the loss response function in a pipe inlet at an acute angle. Approximate theories weredeveloped for these general shapes and some comparisons
semni-ectuator disc model of the compressor, with date are presented. The conical and exponential shapes

produced directivities that differed considerably from the
baseline data while the circular shape produced directivities
similar to the baseline date. The asymmetric inlet produced
asymmetric directivities with significant reductions over
the straight pipe data for some angles.

Acoustic Sinilarity Law for Centrifugal Fans
W. Neise and B. Barsikow
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft- 82-9

und Raumfahrt e.V., Berlin, Germany, Rept. No. xprnofata Mde n

DFVLR-FB-80-36, Esa TT-712, 62 pp (Aug 1980) R.E. Riffel and S. Fleeter

N81 -22841 General Motors Corp., Indianapolis, IN, J. Aircraft,

(In German; English Summary) 18 (9), pp 718-724 (Sept 1981) 17 figs, 2 tables,
8 refs

Key Words: Fan noise, Noise prediction

Acoustic similarity laws for fans were experimentally vari- Key Words: Turbofans, Fans, Flutter
fled. Three dimensionally similar centrifugal fans of 140,
290 and 560 mm Impeller diameter were used. The fans This paper describes the experimental techniques and pro.
were connected to anechoically terminated discharge ducts. cedures used to extend the current experimental unsteady
It is shown that the Influence of the Reynolds number on rectilinear cascade modeling capability to include the rele-
the radiated sound pressure is negligible within 140,000 or tively low supersonic inlet Mach number, high pressure
= Reynolds number or = 2,200,000 which is the range ratios, and high reduced-frequency values charcteristic of
covered by the measurements. This result is in agreement the unstalled supersonic flutter of fen stages. In particular.
with earlier studies In which the Reynolds number was the cascade modeling concepts, the stedy and time-varlent
varied from 14,000 to 450,000. Experimental results support experimental techniques, fabrication and Instrumentation
the conclusion that fan noise data which is taken on model considerations, data acquisition and reduction procedures,
fans can be extrapolated to other dimensionally similar fans and the correlation of the resulting steady and time-variant
of different size for arbitrary fen speeds and working fluids, cascade data with corresponding predictions are presented.
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METAL WORKING AND FORMING walls. Tait-ouse investigations are Included, along with
(See No. 1) damage analysis and vibration response. Documentation is

made on residential buildings. Other topics contained in the
volume range from theory to failure analysis. Sonic boom
propagation and effects on biological forms, including hu-
man responses, are cited in separate bibliographies.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

BRIDGES 82.12
Structurehome Sound in Buildings Needed Practical
Research in Light of the Current State of the Art

82-10 E.E. Ungar

Fatigue Behavior of Full-Scale Welded Bridge Attach- Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA,

menta Rept. No. BBN-4309, NBS-GCR-80-248, 57 pp

J.W. Fisher, B.M. Barthelemy, D.R. Mertz, and (June 1980)

J.A. Edinger PB81-187064

Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, PA, Rept. No. TRB/
NCHRP/REP-227, ISBN-0-309-03033-1, 57 pp (Nov Key Words: Buildings, Structure-borne noise

190? An overview of the current ste-of-the-ert of structure-

PB81-161754 borne sound in buildings is presented. A general introduc-
tion to the field of structureborne sound is included with a

Key Words: Beams, Plates, Bridges, Steel, Fatigue life discussion of important phenomena. Summaries of recent
investigations described in the technical literature are dis-

The findings of an extensive laboratory evaluation of the cussed relevant to excitation and local response, propagation,

fatigue behavior of welded steel bridge members are reported, radiation, and control of structureborne sound in buildings.

The objective of this study was to examine the fatigue Topics for future research in structureborne sound in build-

strength of beams with web and flange lateral attachment ings are presented based upon this review. An annotated

plates. In addition to providing a more comprehensive data bibliography of recent investigations is appended.

base for this type of detail, the program was intended to
examine the influence of lateral bracing members on the
out-of-plane distortion of the lateral plates. Further work
also was undertaken during the experimental studies on the
effectiveness of peening and gas tungsten arc remelting
the fatigue-damaged connections and on the ability of 82-13
drilled holes to arrest crack growth. Sound Transmision through Buiding Structures -

Review and Recommendations for Research
B.H. Sharp, P.K. Kasper, and M.L. Montroll
Wyle Labs/Wyle Research, A0ington, VA, Rept. No.

BUILDINGS WR-80-21, NBS-GCR-80-250, 146 pp (July 1980)
(Also see Nos. 95,148,149,150,222,234} PB81-187072

82-11 Key Words: Buildings, Sound transmission

Aircraft Sonic Boom: Effects on Buildings. 1964 - A critical review of the status of technology in sound trans-

Marh, 1981 (Citations from the NTIS Data Bae) mission through building structures is presented and specific
National Technical Information, Springfield, VA, areas for further research are identified. The approach taken
Rept. for 1964 - March 1981, 84 pp (April 1981) in the review follows the steps involved in the design process;

namely, prediction, measurement, and evaluation. Priorities
PB81-805673 for further research are based on the potential for achieving

the following objectives: to develop new technology to
Key Words: Sonic boom, Buildings reduce the cost of noise control in buildings; to increase

confidence that designs will provide the required acoustical
Research findings are cited on the effects of sonic booms privacy; and to identify and apply sound isolation techniques
on buildings, structural components, forms, windows, and that reduce energy consumption.
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82-14 82-16
Dynamic Properties of an Eight-Story Prefabricated Earthquake-Excited Oscilations of Rigid BuidingA
Panel Building on Stratified Grounds
J.G. Bouwkamp, J.P. Kollegger, and R.M. Stephen K. Roennberg
Earthquake Engrg. Res. Ctr., California Univ., Berke- Thesis, Karlsruhe Univ., Germany
ley, CA, Rept. No. UCB/EERC-80/30, NSF/RA- INIS-mf-6581
800407,83 pp (Oct 1980) (In German)
PB81-200313

Key Words: Buildings, Seismic excitation, Interaction:
Key Words: Buildings, Multistory buildings, Interaction: structure-oundation, Nuclear reactors, Nuclear power
structure-foundation, Resonant frequencies, Damping. Mode plants
shapes

The dynamic interaction between the ground and the build-
The results of forced and ambient vibrations studies of an ings on stratified building grounds is examined. The vibra-
eight-story apartment building, constructed with prefabri- tional behavior of buildings is examined which stand on the
cated wall panel and slab elements are presented. Dynamic surface of a ground layer without latral borders, which
characteristics, such as resonant frequencies, damping, and lies on an elastic4sotropic half-space. The vibrational re-
vertical end horizontal mode shapes of the structure were sponse of the ground-building system is determined on
determined and correlated with analytical results using the load by means of a harmonic exciter function and diverse
computer program TABS-77. Rigid floor diaphragm action earthquake time curves. For mine ground models, the filter-
and serious structure-foundation interaction were observed. ing influence of the layer on the acceleration at Its bottom
Including the foundations flexibility in the analytical model edir is examined. The determined 'modified' free panel
resulted in resonant frequencies and mode shapes showing acceleration is used for the loading of the groundbuilding
excellent agreement with the test data. The results of full system. The building properties correspond to those of a
scale dynamics studies of another, structurally identical, typical reactor building of a nuclear power plant. For the
12-story apartment building with a basically identical floor setting-up of the equation of motion of the ground-building
plan, are also presented and indicate a direct proportionality system, of the theory of the elastic-Isotropic half4pace and
between structural height and fundamental periods, the elongation for the case of stratified ground are applied.

82-15
Identification of Hysteretic Behavior for Existing
Structures
S. Toussi and J.T. P. Yao 82-17
Purdue Univ., School of Civil Engrg., Lafayette, IN, An Evaluation of Inelastic Sesnic Desig Spectra
Rept. No. CE-STR-80-19, NSF/RA-800422, 62 pp S.A. Mahin and V.V. Bertero
(Dec 1980) Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of California, Berkeley,
P881-178113 CA, ASCE J. Struc. Div., 107 (9), pp 1777-1795

(Sept 1981) 11 figs, 2 tables,43 refs
Key Words: Buildings, Seismic response, System identifica-
tion techniques Key Words: Seismic design, Multistory buildings, Buildinjs

Two methods of system identification were developed for After reviewing general methods available for determining
the estimation of structural behavior during earthquakes, seismic design forces for structures which can tolerate Ilmted
Because earthquakes data are normally available from only a amounts of Inelastic deformations, the reliability of two
small number of locations in structure, and input as well as representative procedures is evaluated. In the methods
output noise exist in the records, it is easier to estimate the evaluated, inelastic design response spectra ae obtained by
parameters of the dominant modes in the record rather than modifying a linear elastic design response spectrum in terms
all the elements in the stiffness and the damping matrices of a specified ductility factor. The effect of different ac-
of the structure as a whole. This assumption makes it possible celerograms, as well as of different system damping and
to consider the model as a single-degree-of-freedom system hysteretic characteristics, on the inelastic response of single
even when the response spectrum shows the presence of degree-of-freedom sstems designed using these methods is
other modes. Results of a simulation study are presented thoroughly investigated, considering maximum displacement
along with the response date of the Union-Bank building ductilities, maximum and permanent drifts, number of
during the 1971 San Fernando Valley earthquake. yield events, and hysteretic energy dissipation.
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82-18 useful for preliminary analysis and in situations wham

Data Analyses for Safety Evaluation of Existing more sophisticatad tasting apparatus are not aveiable.

Stuctures
S.-J. Hong Chen and J.T.P. Yao
School of Civil Engrg., Purdue Univ., Lafayette, IN,
Rept. No. CE-STR-80-18, NSF/RA-800423, 100 pp
(Dec 1980) 82-20
PB81-186074 Dynanic Re onse of Flexile Rectanulp r Founda-

tiona on an Elastic Half-Space
Key Words: Buildings, Seismic excitation, Safety factor, M. Iguchi and J.E. Luco
Natural frequencies, Damping coefficients, System identifi- Dept. of Appl. Mechanics and Engrg. Sciences, Univ.
cation techniques of California at San Diego, Rept. No. NSF/RA-

The state of structural safety is evaluated by using rational 800443,34 pp (Mar 1980)
indicators which an related to the physical deterioration of PB81-176638
existing structures. Two such indicators - natural fundamen-
tal frequency, end damping ratio are studied. An approach Key Words: Interaction: soil-foundation, Foundations,
for safety evaluation of existing structures utilizing system Flexible foundations
identification techniques is emphasized. Specifically, changes
of estimated parameters such as netural frequencies and An approximate method for the analysis of the dynamic
damping ratios during an earthquake are correlated with the interaction between a flexible rectangular foundation and
observed structural damage. The application of simple the soil with consideration of the out-of-plone deforma-
methods of system identification to existing structures from tion of the foundation is reported. The procedure Is baed
observatiom of responses to earthquake inputs is elucidated, on an extension of the subdivision method developed by
Numerical examples of two existing buildings and two Wong and Luco for rigid foundations. Numerical results
teat structural models with various damage levels are given describing the influence of the flexibility of the founda-

to demonstrate the effectiveness of these new methods. tion on the vertical and rocking impedance functions and
on the contact stresses between the foundation and the soil
are presented. The possibility of reprosnting a flexible
foundation by an equivalent rigid foundation having the
same force-displacement relationships is also discussed.

FOUNDATIONS The results obtained indicate that at low frequencies, the
(Also see Nos. 243,244,246.246,247) dynamic stiffness coefficients for flexible foundations ae

lower than those for rigid foundations of the same are.
At higher frequencies the opposite behavior is observed.

82-19
Desenninaion of the Dynaunic Material Properties
of Soi from the Resuts of Static Shear Tests

E. Kavazanjian, Jr. and T. Hadj-Hamou 82-21
Stanford Univ., John A. Blume Earthquake Engrg. Dnymic Compance Matrix of Rigid Strip Footiq
Ctr., CA, Rapt. No. NSF/RA-800424, 47 pp (June Bolded to a Viooelltic Cram Anisotropie Haf-
1980) pace
PB81-178170 G. Gazetas

Dept. of Civil Engrg., Case Inst. of Tech., Case

Kay Words: Sois, Oynamlc rties Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH, Intl. J. Mech.

This report reviews the applcbillty of several recently de- ScJ.0_3 (9). pp 547-55 (1981) 9 figs, 32 refs

veloped esto-plastic and endo-chronic constitutive theories
for predicting dynamic soil behavior with parameters deter- Key Words: Footings, Interaction: structure-foundation,
mined from static sheer tests. Based on this review, a simple Interaction: soil-structure, Seismic excitation
procedure for predicting equivolent linear hor modulus
and the fraction of critical damping from the results of The problem of determining the response of a rigid strip
triaxll compresmion tos with on unload-reload cycle is footing bonded to the surface of a viscoelsei croeoenjso-
developed. The applicability of this procedure Is demon- tropic halfepec is consldered. The footing is suhb to
strted on two different soils - Crystal Silica aind and vertical, shear and moment forese harmonically varying with
San Francisco Bay mud. Results show the procedure may be time and uniformly distributed across the longitudinal axis,
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so that plane strain conditions prevail. The solution is based idealized soil-structure system In a single step, and the
on a transformation that uncouples the wave equations in substructure approach, which trants the problem in a series
closed-form end formulates the mixed boundary condition of steps (determination of the foundation input motion,
in terms of the Green's functions for the halfspace. Charac- determination of the foundation impedances, and analysis
teristic results, presented in the form of dynamic compli- of the coupled systems).
ances as functions of frequency, demonstrate the importance
of the degree of cross-enisotropy and of the internal soil
damping on the response.

HARBORS AND DAMS

82-24
82-22 Dynamic Test of an Arch Dam Umng a Laser Light
Frequency Independent Stiffness and Dumping Vibration Senor
Coefficients for Structure-Foundation Systean M. Corti, F. Parmigiani, and S.C. L. Botcherby
T. Balendra, Y.-P. Tan, and S.-L. Lee Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze, Milan, Italy,
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Nat[. Univ. of Singapore, Singa- Rept. No. CISE-1576, 11 pp (Sept 1980)
pore, China, Intl. J. Mech. Sci., 23 (9), pp 531-646 N81 -20482
(1981) 15 figs, 2 tables, 23 refs

Key Words: Dams, Dynamic tests, Measuring instruments,
Key Words: Interac'tion. ctructure-foundition, Flexible Lasers
foundations, Stiffness coefficients, Damping coefficients

A laser light vibration sensor based on the Michelson Inter-
Stiffness and damping coefficients for structure-foundation ferometer principle is described. It operates with a 5 mW He-
systems are obtained from transient analysis by conserving No laser source 200 m away from the moving target without
the average work done and the average rate of energy dissipe- the need of retroflective tools. Optimization of the electro-
tion by the interaction forces. As the coefficients thus ob- optic design reduces the effect of environmental disturbances
tained are frequency independent, the structure-foundation and allows vibration amplitude resolution of 0.2 micrometers
system is represented by a simple model consisting of a set with flat response in the bandwidth 0.1 - 150 Hz. The laser
of frequency independent springs and dashpots in parallel beasn is phase modulated by an electro-optic crystal. Modu-
for each mode of vibration. lation is required to sense the direction of target motion.

The outgoing and returning light are compared in a Michel-
son interferometer.

82-23
Soil Structure Interaction: The Status of Current
Analyss Methods and Research. Seuic Safety 82-25

Margins Research Progrn Dynanic Analysi of an Arched Da.i, Usig Coherent

J.J. Johnson Liht Vibration Sesor (ali Disumiea di Us&

Lawrence Livermore Nati. Lab., CA, Rept. No. Diga AL Arc Mediante UN Seaoso di Vibrmioi

UCRL-53011,837 pp (Jan 1981) aLuce Goerente)
NUREG/CR-1780 S.C.L. Botcherby, M. Corti, and F. Parmigiani

Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze, Milan, Italy,
Key Words: Interaction: soil-structure, Foundations, Seismic Rapt. No. CISE-1646, 10 pp (1980) (Presented at
response 2nd Nati. Congr. of Quantum and Plasma Electron..

Palermo, Italy, May 20-22, 1980)
Soil-structure Interaction has been broadly reviewed by N81-22434
consulting engineers and members of the s OsalScm- (In Italian)
munity. The complexities of the phenomenon lead to the
conclusion that the problem cannot be solved exactly. The
problems of analysis Include specifying the local free-field Key Words: Measuring Instruments, Vibration measurement,
ground motion, adequately characterizing the configuration Lam, Doms
and properties of the soil, end modeling the foundations
and structures of a nuclear power plant. Two analysis math- A vibration sensor was developed using a 5 mW HeNs lse
ods are available: the direct method, which analyzes the In order to measure the dynamic characteristics of an arched
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dam. The Instrument is based on a Mikhelson polarization variation as a function of time is developed for pevemenis
interfrometar. The system has an ampt~zude resolution of subjected to moving wheel loods.
one micron for measurements done at a distance of 200 m,
for frequencies between 0.1 and 150 Hz. For narrow band
signal analysis, the instrument has a resolution of 0.01
micron. These results were obtained by optimization of the
electro optic system and by taking special precaution in CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
reducing noise sources.

82.28
Noise Control of Dieeel-Powered Underground
Mining Machines, 1979

8-26 J.H. Daniel, J.A. Burks, R.C. Bartholomae, R. Mad-
In Situ Semitic Investigation of Coyote Dm den, and E.E. Ungar
R.E. WahI, J. L Llopis, and R.F. Ballard, Jr. Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge. MA,
Geotechnical Lab., Army Engineer Waterways Experi- Rept. No. BUMINES-IC-8837, 35 pp (Mar 1981)
mental Station, Vicksburg, MS, Rept. No. WES/ PB81-198020
MP/GL-81-1,53 pp (Mar 1981)
AD-A098 051/6 Key Words: Mining equipment, Noise reduction

Key Words: Dams, Seismic response This Bureau of Mines report presents results of a survey of
undeWound mining equipment and of two demonstration

An in situ seismic investigation consisting of surface refrac- programs showing the feasibility of quieting a loadhaul-
tion seismic, downhole, and croeshol tests was conducted dump (LHD) machine and a personnel vehicle. Typical
at Coyote Dam, near Ukiah, California. Compression- and noise levels are presented for the mfor machine types used
shear-wove (P- and S-wave) velocities as a function of depth in underground mines, along with estimates of the noise
were determined at two cross sections of the dam. P- and S- overexposure of miners who operate or work near thee
wave velocity profiles were also determined for the materi- machines. General principles of noise control are explained,
als which comprise the left abutment, and the application of these principles is illustrated in the

description of modifications made to the LHD machine and
the personnel vehicle.

ROADS AN[; TRACKS

82-29
82"7 An Investigation of the Mechamics and Noie Associ-
Dynunic Reeponse of Airfield Pavement to Large ,lted with Cod Cutting
Magnitude Loads R.S. Becker, G.R. Anderson, l1, and J. Kovec
G.A. Woelfl Wyle Labs., Huntsville, AL, J. Engrg. Indus., Trans.
Engrg. and Services Lab., Air Force Engrg. and ASME, 103 (3), pp 257-209 (Aug 1981) 15 figs,
Services Ctr., Tyndall AFB, FL, Rept. No. AFESC/ 16 refs
ESL-TR-80-10, 34 pp (Jan 1980)
AD-A098 796 Key Words: Mining equipment, Mines (exceations), Noise

generation, Noise reduction, Coal handling equipment

Key Words: Pavements, Runways, Concretes, Fatigue life The results of a laboratory investigation of coal cutting
mechanics and noise ae presented. These experments

The evaluation of rapidly repaired bomb damage runways were performed using a linear cutting apparatus that aoper-
requires determining the dynamic respos of pavement ate over a a broad cutting speed range. The Influence of
due to lorge dynamic loads. This report recommends using several coal cutting parameters on the noise, force, produc-
one of the sophisticated computer codes currently avai"able thlty, and secific energy associated with linewar cuts was
far a conventional static analysis of airfield paments, but ascertalned. Same basi theoretical aspects of coal cutn
with the use of appropriate dynamic material properties mechanics and noise generation we discussed, and the resul
to predict the dynamic resonm of Pamvment. In order to of the laboratory expriments re used to formulate analyti-
select the ppropriate dynamic material propstkMs, the strs cal mdals of the coal cutting force end noise. The analyticM
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model for coal cutting noise Is then generalized to acount Poughkeepsie, NY, Noise Control Engrg., 1.6 (3), pp
for the more important effects of rotary cutting. Bond on 138-144 (May-June 1981) 1 fig, 4 tables 19 rofs
the generelized model, an estimate of the sound presaure
level at an operators position is made for a typical continu-
ous mining machine. It is concluded that by employing Key Words: Power plants (fhcilties), Noise reduction
linear rather then rotary cuts, using deeper depths of cut,
slower cutting speeds, and more efficient cutting tools, it incrsing concern by the utility indtsry wo the Impet
is possible to reduce the lee of coal cutting noise, a well ase mst and tmtet of powmr plant emonmntal
n provide benefits to other important areas of health end
safety in underground mining, noise teak force in 1575. This task fore was charged with

the development of a document which would serve as a
single source guide for the prediction, evaluation, nesure-
ment end control of environmental noise emissions from
existing and propoaed electrc utility power plants. The
Electric Power Plant Environmental Nole Guide was madePOWER PLANTS avillable to the utility Industry and the public In early 1379.

(Also ee Nos. 16,87,91,200,207,209,239) Basi obj tvs of the Guide, its usefulness to utity engi-
nears and others interested in noise abatement, and the
recommended methodology for predicting and assessing
power plant environmental noeie emissions are summarized.

82-30
State-ofthe-Art Study Concerning Near-Field Earth-
quake Ground Motion
H.J. Swanger, S.M. Day, J.R. Murphy, and R. Guz-
man 82-32
Systems, Science and Software, La Jola, CA, 155 pp CORTRAN Code User Manual
(Mar 1981) R.L. Cheatham, S.L. Crawford, and E.U. Khan
NUREG/CR-1978 Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, WA,

104 pp (Feb 1981)
Key Words: Nuclear power plants, Seismic design, Mathe- PN L-3684
matical models

This report presents a summary of an investigation into the Key Words: Nuclear reactors, Transient excitation, Com-
applicability of theoretical earthquake source modeling to puter programs
the definition of design ground motion environments for
nuclear power plants located in the near-field of potentially CORTRAN has been developed as a relatively fast running
active faults. A variety of theoretical source models are design code for core-wide steady-se and transient analysis
examined to determine the characteristics of near-field of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor cores. The prelimine-y
ground motion predicted by such models and to isolate the version of this computer program uses subchannel analysis
sensitivities of high-frequency radiation characteristics to techniques to compute the velocity and temperature fields
specific elements of the models. It is concluded that the on a multissambly basis for three types of transient forcing
high frequency ground motions predicted by the models functions: total power, total flow, and inlet coolant tempera-
are quite sensitive to particular details of implementation ture. Interassamrbly heat transfer, intre-esembly heat trans-
for which data and theory provide rather poor constraints. for, and intraamssmbly flow redistribution due to buoyancy
Examination of dynamic earthquake models ests guide. are taken into account. Hoat generation within the fuel rods
lines for extrapolation of model peramneters to now strut- and assembly duct wells is also Included.
drops end magnitudes which are contrary to those proce-
dures already in use.

OFF-SHORE STRUCTURES
lAIso se No. 250)

8"1
Ehetmj Power Plant Farmelstal Noise Guide
A.M. Teplitzky, T.J. Dubois, C.E. Hickman, R.C. 82-33
Paladino, and M.A. Trykoski Cyclic Juelaelic Belavior of Steel Offibore Structures
Inst. of Noise Control Engrg., Arlington Branch, V.A. Zeyes, S.A. Mahin, and E.P. Popov
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Earthquake Engrg. Re. Ctr., Univ. of California, 8211"5
Richmond, CA. Rapt. No. UCBIEERC-80/27, 342 pp Results of Mbieer RSV Crash Teots Combatled in
(Aug 1980) Francs, Eaeslt R20 TS-To MWiAs RSV 75 Degre
P881-196180 Left ad WJ~t Side Impacrts

N. Johnson and S. Davis
Key Words: Off-ohmr structures, Seismic response, Model Dynamic Science, Inc.. Phoenix, AZ, Rept. No.
testing, Experimental tst data 6079-80-200A, DOT-HS.80 771, 211 pp (Jan 1981)

P881-184459
Experimental results e presented on the cyclic Inelastic
behavior of two one-ixth scals frame models ofta represen-
tative Southern California offshore platform designed accord. Key Words: Collision research (automotive)
leg to American petroleum Institute wave and earthquake
criteria. The primary objective of the research effort is to The report presenlts the results of two aide Impact tests
Improve the understanding of the behavior of braced struc- conducted on a Minicers RSV by Regis Nationals Dee UsInes
tual systems sublected to damaging earthquake motions. Renault In Prance. Both tt coneleta of 75 degree side
The 29.5 ft. tall frame models consists of three braced Impcts onstothe left sideand one to the rght side, of the
paneI which comprise a complete bent from the prototype stationery RSV. The bullet car In each tast wee a 1078
X hraed Platform. Renault R20TS Hatchback. The left side Impact occurred

at a speed of 31.2 mph and the right side impact at 405
mph. Them crash tesm ev"uated the structural Itesgitty end
response of the Minicers RSV, and the dynamic response
of Its three dummy occupants In 75 degree aide Impac
crashes.

VEHICLE SYSTEMS

82-36

GROUND VEHICLES Vulascie Craakworhimeuu ad Agieeivem Vobehu
(Also mee Nos. 150. 233) 1: Current Levels of Cradaworlbimeas and Caues of

An ae rmsI T.F. Macl-aughlin, R. Soul, and R.M. Morgan
Natl. Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Vehicle

82-34Re. and Test Ctr., East Liberty, OH. Rapt. No.
82.34 DOT.HS.805.712, 140 pp (Jan 1981)

A Comparison of the Automatic Shoulder Belt/Kime PB81-166134
Belier Ratraint Systema with the Lap and Shoulder
Belt System in VW Rabbits Key Words: Collision research (automotive). Crahworthl.
G.V.H. Chi and D.W. Reinfurt ness, Experimental test data
Highway Safety Re. Ctr., North Carolina Univ. at
Chapel Hill, Rept. No. DOT-HS-80 858. 123 pp Data from crash teats of currant production vehicles ware
(Mar 1981) analyzed to determine their levels ofcrashworthiness, nd to
P881-206286 study causes of aggroselvenees of large vehicles against smeller

vehicles. In addition, results of crash taste conducted with a
load cell barrier test device ware salyzed-to determine the

Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Sefety restraint suitability of the device for masuring vehicle aggressiveness.
systems , Seat belts The analyses Included methematical modling of vehicle.,

iiiupents and restraint systeo , as well a evaluation of
The objective of the research Is to ssess the Injury reducng dummy response measurements. Results Include presentation
effectiveness of the VW Rabbit automatic shouler belt/knee of frontal Imnpact crsshworthiss levels for different vehicle
bolster systemn using statewide police-reported ecident categories, recommendations roerding 'futere tasting end
data. The anelyses are aimed at anesering questions about methods of analysis for side Impact collisions. Identification
Injury rate differences (manual vs automati1c); restraint of the contributions of specific vehicle components toard
usegs rats differences; performance differences between frontal eggresAlvenees, and racommndets to further
systems (When used); the proportion of injury rats reduction assess the ability of different types of crash barrlers to -

attributable to restraint unge rate differences. and adequacy sure egresvenss for compliance with future safety stan-
of state eccident date to carry out such Investigations, durds.
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82-37 82-89

Vehicle Cr dahwo and Aggesvenes. Volume Vehi.e Crhworthime. and Alpmiem . VdineII: Measurement of Aggessveness for Safety Shtn !1U: Appendies - Crah pulss ad Abag Contmtor J

T.F. MacLaughlin, R. Saul, and R.M. Morgan T.F. MacLaughlin, R. Saul, and R.M. Morgan
Nat. Highway Traffic Safety Admin., Vehicle Res. Vehicle Res. and Test Ctr., Natl. Highway Traffic
and Test Ctr., East Liberty, OH, Rapt. No. DOT- Safety Admin., East Liberty, OH, Rapt. No. DOT-
HS-805-713,49 pp (Jan 1981) HS-805-714, 173 pp (Jan 1981)
PB81-166142 PB81-190589

Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Creshworthi- Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Creshworth-
nos, Experimental test data new, Experimental test data

Results of crash tests conducted with a load cell barrier test Data from crash tests of current production vehicles were
device (both moving and fixed) were analyzed in hopes of analyzed to determine their levels of crashworthinese, and to
determining suitability of the device for future compliance study causes of aggressiveness of large vehicles sgpinet smeller
test measurement of frontal vehicle aggressiveness. Responses vehicles. In addition, results of crash tests conducted with a
of cars crashed against the load cell barrier were compared load cell barrier test device were analyzed to determine
with responses against the standard fixed rigid barrier. In the suitability of the device for measuring vehicle agras-
addition, an analytical study was performed to explore the siveness. The analyses included mathematical modeling of
capability of different types of barriers for measuring aggrs- vehicles. occupants and restraint systems, as well a evaiu-
siveness. ation of dummy response measurements.

82-40
Effects of Tyree, Suspeson., and Damping System

82 f8 of a Single Axle Caravan an the Directiona Stalaity
of the Combination Pssenger Car/Caravan

imact BW. Seibert and B. Breuer

A.S. Hu and S.P. Bean Automobiltech. Z., 83 (6), pp 303-306 (June 1981)
Physical Science Lab., New Mexico State Univ., 9 figs, 6 refs

Las Cruces, NM, Rept. No. PSL-PROO9O1, DOT- Key Words: Articulated vehicles, Trailers. Tires, Suspension
HS-805 792,334 pp (Dec 1980) systems (vehicles), Shock absorbers
PB81-191074

Critical driving conditions may occur when towing caravans
Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Anthropomor- behind passenger cars as yeaw movements are generated. The
phic dummies, Cadavers, Automobile sa belts, Human Influence of the chassis of a single-exieocareven on high speed
response stability Is investigated. Alterations of tires, springs and

shock absorbers in road %ets as well as computer studies
Sled impact tests were conducted to simulate the motion of Indicate the considerable contribution of the traler chssi
a standard size car at rest impacted from the mar by a second to driving safety. Further parameters of the trailer wheel
car of equal weight travelling at 32 mph. The test subjects suspension are being studied in experiments with an adust-
were anthropomorphic dummies and unombalmed cadavers, able research chassis.
They were seated in a bench eat and were unbelted. In
one test mode the seatback was held rigid and in a second
test mode the seatbeci rotated rearward in response to the
test subject's impact loading. The major difference for
either subject, between the rigid and the deflecting setbeck
mode was that the deflecting seatback reduced load force
magnitude but increased time duration. Autopsies Indicated
that two of the three cadavers suffered neck injuries reaching Motorcycle Aerodynaic# Perforamane
At$ 3 scae while the third had no injury. S.P.N.F. Jowitt and S.J. Kirby
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Dept. of Aeronautical Engrg., Bristol Univ., UK, B.S. KLD Associates, Inc., Huntington, NY, Rept. No.
Thesis, Rept. No. BU-253,74 pp (June 1980) COT-HS-805 842,183 pp (Mar 1980)
N81-20042 P981-188492

Key Words Motorcycles, Aerodynanic characteristics. Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Bumpers,
Wind tunnel tests. Model testing Energy absorption, Standards and codes

Aerodynamic coefficients derived from force measurements The effectiveness of the crash-protecting automobile bumpers
on a 1/4 scale racing motorcycle in a wind tunnel are inte- required by Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS)
grated into performance analyses to determine their influ- 215 - Exterior Protection, Passenger Cars was evaluated
ence. Measurements were made in yaw and roll, with the through an analysis of insurance claims. FMVSS-215 was
addition of strokes, and for motorcycles in proximity. The first implemented In 1973, rquiring that bumpers meet
analyses considered were for steady sate turning, straight certain minimum criteria during a 5-mph front barrier crash
line acceleration and straight line stability. Details of the and a 2.5-mph rear barrier crash. In 1974, FMVSS-215 was
flow field over the rider, from pressure measurements and expanded to require that bumpers meet minimum standards
visualization, show the existence of two vortices which during corner pendulum crash tests as well. In addition, the
contribute to drag, lift, and side force. A venturi effect barrier test was upgraded to 5-mph for the rear barrier
occurs between the motorcycle felring and ground plane crash. The current study compares acident claims from
as the motorcycle banks and is modulated by small rider three periods: prior to enactment of FMVSS-215 (1972);
movements. The addition of strakes to the flanks of the the first year of the standerds (1973); and additional years
fairing has a negligible effect on cornering performance, since upgrading of the standard (1974-78).
but reduces the front wheel lift in accelerated motion. The
model work I augmented with full scale examination of the
rider flow in a wind tunnel and full scale visualization of
the flow over the fairing to ensure correct model simulation.

83-42 82-44
Drivers Survey on Unreported sad Low-Damage Analyms of Insurance Clains to Deterime Bumper
Accident Invohig Bikmpers Effect on Crash Damage - 1979 Model Yer, Adden-
J.S. Burke, D.M. Cadell, S.W. Huber, and D.R. due

Morganstein P. Abrarnson, J. Cohen, and H. Stein
Res. Div., Westat Inc., Rockville, MD. Rept. No. KLD Associates, Inc., Huntington, NY, Rept. No.
DOT-HS-805 838,239 pp (Nov 19801 DOT-HS-805 843,55 pp (Oct 1980)
PB81-189961 PB81-188500

Key Words: Cotlision research (automotive), Bumpers. Key Words: Collision research (automotive), Bumpers,
Energy absorption, Standards and codes Energy absorption, Standards and codes

The study consisted of a national survey of drivers regarding The effectiveness of the crash-protecting automobile bumpers
Iowspeed, unreported acidents. Drivers were located using required by Pert 681 - Bumper Standard, which replaced
random digit dialing and then interviewed over the telephone. FMVSS-215 for vehicles manufactured after August 1978,
Drivers were asked about incidents occurring in the previous was evaluated through an analysis of a sample of Insurance
six months end then asked to participate in a re-interview claims. Part 581 Bumper Standard incorporates the safety-
two months later. The survey results Indicate a subetantial related performance criteria of FMVSS-215 and also specifiee
reduction In Iater model years in the percent of cars dam- damage limitations to nonefatyrelated components and the
aged, in the number of components damaged and in the vehicle surface ara. The vehicle crash tests include longi-
cost of repair resulting from the lowspeed incidents. tudinl" and comer pendulum Impacts and front and rear

barrer impacts (S mph). The current study compared ol-
dent claims (frequency and oost from four model year
periods: prior to enactment of FMVSS-215 (1972); the
combined experience of all previous vehicles complying with

8any version of the standard (1973-78); the combined experi-
Anly; of Inarance Cion to Deteanie Bumper ence of all previous vehicles complying with the upgraded

Effet. . Crad Damage version of the standard (1974-1978); and vehicles complying

P. Abramson, J. Cohen, and H. Stein with Part 581 -Requirements (1979).
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8245 8247
Off-RoW ehicle Dynarnics Fundasental Studies Related to Wheel-Ral Contact
D.A. CrfL, Strew
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., The Univ. of Leeds, Leeds, B. Paul
UK, Vehicle Syst. Dyn., 10 (4-6). pp 253-266 (Sept Dept. of Mech. Engrg. and Appl. Mechanics, Phila-
1981) 63 refs delphia Univ., Philadelphia, PA, Rept. No. FRA/

0RD-81/05, 35 pp (Jan 1981)
Key Words: Off-highway vehicles. Tire charactaristics, PB81-194300
Tracked vehicles, Pneumatic tires, Ride dynamics

Recent developments in off-road vehicle dynamics are Key Words: Interaction: rail-wheel

reviewed. Progress on this topic and the application of Mw This report summarizes the research performed and provides
techniques to the particular problems associated with off- a brief review of the major results of the program. The
road operation tend to lag behind practices established for problems discussed include the development of cost-effective
road vehicles. The factor which limits further progress is methods for finding the wheel-rail contact patch, finding
the lack of appropriate off-road tire data, in particular, subsurface internal stresses, determining points where plastic
on vibrational and lateral force generation characteristics, flow will first occur, finding the distribution of surface shear
Also, a long term study should be aimed at understanding stresses on the contact patch, finding the boundary between
the dynamic behavior of tires on yielding surfaces, slip and adhesion on the contact patch, and finding the

relationship between applied forces and wheel-rail creepege.
This work will be useful in explaining and devising means of
preventing various forms of streu4nduced rail and wheel

failures, as well as a whole complex of problems related to
wheel-rail guidance and tractive forces. In particular, the
dynamic behavior of rail vehicles can be analyzed relative
to the forces developed at the rail-wheel interface.

82-46
Vibration Level Data Brighton - New York City
Trazwt Authority 8248
E.J. Rickley and N.E. Rice Dynamic Interactions Between Travelling Vehicles

Transportation Systems Ctr., Cambridge, MA, Rept. and Guideway Systesne
No. DOT-TSC-UMTA-81-7, UMTA-MA-06-0099-81-2, W. Kortim and D.N. Wormley
54pp (Feb 1981) Inst. for Dynamics of Flight Systems, DFVLR
PB81-202814 Oberpfaffenhofen, W. Germany, Vehicle Syst. Dyn.,

10 (4-5), pp 285-317 (Sept 1981) 14 figs, 1 table,

Key Words: Urban transportation, Transportation vehicles, 100 refs
Railroad trains, Vibration measurement, Experimental test
data Key Words: Interaction: vehicle-guideway, Mathematical

models, Simulation
This report documents the results of a vibration measurement
program conducted on 14-15 August 1960 in the Midwood The technical state-of-the-art of ground transportation
Section of Brooklyn, New York, next to the tracks of the vehicles Interacting with flexible, perturbed guideway sye-
Brighton Line of the New York City Transit Authority. The tam is reviewed with emphasis on highspeed passenger-
teat was conducted by the Transportation Systems Center carrying systems. Currently available modeling, nllli,
(TSC) for the Urban Mass Transportation Administration. and simulation techniques, as well as parametric results
The purpose of this test was to expand the data base being Illustrating the dominant interaction dynamics, ae sum-
developed by the TSC for the prediction of ground4xne marized. Experimental studies and correlations of field
noise end vibration from nearby transit systems. A two-story data with analytical results are described and areas in which
home of a private citizen in Brooklyn wee instrumented with further research is required are Identified.
six vibration transducers in several of the rooms and on the
outside patio in order to obtain a measure of the ground and
structural vibration levels resulting from the pasaby of rapid
transit trains on the neerby tracks. This house wee built on
the old roadbed of the Long Island Railroad In 1943 and 8"9

stands approximately 30 fet from the near track of the four- Users' Manual for Linear Freot Car Forced Lateral
track right-of-way of the Brighton Line. Resposise Analysm Computer Progran
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N.K. Cooperrider and E.H. Law T.V. Peacock and J.A. Richmond
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Arizona State Univ., Tempe, Naval Surface Weapons Ctr., White Oak Lab., Silver
AZ, Rept. No. FRA/ORD-80/85, 59 pp (Dec 1980) Spring, MD. Rept. No. NSWC/WOL/TN-10r92, DOT-
PB81-197410 TSC-FRA-81-4, FRA/ORD-81/13, 84 pp (Jan 1981)

PB81-183489
Key Words: Railroad cars, Freight cars, Periodic response,
Random response, Frequency domain method, Computer KeV Words: Railroad cars, Couplings, Impact shock
programs

Data were collected In a study of railroad car operating
This manual documents a Fortran IV computer program that environment. Measurements were made on wheel bearing
solves for the forced lateral sinusoidal and random response operating temperatures, coupling impact shock, and vertical
of a linear, 9 degree-of-freedom freight car. The vehicle motion of the car due to rail travel.
model represents the lateral dynamics of typical North
American freight cars equipped with three piece trucks.
Responses to both roadbed centerline alignment and crow
level irregularities are computed. The response Is calculated SHIPS
using frequency domain techniques. The steady state sainu- S S
soidel transfer functions are computed, response power
spectral densities obtained and RMS values found by inte-
gration of the power spectre. Plots of selected output power
spectra are prepared. The manual briefly describes the 82-52
vehicle and roadbed model and the solution technique. The Some Experimental Remiets with Ship Model Aecel-
program description, a sample run and a complete program eration Waves
listing are included. S.M. qalijal

Naval Systems Engrg. Dept., Div. of Engrg. and

Weapons, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD, J.

82-50 Ship Res., 25 (3), pp 181-190 (Sept 1981) 20 figs,
Wheel/Rail Noise Control - A Critical "-valuation 2 tables, 7 refs
L.G. Kurzweil and L.E. Wittig
Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, MA, Key Words: Ships, Water wavesI, The wave resistance of a ship moving at a constant speed
0099-81-1, 162 pp (Jan 1981) can be calculated using Information obtained from Its wave
PB81-196859 pattern. One of the basic assumptions in wave survey meth-

ods Is the existence of a time-Independent model speed. In
Key Words: Railroad trains, Noise reduction, Interaction: towing tanks initial acceleration is unavoidable. Wehausen
rail-wheel showed that the effect of initial acceleration on wave resis-

tnce has a decaying and oscillating character. gatall gave
Noise and vibration are the major sources of environmental the general form of the initial acceleration potential and
impact from urban rail transit operations, and is a concern showed the existence of a two-dimensional wave. To study
for both new and existing systems. One of the primary the validity of the theoretical results, some experiments
sources of noise on rail transit systems is wheel/rail noise were performed. The variation of the measured spectra and
or the noise emitted by the wheels and rails as a result of the frequencies within the recorded total resistance pitching
their interaction. The purpose of this report is to carefully moment are of interest. Results indicate that models should
review and summarize the available Information on each of travel a distance proportional to the square of the Froude
the known or conceptualized methods for controlling wheel/ number before wave date collection can begin, that the
rail noise and to identify requirements for further research, predicted encounter frequency exists In the recorded total
development, and testing. The report discusses the acoustical resistance and pitching moment signals, and that special
performance, costs, potential, or actual problems of these effort is required to avoid Initial acceleration waves due to
methods and suggestions are made for resolving uncertainties wall effects.
in the available data.

82-51 82-53
Ralroad Car Coupling Shock, Vertical Motion, and Acousticel Enelomre Control Ferry Boat Emom
Roller Bearing Temperature Noise
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Diesel Progress North American, 47 (7), pp 36-37 noise of an Upper Surface Blowing STOL airplane using the

(July 1981) YC-14 as a test vehicle. A data base has been secured con-
silting of concurrent cabin noise; exterior fuselage fluctu-
ating pressu; fus lage wall vibrations; and associated ero-

Key Words: Noise reduction, Ships dynamic, propulsive, and mechanical performance values
covering the normal operating envelope of the airplane.

Noise reduction in engine control rooms aboard five motor Results from preliminary analysis of data show orderly and
vessels Is described, by installing an enclosure whose layout intuitively reasonable trends. The resultant dat base Is
would vary according to each boat's interior configuration. judged capable of supporting further detailed analysis.
Readings show that the noise was reduced from over 100
dbA to 83 dbA.

82-56
AIRCRAFT YC-15 Interior None Meamanents. Technical Die-

(Also see Nos. 79,80,88,89,90,98,155,212,249) etmon

J.L. Warnix and D.E. Hines
Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach, CA, Rept. No.

82-54 MDC-J7191, AFFDL-TR-76-140, 124 pp (Mar 1981)
Airfrane Noise of a Small Model Transport Aircraft AD-A098 788
and Scaig Effects
J.G. Shearin Key Words: Aircraft nolse, Aircraft vibration, Interior noise,

NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No. Noise measurement, Vibration measurement, Experimental

NASA-TP-1858, L-14257,27 pp (May 1981) tea data

N81-22832 Tests were conducted to simultaneously measure exterior
fuselage noise, structural vibration, and interior noise of a

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise measurement, Scaling YC-15 advanced medium-range short-takeoff and landing
transport airplane that enmploys an under-thaewing, extemal-

Airframe noise of a 0.D1 scale model Boeing 747 wide4)ody lyiblown4lep powered lift system. The data obtained are of
transport was measured. The model geometry simulated the high quality and constitute a comprehensive data ban of

landing and cruise configurations. The model noise was found static ground tests at various flap and engine settings and
to be similar in noise characteristics to that possessed by a flight tests at typical STOL takeoff, taxi, cruise, and landing.

0.03 scale model 747. The 0.01 scale model nolse data
scaled to within 3 dB of full scale data using the same scaling
relationships as that used to scale the 0.03 swale model noise
dat. The model noise data are compared with full scale
noise data, where the full scale data are calculated using the
NASA aircraft noise prediction program. 82-57

Lateral Attenuation of High-by-Pas Ratio Engined
Aimft Noise
W.L Willshire, Jr.
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No.

82-55 NASA-TM-81968,38 pp (Apr 1981)
YC-14 Interior Noise Measurensents Progran N81 -23862
LM. Butzel
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, WA, Rapt. Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise reduction
No. D748-10113-4, AFFDL-TR-77-128, 156 pp
(Mar 1981) A flight experiment was conducted to Investigate the lateral

AD-A098 799 attenuation of high by pass ratio engined airplans. A B-747
was flown at low altitudes over the ends of two microphone
arrays. One array covering a lateral distance of 1600 m con-

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Interior noise, Noise measure- silted of 14 microphones positioned over gra. The second
ment, Data processing arrey covered a lateral distance of 1200 m and consse of

6 microphones positioned over a concrete runway. Sixteen
A test and preliminary analysis program was conducted to runs were flown at altitudes ranging from 30 to 960 m. The
develop a data bae and Initial understanding of the interior acoustical information recorded in the fleld was reduced to



one third octave bend spectral time histories and aynchro- Information is presented on 22 noie metrics that are elm- f
nized with tracking and weather information. Lateral attenu- ated with the measurement and prediction of the effects of
ation as a function of elevation angle was calculated in aircraft noise. Some of the instantaneous frequency weighted
overall, A-weighted, tonecorrected perceived noise level, sound level measures, such as A-weighted sound level, re
and effective perceived noise level units. The B-747 results used to provide multiple assessment of the aircraft noise
are compared with similar results for a turbojetpowered level. Other multiple event metrics, such as day-night ever-

T-38 airplane and the SAE recommended lateral attenu- age sound level, were designed to relate sound levels me-
ation prediction procedure. sured over a period of time to subjective responses in en

effort to determine compatible land uses and aid in com-
munity planning.

82-58

Flight and Wind-Tunnel Test Results of a Mechanical 82.60

Jet Noise Suppressor Nozzle Cumuative Annoyance Due to Multiple Aircraft

R.D. FitzSimmons, R.A. McKinnon, and E.S. John- Flyover with Differing Peak Noise Levds

son K.P. Shepherd
Bionetics Corp., Hampton, VA, Rept. No. NASA-Douglas Aircraft Co., McDonnell Douglas Corp., C-47 p(a 91

Long Beach, CA, J. Aircraft, 18 (9), pp 725-730 CR-3417,3Opp (May 1981)

(Sept 1981) 16 figs, 19 refs N81-23712

Key Words: Silencers, Aircraft noise, Supersonic aircraft, Key Words: Aircraft noise, Human response

Wind tunnel tests, Flight tests A laboratory study in which 160 subjects judged the annoy-
ance of 30 minute sessions of aircraft noise is described.

Comprehensive acoustics end propulsion data from tests of Ec eso otie iefyvr ossigo aiu
a mehancaljet ois supresor.desgne to he equre- Each session contained nine flyovers consisting of variousa mechanical jet noise suppressor designed to the require- combinations of three takeoff recordings of Boing 727.

ments of a future supersonic transport is presented. Details sbjets were ake t o dg e a oein the
The subjects were asked to judge their annoyance In the

from static, wind tunnel, and flight tests are presented simulated living room environment of the laboratory end
illustrating forward-flight effects for correcting static acous- als to swn how annoyed they would be if they heard the
tics and propulsion results. Flight test results are presented noise in their home during the day, evening, and night
for a large scale mechanical suppressor/ejector model. The periods. The standard deviation of the sound level did not

light program was a joint effort by McDonnell Douglas, improve the predictive ability of L sub eq (equivalent con-

Rolls-Royce, Ltd., and the British Aerospace Corporation. tinuous sound level) which performed as well or better than
The test aircraft had an uprated Viper engine providing other noise measured. Differences were found between the
pressure ratios approaching advanced supersonic transport projected home responses for the day, evening, and nighttime
engine designs. Results show the suppressor/treated ejector periods. Time of day penalties derived from these results
configuration provides a potential noise reduction at large showed reasonable agreement with those currently used in
scale of 16 EPNdB from that of the conventional conical
nozzle at the highest pressure ratio tested (approximately communty noise indices.
25).

82.61
Airplane Wing Vibrations Due to Atmospheric

82-S9 Turbulemee
824dook of Airraft Noie Metis R.L. Pastel, J.E. Caruthers, and W. Frost

R.L Bennett and K.S. Pearsons Tennessee Univ. Space Inst., Tullahoma, TN, Rept.

Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, CA, No. NASA-CR-3431,84 pp (June 1981)

Rept. No. NASA-CR-3406, REPT-4215,221 pp (Mar N81-24679

1981) Key Words: Aircraft wings, Turbulence, Wind-induced exci-

N81-21871 tation

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise measurement, Noise predic- The magnitude of error Introduced due to wing vibration
tion when measuring atmospheric turbulence with a wind probe
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mounted at the wing tip was studied. It was also determined wing (TFW) fighter airplane model ar presn . TFW con-
whether accelerometers mounted on the wing tip are needed slots of a combined wingjboomlowanrd sufew end wes
to correct this error. A spectrum analysis approach is used tested with the TFW fre, co pivot in pitch and with the
to determine the error. Estimates of the B-67 wing charec- TFW locked to the fuamlags. Flutter and gut sp se
teristics are used to simulate the airplane wing, and Yon charecterltics were measured in the Lanle Traneonic
Kerman's cros spectrum function Is used to simulate atmos- Dynamics Tunnel with the complete airplane modal mount-
pheric turbulence, It was found that wing vibration intro, ad on a cable mount system that provided a ne free flying
duces large error in measured spectra of turbulence in the condition. Although the lowest flutter dynamic pressure was
frequency's range close to the natural frequencies of the measured for the wing free configuration, it was only about
wing. 20 degrees lIe than that for the wing locked configuration.

However, no appreciable alleviation of the gust respons

was measured by freeing the wing.

82-62
Transonic Flutter and Gust-Response Teats and
Analyse of a Wind-Tunnel Model of a Toson 82.64
Free Wing Airplane Transouic Flutter Study of a Wind-Tunnel Model of
C. L Ruhlin and A.C. Murphy -- Arrow-Wing Supernmaic Transport
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No. C.L. Ruhlin and C.R. Pratt-barlow
NASA-TM-81961,17 pp (Apr 1981) NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No.
N81-23072 NASA-TM-81962, 16 pp (Apr 1981)

N81-23071
Key Words: Flutter, Aircraft, Wind-induced excitation,
Wind tunnel tests, Model testing Key Words: Flutter, Aircraft, Wind tunnel tests. Model

An exploratory study of a 1/5.5 size, complete airplane testing

version of a torsion free wing (TFW) fighter aircraft wasconuctd. he FW onsste of8 wng/oomcan€l A 1/204eizs, low~epeed flutter model of the SCAT-I15F comn-
conducted. The TFW consisted of a wingboom/conard plate airplane was tested on cables to simulate a near free-
assembly on each fuselage side that was interconnected by fing conitn. Onl te odl wi nula wre
a common pivot shaft so that the TFW could rotate freely flying Fltton nly ee meiad for wre
in pitch. The effect of the TFW was evaluated by com- flexible. Flutter boundaries were measured for a nominal
paring data obtained with the TFW free and the TFW locked configuration and a configuration with wing fine removed

to the fuselage. With the model mounted on cables to simu- at Mach numbers M from 0.76 to 1.2. For both configure.

late an airplane free flying condition, flutter boundaries were tigns, the transonic dip in the wing flutter dynamic pressure

measured at Mach number (M) from 0J35 to 1.0 and gust q boundary was relatively small and the minimum flutter q

responses at M - 0.S5 and 0.90. The critical flutter mode occurred near M - 0.82. Removing the wing fin incr ea

for the TFW free configuration was found experimentally the flutter q about 14 percent and changed the flutter mode

to occur at M - 0.95 and had the rigid TFW pitch mode as from symmetric to antisymmetric. Vibration and flutter

its apparent aerodynamic driver. analyses were made using a finite-element structural represen-
tstion end subsonic kernel-function aeodynamics.

82-63
Experiuental and Analytical Study on the Flutter 82.65
and Gust Response Characteristics of a Toriom-Free Aircraft Ground Dynamsics
Wing Airplane Model H.P.Y. Hitch
A.C. Murphy Weybridge-Bristol Div., British Aeropece Public
General Dynamics, Fort Worth, TX, Rept. No. Limited Co., Weybridge, Surrey, UK, Vehicle Syst.
NASA-CR-159283, 145pp (Mar 1981) Dyn., JO (4-5), pp 319-332 (Sept 1981) 14 figs
N81-21059

Key Words: Aircraft, Landing qer. Taxiing effects

Key Words: Flutter, Aircraft. Wind-induced excitation

The state-of-theart in analyzing a number of ground me-
Experimental data and correlative analytical results on the neuvering processes on aircraft is described. The madhemti-
flutter and gust response characteristics of a torsion-free- cal model, are e good s the data supplied to them.
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8266 82.68
Sources, Control, and Effects of Noise from Aircraft Flight Test Evsuation of a Nonlinear Hub Spring
Propelles and Rotors on a UM-Ill Helicopter
J.S. Mixson, G.C. Greene, and T.K. Dempsey P.J. Hollifield, L.W. Dooley, J.R. Van Gaasbeek,
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton. VA, Rapt. No. J.D. Honaker, and J. Carr
NASA-TM-81971, L-14468, 25 pp (Apr 1981) Bell Helicopter Textron, Fort Worth, TX, Rept. No.
N81-21904 USAAVRADCOM-TR-80-0-27, 159 pp (Apr 1981)

AD-A098 794
Key Words: Aircraft noise, Helicopter noise, Noise source
identification, Noise reduction Key Words: Helicopters, Rotors, Springs, Stability, Flight

tests, Computer programs
Recent NASA and NASA sponsored research on the predic-
tion and control of propeller and rotor source noise, on the A nonlinear hub spring design and results of the subsequent
analysis and design of fuselage sidewall noise control treat- flight testing as a concept to provide incread mast bumping
ments, and on the measurement and quantification of the safety margin for the UH-IN helicopter is presented. Al-
response of passengers to aircraft noise Is described. Source though there is a need for additional testing, the hub spring
noise predictions are compared with measurements for is shown to provide an increased margin of safety by reducing
conventional low speed propellers, for new high speed main rotor flapping in all conditions tested. As a part of this
propellers (propfans,. and for a helicopter. Reslits from a effort, a hybrid computer program was verified as able to
light aircraft demonstration program are considered which predict mast loads due to flapping stop contact. Using this
indicates that about 5 dB reduction of flyover noise can be program a parametric study of most loads as a function of
obtained without significant performance penalty. Sidewall rotor flapping was performed in order to develop a design
design studies are examined for interior noise control In criteria to ensure that mast loads can be sustained duringlight general aviation aircraft and in large transports using in-flight flapping stop contact. In addition, a comparison
propfan propulsion, of the main rotor flopping predicted by the hybrid computer

and the digital computer C81 program using elastic blades
is shown. Also, an evaluation of US Army helicopter tactics
to determine which NOE maneuvers are susceptible to high
main rotor flapping is presented.

8247
The Background and Ba. for the Pap'oeid MJhtary
Standard on Aeoustic Noise Liwts i- helir .tom
G.R. Garinther and D.C. Hedge
Human Engrg. Lab., Aberdeon Provir4 GroLer. MD,
Rapt. No. HEL-TM-5-81, 13 pr (Mar 1981) 8269
AD-A099 814 Study of Osciilatory and Flight Dynamic Behavior

of Helicopters in Atmospheric Turbulence
Key Words: Helicopters, Interior noise, Human response, H, Dahl and D. Weger
Standards and codes Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm GmbH, Munich, Ger-

A design standard for interior noise of helicopters has been many, Rept. No. BMVG-FBWT-80-4,72 pp (1980)
prepared to provide the developer and user with realistic N81-21074
noise limits which consider hearing deage risk, speech
intelligibility, mission profile, stats-of-theart in noise reduc- Key Words: Helicopters, Propeller blades, Wind4nduced
tion, and helicopter weight. The levels selected meet the excitation. Turbulence
current hearing conservation limits of the Department of
Defense and permit electrically aided sentence intelligibility A statistical model was developed which takes the nonuni-
of %. Helic ters below 2000 pounds are treated sepa- form nature of the gust velocity distribution into account
rasely from those above because of the strong positive together with the dynamic transient oscillation of the rotor
relation between internal noise and vehicle gross weight. blades. Because qust effects depend strongly on the hall-
This standard defines the locations and flight conditions copter's control behavior. an analytic pilot function is in-
under which noise measuements shall be made for oompli- eiuded in the considerations. Hingalem and hinged rotor
ance. It also specifies the types of Instrumentation and the system are compared. Physiological factors and date acqui-
teot procedures to be used to collect Interior noise level sition ae also discused. The results enable gust reduction
ste. systems to be Incorporated in the design of helicopters.
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82-70 82-72
Subjective Field Study of Response to hpulaive An Extension of the Local Momentum Theory to a
Helicopter Noise Distorted Wake Model of a Hovering Rotor
C.A. Powell K. Kawachi
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No. NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA, Rept. No.
NASA-TP-1833, L-14205, 43 pp (Apr 1981) NASA-TM-81258, A-8436, 112 pp (Feb 1981)
N81-21873 N81-20030

Key Words: Helicopter noise, Human response Key Words: Helicopters, Rotors, Propeller blades

Subjects, located outdoors and indoors, judged the noisiness The local momentum theory is based on the instantaneous
and other subjective noise characteristics of flyovers of two balance between the fluid momentum and the blade @Is-
helicopters and a propeller driven airplane as part of a study mental lift at a local station in the rotor rotational plane.
of the effects of impulsiveness on the subjective response to Therefore, the theory has the capability of evaluating time
helicopter noise. In the first experiment, the impulsive wise variations of air loading and induced velocity distribu-
characteristics of one helicopter was controlled by varying tions along a helicopter blade span. Unlike a complex vortex
the main rotor speed while maintaining a constant airspeed theory, this theory was developed to analyze the instantane-
in level flight. The second experiment which utilized only ous induced velocity distribution effectively. The boundaries
the helicopters, included descent and level flight operations. nf this theory and a computer program using this theory
The more impulsive helicopter was consistently judged less are discussed. A concept introduced into the theory is the
noisy than the less impulsive helicopter at equal effective effect of the rotor wake contraction In hovering flight. A
perceived noise levels (EPNLI. The ability of EPNL to comparison of this extended local momentum theory with a
predict noisiness was not improved by the addition of either prescribed wake vortex theory is also presented. The results
of two proposed impulse corrections. A subjective measure indicate that the extended local momentum theory has the
of impulsiveness, however, which was not significantly capability of achieving a level of accuracy similar to that of
related to the proposed impulse corrections, was found to the prescribed wake vortex theory over wide range variations
improve the predictive ability of EPNL. of rotor geometrical parameters. It is also shown that the

analytical results obtained using either theory are in reason-
able agreement with experimental data.I

82-71
Comparison of Predicted Engine Core Noise with MISSILES AND SPACECRAFT
Proposed FAA Helicopter Noise Certification Re.
quiraneists
U. Vonglahn and D. Groesbeck 82-73
NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rept. No. A Comparison of Damping Synthes Methods for
NASA-TM-81739, E-791,19 pp (1981) Space Vehicle Dynanic Analyaua
N81-22839 E. Maddah and J.F. Imbert

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, Toulouse, France,
Key Words: Helicopter noise Engine noise, Noise measure- Ropt. No. CNES-80/CT/PRT/SST/SM/316, 22 pp
ment, Neoise prediction (Oct 1,1980)

Calculated engine core noise levels, based on NASA-Lewis N81-20171
prediction procedures, for five representative helicopter
engines are compared with measured total helicopter noise Key Words: Spacecraft, Substructuring methods, Structural
levels and proposed FAA helicopter noise certification synthesis, Damping coefficients
requirements. Comparisons are made for level flyover and
approach procedures. The measured noise levels are generally Substructure coupling methods for dynamic onelysis are
significantly greater than those predicted for the core noise compared, emphasizing damping synthesis methods which
levels, except for Sikorsky S41 and S-64 helicopters. How- obtain the damping choacteristics of a structure from com-
ever, the predicted engine core noise levels am generally at ponent damping test data. A variant of the model subctitu-
or within 3 db of the proposed FAA noise rules. Consequent- tion method is considered which uses component elgen-
ly, helicopter engine core noise can be a significant contribu- characteristics with either free or loaded interface for the
tor to the overall helicopter noise signature and, at this time, main component, and fixed for branches. Also examined is
will provide a limiting floor to a further docres in future the free Interface method with residual flexibility. Imple-
noise regulations. mentatlon of both methods for specific cases wee perforned
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using the NASTRAN DMAP capability. Numerical compai- trol Engrg., 16 (3), pp 126-135 (May-June 1981)
sons of sample test cases was carried out, using a free-free 6 figs, 7 tables, 28 refs
beam example, a massepring deshpot system, and the vis-
cosity damped Benfield truss. This evaluation confirms the
importance of the interface loading in the model substitu- Key Words: Noise reduction, Noise tolerance, Human re-
tion method and the addition of residual flexibility in free-

! free methods.r tImportant sources of industrial nolse end the Ievel -f expo-

sure of workers to noise in Australian industry ae examined.
The magnitude of the noise problem is estimated in terms
of Its social and economic consequences. The annual cost of
meeting workers compensation claims for hearing impair-
ment is found to be marginally more than the equivalent

82-74 cost of mounting hearing protection progras. Noise reduc-
Viacoelutic Propeilant Effects on Space Shuttle tion costs per worker are greater then compensation coats

[ynamics per worker; therefore, in the absence of restrictions on

F. Bugg operation, there is no apparent financial incentive for Aus-
trnlion industry to reduce its noise.

NASA, George C. Marshall Space Flight Ctr., Hunts-

ville, AL, Rept. No. NASA-TM-82403, 22 pp (Mar
1981)
N81-20289 82-76

Eatinates of Annoyace of Sones of Diffemmt

Key Words: Spacecraft, Space shuttles, Propellants, Visco- Catacter

elastic properties B.L. Cardozo and R A.J.M. van Lieshout

The program of solid propellant research performed in Instituut voor Perceptic Onderzoek, Den Doleck,
support of the space shuttle dynamics modeling effort is Eindhoven, The Netherlands, Appl. Acoust., 14 (5),
described. Stiffness, damping, and compressibility of the pp 323-329 (Sept-Oct 1981) 1 fig, 3 tables, 4 refs
propellant and the effects of many variables on thes prop-
erties are discussed. The relationship between the propellant
and solid rocket booster dynamics during liftoff and boost Kay Words: Noise tolerance, Human repone
flight conditions and the effects of booster vibration and
propellant stiffness on free-free solid rocket booster modes The character of a sound is defined as the weighted combine-
are described. Coupled modes of the shuttle system and the tion of all acoustic factors, not contained In LA, contributing
effect of propellant stiffness on the interfaces of the booster to its annoyance. From this definition It follows that dif-
and the external tank are described. A finite shell model ferences in annoyance due to sounds with equal LA *e
of the solid rocket booster was developed. differences in sound character. For the concept of soundcharacter to have real significance it Is necessary that listeners

agree on the annoyance due to sounds with equal LA. This
paper describes a listening experiment with a variety of
sounds of equal LA. The annoyance due to the sounds was

rated by twelve subjects. Their individual ratings show

BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS significant agreement.

82-77
HUMAN Annoyance Caused by Light Aircraft Noise

(Also see No. 38) NASA, Washington, DC, Rept. No. NASA-TM-76533,
134 pp (Mar 1981) (Engi. transl. of "Stoerwirkungen

durch den Laerm der Kleinaviatik," Switzerland,

82-75 June 1980, pp 1-132)

The Economics of Induatuial Noiae Control in As- N81-22589

D. so aKey Words: Aircraft noise, Human responseD.C. Gibson and M.P. Norton

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Res. Organi- The correlation between objective and noise stresses and
zation, Highett, Victoria, Australia 3190, Noise Con- subjectively perceived disturbance from general aviation
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aircraft was studied at six Swim airports. Noise levels calcu- 82.80
lated for these airports are given. Survey reults are analyzed. An Airport Community Noise-Impact Ainemuent

Model
R. Deloach
NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No.
NASA-TM-80198, 21 pp (July 1980) (Presented at

8the 98th ASA Mtg., Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov 26-30.82-78 1979)
The Annoyance Caused by Airplane Noise in the N1-23713

Vicinity of Oly Airport and the Reaction of Neigh.
hoti g Resident Key Words: Airports, Aircraft noise, Mathematical models
J. Francois
NASA, Washington, DC, Rept. No. NASA-TM-76575, A computer model was developed to assess the noise impact
16 pp (Apr 1981) (Engl. transl. of "La Gene Causee of an airport on the community which it serves. Assessments
Par le Bruit des Avions au Voisinage do I'Aeroport are made using the fractional impact method by which a
d'Orly et les Reactions des Riverains," Paris, Aug single number describes the community aircraft noise envi-

ronment in terms of exposed population and multiple event
1972, 15 pp) noise level. The model is comprised of three elements: a
N81-22590 conventional noise footprint model. a site specific popula-

tion distribution model, and a dose response transfer func-

Key Words: Airports, Aircraft noise, Human response tion.

General conclusions and the technical appendix of a report
on the attitudes of people living near Orly Airport (Paris)
toward airplane noise are presented. The noise was found
to be very disruptive of residents' lifestyle and well being,
although differences In perceived nuisance were noted. The 82-81
factors inducing people to protest and who they blame for The Effect of Airplane Noise on the Inhabitants of
the present situation are discussed. It was found that the Aean Near Okecie Airport in Warsaw
public image of protestors was generally positive and that Z. Koszarny, S. Maziarka, and W. Szata
people who did not protest were viewed as passive, uncaring. NASA, Washington, DC, Rept. No. NASA-TM-75879,
or else connected to aviation. 9 pp (May 1981) (Engi. transi. from Rocznik Panst-

wowego Zakladu Hygieny (Poland), V. 27, No. 2,
1976, pp 113-121)
N81-22593

82-79 Key Words: Airports, Aircraft noise, Human response

The Status of Airport Noise Prediction, with qecialRefemeeto he nitd Kigdo -,d £mpeThe state of hesith and noise annoyance among persons
Reference to the United Kingdom and Europe living in areas neer Okecie airport exposed to various in-
J.B. Large and M.E. House tensities of noise was evaluated. Very high annoyance effects
Inst. Sound Vib. Res., Univ. of Southampton, South- of airplane noise of intensities over 100 de(A) were estab-

ampton, UK, Noise Control Engrg., 17 (1), pp 3844 lished. A connection between the airplane noise and certain

(July-Aug 1981) 4 figs, 3 tables, 12 refs ailments complained about by the inhabitants was demon-
strated.

Key Words: Airports, Aircraft noise, Noise prediction

The current capability to predict noise reaching communities
from all phases of airport activity is examined and the
mthodologles for contour calculation end asuessmant are 82-82
briefly outlined. Areas for further study and refinement of The Relatioiip Between Noise and Annoyance
procedures are Indicated. In particular, the need for greater Arund 01l
accurcy Is highlighted in susmonts made for legislative/ Aon d
statutory purposes. The evolving importance of noise sources J. Francois and JP. Roche

on the ground, which are Increasing alongside airport devel. NASA, Washington, DC, Rapt. No. NASA-TM-76573,
opment, is emphasized. 90 pp (May 1981) (Engl. transl. of "Liaison Dentre
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le Bruit et la Gone Autour d'Orly," Paris, Jan 1973, trat to these, the intercity bus U S0 hs a hydro.pneumatic

76 pp) spring suspension. In the intercity bus half the amount of

N81 -22594 vertical accelerations existed compared to the city buses.

Measurements proved that in all these types of buses the

best comfort is in the middle and the most uncomfortable
Key Words: Airports. Aircraft noise, Human response piece is in the rearmost row of seats.

The extent to which annoyance estimated by an isopsophic

index is a good forecaster for annoyance perceived near

airport approaches was investigated. An index of sensed

annoyance is constructed, and the relationship between

the annoyance index and the isopsophic Index is studied.

82-85

Hypothesis on Simultmeous Noise-and-Vibration
Annoyance Rating in Shipboard Accommodation
J.H. Janssen

82-83 TPD, Inst. of Appl. Physics, Postbus 155, 2600 AD

8 R o t W - yDelft, The Netherlands, Noise Control Engrg., 16
B.J. ifin ee(3), pp 145-150 (May-June 1981) 6 figs, 8 refs
M.J. Griffin

Human Factors Res. Unit, Inst. Sound Vib. Res.,
Univ. of Southampton, Southampton, UK, Shock Key Words: Ships, Ship vibration, Noise generation, Human

Vib. Dig.. 13 (8), pp 3-12 (Aug 1981) 6 figs, 47 refs
Passengers and crew on board segoing ships rate noise and

Key Words: Vibration excitation. Human response, Reviews vibration as one coherent agent affecting their proficiency

and satisfaction. Ship vibration annoyance problems cannot

Recent experimental studies of biodynamic response to be tackled adequately without considering the simultaneous

vibration and some attempts to model this response are noise, and vice versa. The author based a hypothesis of a

reviewed. It is proposed that biodynamic models should vibration rating scale matched to the ISO/R 1996 noise

be classified according to their general application. It is rating scale on data available in TPD files obtained from

shown that the responses of the body to vibration are highly measurements of vibration and noise in eleven motorship

varied and there is a need for increased availability of experi- where "noise4nd-Wbration juries" expressed 65 annoyance

mental biodynamic data. judgments on simple category scales.

82-84 82-86

Vibration Comfort in Suburban Buses (Schwingunga- Vibration in a Helmet Mounted Sight (HMS) Usng

komfort in Nahverkehrs-Ominbuseen) Mechanical Linkage
D. Buhr J.C. Johnson, D.B. Priser, and R.W. Verona

Hamburger Kamp, 5B 2000 Oststeinbek, Hamburg, Army Aeromedical Res. Lab., Fort Rucker, AL.
Germany, Automobiltech. Z., 83) (7/8), pp 365-368 Rept. No. USAARL-81-3, 30 pp (Mar 1981)

(July/Aug 1981) 7 figs, 3 refs AD-A098 533
(In German)

Key Words: Aircraft vibration, Helmets, Human response

Key Words: Buses. Vibration excitation, Human response
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the extent

At the IVA '79 in Hamburg the new citybus S 80 and the to which aircraft vibration was coupled to a crewmen's

new intercity bus U 80 were presented. In the buses com- flight helmet by the mechanical linkage of a helmet mounted

fort was measured with regard to vertical vibrations. The sight. Two variations of the SPH4 flight helmet were tested:

results of both tests are compared with the one of the coin- SPH-4 with standard web suspension and SPH-4 with a form-

mon city bus VOV I. The above mentioned comfort in the fit foam liner suspension. The system was tested in the front

new citybus 80 is about the same as in the present VOV I. seat of an AH-AS Cobra helicopter. Five flight conditions

They are both equipped with air spring suspension. In con- were used in the experiment.
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MECHANICAL COMPONENTS adjusting driver settings until system error is rinimi d. The
following Items are Included: oresaing instructions, a de-

tailed description of the system, and a user's guide to date

acquisition packages available.

ABSORBERS AND ISOLATORS
(Also see Nos. 42,43,44)

82-89
Compensating Linkage for Main Rotor Control

82-87 P.A.E. Jeffery and R.F. Huber
Testing of a Natural Rubber Base Isolation System Nasa Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, PATENT4
by an Explovely Simulated Earthquake 245 956,6 pp (Jan 20, 1981)
J.M. Kelly
Earthquake Engrg. Res. Ctr., Univ. of California, Key Words: isolators, Linkages, Helicopters, Rotors, Air-
Richmond, CA, Rept. No. UCB/EERC-80/25, 60 frames

pp (Aug 1980)
PB81-201360 A compensating linkage for the rotor control system on

rotary wing aircraft is described. The main rotor and trans-
minion are isolated from the airframe structure by elastic

Key Words: Isolators, Seismic Isolation, Elastomers, Experi- suspension. The compensating linkage prevents unwanted
mental test data, Containment structures, Model testing signal inputs to the rotor control systwn caused by relative

motion of the airframe structure and the main rotor and
This report describes the base isolation experiment of the transmission.
SIMQUAKE II test. The experiment used a 1/24-scale model
of a containment structure. The model was mounted on a
base isolation system which incorporated multilayer natural
rubber bearings and a fail-safe system of novel design. The
base isolation system was designed to produce a very low
natural frequency of vibration in horizontal motion and 82-90
much higher natural frequencies for the vertical and rocking Total Main Rotor Isolation Syatem Analys
motions, During the SIMQUAKE II experiment the isolation V. Sankewitsch
system was subjected to two distinct ground motions. Boeing Vertol Co., Philadelphia, PA, Rept. No.

NASA-CR-165666, D-210-11788-1, 82 pp (Mar

1981)
N81-20027

82-88
An Operations Minual for the Spinning Mode Syn. Key Words: isolators, Helicopters, Rotors 4

theuizer in the Langley Aircraft Noise Reduction Requirements, preliminary design, and verification pro-

Laboratory cedures for a total main rotor isolation system at n/rev are

D.L Palumbo presented. The fuselage is isolated from the vibration in-

Kentron International, Inc., Hampton, VA, Rept. ducing main rotor at one frequency in all degrees of freedom

No. NASA-CR-165698,50 pp (Mar 1981) by four antiresonant isolation units. Effects of paraetric

N81-22835 variations on isolation system performance ra evluated.

Key Words: Aircraft noise, Noise reduction

The need for a dependable and controllable noise source
and the consequent development of the Spinning Mode 82-91
Synthesizer ($MS) is discussed. Configuration of the SMS Control of Sesmnic Response of Piping Systems and
incorporated into the flow duct facility Is reported. Turbo- Other Structuree by Base Iolation
fan noise is composed of a series of fundamental acoustical J.M. Kelly
modes, which are produced by acoustic drivers equispaced
circumferentially around the flow duct. Pressure field is Earthquake Engrg. Res. Ctr., Univ. of California,
compared to an ideal result in an optimization algorithm, Richmond, CA, Rept. No. UCB/EERC-81/01, 90 pp
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(Jan 1981) (Papers presented at Century 2 - Emerg- Key Words: Vibration Isolation, Finite eoment technique,
ing Technology Conferences, San Francisco, CA, Optimiatin, Harmonic response. Random response

Aug 10-21,1980) An optimization syetem has been developed to minimize the

PB81-200735 forced vibrational response of large scale finite elomen

models by adjusting Isolator elements. The technique can
Key Words: Isoletors, Seismic isolation, Power plants (fecil- be applied to model under steady state hrmonic rspon
itie), Piping systems, Elastoner c bearings and stationary random response. This will automate the

design process for vibrational Isolation, and the algorithms
This report contains four pepers on aseismic bs isolation are expected to solve numerous practical problems.
in power plants and other structures, presnted at the Emerg-
ing Technology Conferences. The following aspects of
bae isolation are considered: the historic development of
bae isolation; design of multilayer rubber bearings; per-
formance of flexibly mounted equipment; and the Alexisis-
mon isolation system comprising connecting elements which 82-94

re horizontally positioned steel bars the middle ection Sound Traader vie Reslent Mounts from Separate
of which ruptures during a severe earthquake, and support- Excitation with Orthogonl Trandatile. and Rote-
Ing elements which are elastomeric bearings combined withpot bearings.ione: Devdlopaent and Tedt of a Measarenseat
pot bearings. Techniqu e

Y.W. Yerheij
Technisch Physische Dienst TNO-TH, Delft, The
Netherlands, Rept. No. TNO-90.835, 60 pp (Jan 11,

82.92 1980)
Railway Vehicle Active Suyenmons N81-24867
J.K. Hedrick
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Key Words: Sound transmission, Mountings, Equipment
Cambridge, MA, Vehicle Syst. Dyn., 10 (4-5), pp mounts, Shipboard machinery, Measurement techniques.

267-283 (Sept 1981) 10 figs, 1 table, 25 refs Stiffness coefficients

The measurement of the sound transmission properties of
Key Words: Active isolation, Suspension systems (vehicles), resilient mounts for machinery in ships is considered. A
Railroad trains measurement method is presented which datermines five

transfer functions related to the compressive, transvre.
The state-of-theert of active suspensions for use on railway torsional and bending stiffness of a mount. The method

vehicles is reviewed. The primary focus of the paper is on of measurement is part of a procedure which enables an
ride quality control, both vertical and lateral, and on lateral accurate analysis of those factors which limit the effective-
stability control. The section on theoretical considerations ness of a resilient mounting system with respect to the
summarizes the results of a one-degree of freedom optimize- reduction of noise radilation Into the water. Special atten-
tion and then investigates analytically the use of active sus- tion is given to the separation of excitation by transvere
pensions for lateral ride and stability augmentation. It is accelerations and that by a rotation on a horizontal axis.
shown that serate control structures using different mea-
surements and actuator actions are very effective in con-
trolling both ride quality and stability. A section on a survey
of current activities reviews published research on active
railway suspension work around the world.

82-95
On the Structural Fornation of Concrete Steel
Components Subject to Earthquake Strum
R. Sitka

82-93 Ph.D. Thesis, Technische Hochschule, Darmstadt,
Vibrational leolation of Large Scale Finite Element Germany, 128 pp (1980)
Modela Using Optimization PB81-183543
W.V. Nack (In German)
Aerospace Engrg. Dept., Embry Riddle Aeronautical

Univ., Daytona Beach, FL, Computers Struc., 14 Key Words: Energy absorptlon, Buildings, Earthquake
(1-2), pp 149-152 (1981) 4 tables, 20 refs response, Structural members, Steel, Conrea
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Plastic form change work to partially absorb the energy protection of shipping and storage cylinders. in a typical

transferred to a building In earthquake regions na-suitt application, two of the devices ar strapped to a cylinder

both an appropriate carrying system and careful shaping of to asive a uddlo4ype supports for the cylinder during
the individual structural components. The existing ductility storage and to protect the cylinder in the event It Is dropped
is utilized by only using fractions of the actual ground during lifting or lowering operations. In Its preferred f-
acceleration or comparatively high damping values. Aseoci- the Invention Includes a hardwood plank whose grain -

se reduction factors are determined by comparing work in the longitudinal direction. The basal portion of the )W A
on the elastic and eiasticplstic stiffening system. A review is of solid croas4ection, whereas the upper surface of the
is presnted on the behavior of steel and concrete from the plank is cut away to form a concave surface fittable against
elastic boundary to fracture together with mesurms to the sidewall of a storage cylinder. The concave surface le
Improve plastic formability, divided into a series of segiments by traniwrsely extending,

throughgoing relief dots. A layer of slastomeric maerial
is positioned on the concave face, the elstomer being ex-
trudeble into dots when pressed against the segments by a
preselected pressure characteristic of a high-energy impact.

82-96
Working of Magnetic Dynamic Abeorber (Optimal
Damping of M.D. with a Viscous Damper) TIRES AND WHEELS
Y. Kurakake, Y. Hare, and S. Fukuda fAlso we No. 45)
Sasebo Technical College, Sasebo-City, Nagasaki,
Japan, Bull. JSME, 24 (193), pp 1239-1246 (July
1981) 7 figs, 6 refs

82-98
Key Words: Absorbers (equipment), Dynamic absorbers, Static and Dynamic Evakuatioss of A-37 Cat sad
Magnetic damping, Viscous damping Cast Caiass/Integral Twa Tins

P.C. Ulrich
A dynamic absorber which contains two fixed side magnets, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs., Wright-Patter-
and an absorber magnet (absorber mas) is called a magnetic

dynamic absorber (M.D.). The absorber magnet Is located son AFB, OH, Rept. No. AFWAL-TR-803055, 326

between the side magnets and floats along the axis between pp (Nov 1980)
them, each working on the other's magnetic forces. As the AD-A097 684
vibrating sstem (principal man) Is attached on a damped
magnetic dynamic absorber and subjected to an externl Key Words: Tires, Aircraft time, Dynamic tats
periodic force, the amplitude of the principal mess can be
decreased. in this paper the vertical end horizontl vibrations This report describes work undertaken during Phases II and
of a periodically forced vibration system with M.D. are

analzed Th mos faorale satein he pincpalMan Ill of a three phase program to establish the potential of
analyzed. The mst favorble stued in the principal u O cat tires for applkcation to Air Force aircraft. Phases II
which Is worked by M.D. is dlacussed and the vlues Of and Ill Involved static, ques.static, and dynamic laboratory
its amplitude in the most favorable state are solved. The test and evaluation of 30 cast 7.004 Type Ill aircraft tire
absorber factors of M.D. which depend on the condition are designs. These designs included tire carcasses which were
obtained and are compared with the experilme ta results. rotationally cast/molded from thermoplastic polyester

ellstomer materials of various hardness with and without
reinforcements. Three bai cast tire designs were developed
and evaluated during Phan II efforts. Twenty4lve Inteo"a
tire design iterations (105 tires), some of which included
glass reinforcement, were tsd and evaluated to the A-37

829 aircraft main ger tire specifications.
Device for Absorbing Mechmical Shock
C.E. Newlon
Dept. of Energy, Washington, DC. U.S. PATENT-4
241 810

82-9
Key Words: Shock absorbers, Elastomers, Energy absorption, Static and Yawad4alfimg Mechkdal Pmpetese of
Cylinders Two Type 7 Airemfi Tics

This Invention Is a comparatively Inexpensive but efficient J.A. Tanner, S.M. Stubbs, and J.L. McCarty
shock-absorbing device having spelal application to the NASA Langley Rs. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rapt. No.
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NASA-TP-1863, L-14125. 80 pp (May 1981) Dept. of Mach. Engrg., Regional Engrg. College,
N81 -24471 Kurukuhetra, India, Intl. J. Mech. Sdi., 2za (9), pp

517-530(198 1) 9 figs, 3 tables, 27 refs
Key Words: Aircraft tires. Tire, Tire charecteristics

Key Words- Blades, Cantilever beems, Flexurel vibretion,
Selected meachanical properties of type 7 aircraft tires were Transtwori sha deformation effect, Rotatory Inertia
evaluaed. The tires wer sublcted to pure vertical foode effects, Relssner method, Naturl frequencies, Mode shapes
and to combined vertical end laiorel loods under both static
and rolling conditions. Parameters for the static atas con- The Relasnerimethod and the total potential energy approach
sistad of tire load In the vertical end leteral directions, an wre applied to a pre-twisted! cent 'ever blade eacuting cou-
perameters for the rolling ts Included tire verticel load, pled bending-bending vibrations. Sheer deflection and rotary
yew angle, and ground speed. Effects of each of these inertia wre accounted for In the analysis and the natural
perameter on the measured tire characteristics are discussed frequencies and mode shapes of the first four coupled modes
and, where possible, compared with previous work. Results we determined. A comparison of the results obtained from
indicate that dynamic tire properties under Investigation this Investigation with those availablen In the literature mndi-
were generaly insensitive to speed variations and therefore cases that the Reissner method gives quicker convergence and
tend to support the conclusion that many tire dynamic batter mode shaspes; than the potential energ method and It
characteristics can be obtained from static and low speed is further seen that the Inclusion of shar deflection and
rolling temt. rotary inertia into the analysis Meads to a reduction In the

frequency values, thus resulting in a closer agreement with
experimental reeults.

M2100
In.Flae and Out-of-m Dynamca of Nesusnati
Tyrs 82-102
H.B.Paceika Long Are Shroasbag. A RelialMity Improvmeamt for
Delft Univ. of Tech., The Netherlands, Vehicle Untomed Stean Tarhim Bading
Syst. Dyn.,1ID (4-5), pp 221-251 (Sept 1981) 14 figs, R.J. Ortolano, J.A. La Rosa, and W.P. Welch
28 rofs Engrg. and Construction Dept., Southern California

Key Words: Tire, Pneumatic tires, Lateral response. Longi- ASME, la. (3), pp 522-531 (July 1981) 9 figs, Ed3nC. oeed A .Egg oeTas
tudinal response tables, 7 refs

During the lest decade research has been conducted on the KeWod:BdsTriebds Sm tuinFage
dynamics of the tire ondered a a vahicle copnet A Keyt Whods lds ubn lds ta ubns aiu
survey is given of these developments; where tire mass plays lfO rod
an important role. The underlying theoretical considerations Anapoctohedsgadmdictonf tud
tirernisponse wase ieae distigushdsted Tera (ou of~ variabla speed stamn turbine exhaust binding has been found
tiresponse a m thavetiwel/gtdin the plae) (ufplnse) to be highly successful In eliminating fatigue failures due torespnseandtheverice/lovituina fi-plne)resons to the first tangential In-phass mode resonance. The approachmotions of the wheel. In both categoies tire compliance.
slip and Inertia have Influence. The dynamic properties of costsobutwlighehrdsntesotacbae
the rolling tire are presented In the form of transfer fuc groups to form a subetantially longer arc length. The result
tions and/or differential equations, Is a significant reduction In vibratory stress at resonant

speeds.

BLADES
iAfso saNo. 5) BEARINGS

(Also ses Nos. 2.4.204)

82-101
CoupWe flmdhsg-Bmndift Vibrations of PweTwiated 82-103
Cantileve Biading Mlowiasg for Shaw Delectn land NASA Five-Del Fatige Tester: Over 20 Yoam of
Rotary Inert by the R4lamer Method aem 0 P
K.B. Subrahmanyam and S.V. Kulkarni E.V. Zaretsky, R.J. Parker. and W.J. Anderson
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NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rapt. No. A contact fatigue life analysls was pervormod for a cons t

NASA-TM-82589, E-720, 57 pp (1981) (Presented ratic, NemVytie multiroller traction *rite. The. -lysis was

at the Intl. Symp. on Contact Rolling Fatigue Testing band on the Lundberg-Polmgren method for reflrig element
bearing life prediction. Life adjstment factors f.'r materials,

of Bering Steel, Phoenix, AZ, May 12-14, 1981; processing, lubrication and traction were included.
Sponsored by ASTM)
N81-23462

Key Words: Bearings, Rolling contact bearings, Fatigue life

Studies were conducted to determine the effect on rolling- Laboratory Inveaotatim of Water-Lsbricated to-
element fatigue life of contact angle, material hardness, me Bearings
chemistry, heat treatment and processing, lubricant type and R.L. Smith, A.I. Krauter, and C.H.T. Pan
chemistry, oalstohydrodynamic film thickness, deformation Shaker Rs. Corp., Ballston Lake, NY, Rapt. No.
and wear, vacuum, and temperature a well as Hertzin and
residual struses. Correlation was established between the SRC-80-TR-64,40 pp (Jan 1981)

results obtained using the five-ball tester and those obtained AD-A097 109
with full scale rolling-element bearings.

Key Words: Bearings, Friction bearings, Plain bearings,
Friction

This report concerns an experimental laboratory study of the

sliding friction behavior of water-lubricated rubber stave

82-104 bearings. Speed dependent friction characteristics were
measured because they are associated with the phenomenon

Unbalance Response of a Two-Spoof Go Turbine of audible self-excited vibrations. As part of an effort to

Engine with Squeeze Film Bearings establish guidance for the design of noise-free stern tube

E.J. Gunter, L.E. Barrett, and D.F. Li bearings, the friction-sped curves for five modified designs

Univ. of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, ASME Paper were obtained and were compared with those for a conven-

No. 81-GT-219 tional design.

I Key Words: Squeeze film bearings, Bearings, Rotors, Turbine
engines, Unbalanced mass response

82-107
This paper presents a dynamic analysis of a two-spool gas Analysis and Simulation of a Magnetic Bearing
turbine helicopter engine incorporating intershaft roiling
element bearings between the gas generator and power Suspenason System for a Laboratory Model Annlar
turbine rotors. The analysis includes the nonlinear effects Moment m Control Device
of a squeeze film bearing incorporated on the gas generator N.J. Groom, C.T. Woolley, and S.M. Joshi
rotor, It was found that large intershaft bearing forces may NASA Langley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA, Rept. No.
occur even though the engine is not operating et a resonant NASA-TP-1 799, L-12403, 38 pp (Mar 1981)
condition. N81-20311

Key Words: Bearings, Magnetic bearings

A linear analysis and the results of a nonlinear simulation
of a magnetic bearing suspension system which uses perma-

82-105 nent mgnet flux biaing are presented. The simulation

Life Analysis of MultiroUer Planetay Traction Drive includes rigid body rim dynamics, linear and nonlinear

J.J. Coy, D.A. Rohn, and S.H. Loewenthal axial actuators, linear radial actuators, axial and radial rim

NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rapt. No. warp, and power supply and power drive current limits.

NASA-TP-1710, AVRADCOM-TR-80-C-16, 16 pp
(Apr 1981)
N81-20423

82-108
Key Words: Mechanical drives, Bearings, Rolling contact Stablied Bearigs with Finite#.lemeat Analy,,
bearings, Fatigue life J.C. Nicholas
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Ingersoll-Rand Co., Phillipsburg, NJ. Machine Des., are discussed in this article. While the specific example
(16), pp 169-170 (July 9, 1981) concerns a marine system, the data can be applied to any

engine-driven system.

Key Words: Bneerings, Design techniques, Finite element
technique

Optimum design of stabilized stpped pocket bearing using FASTENERS
finite element method is presented. An example illustrates (Also see No. 117)
that when axial groove bearings were removed and modified
with optimized stepped pockets the vibration was suppressed,
and the units operate free of high-ibration trip-outs. 8Z-111

Low-Cycle Fatigue Reajatanee of Welded Joint of
Cr Mo and 20 Mn 5 Steels (Odoletodzvarovich opoj.
ov oceli'Cr Mo a 20 Mn 5 pri niikocyklovej inave)

82-109 V. Gregor
Dynamic Characteriatica of a High-Speed Rotor with Welding Res. Inst., Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, Stro-
Radial and Axil Fo-Beaing Supports jinicky asopis, M2 (3), pp 367-375 (1981) 4 figs,
L. Licht, W.J. Anderson, and S.W. Doroff 4 tables, 5 refs
J. Lubric. Tech., Trans. ASME, 103 (3), pp 361-372 (In Slovak)
(July 1981) 15 figs, 15 refs

Key Words: Fatigue life, Steel. Joints (junctionsl, Welded
joints

Key Words: Bearings, Foil bearings, Rotors

The results of a study of low-cycle fatigue and crack growth
An asymmetric rotor, supported radially and axially by charactristics in the steels and welded joints suitable for
compliant bearings Ifoil bearings), is subjected to sevre construction of pressure vessels are analyzed. The fatigue
excitation by rotating unbalance in the pitching mode at crack growth was studied on the specimens for low-cycle
speeds to 50,000 rpm. The resilient, air-lubricated bearings fatigue tests and the obtained characteristics of the fatigue
provide very effective damping, so that regions of resonance crack growth were applied in calculation of the residual life.
and instability can be traversed with impunity, with ampli-I tudes and limit-trajectories remaining within acceptable
bounds. A novel journal bearing is introduced, in which a
resilient support is furnished by the outer turn of the coiled
foil-element, initially bent to form an open polygon. The LINKAGES
experimental apparatus and procedure are described, and (See No. 89)
the response of the rotor and flexible support system are
copiously documented by oscilloscope records of motion.

SEALS

COUPLINGS
82-112
Spring and Dbnpiag Coefficients of the Labyrinth

82-110 Seals
The Effects of Torsional Vibration M. Kurohashi, Y. Inoue, T. Abe, and T. Fujikawa
P.D. Zubritsky Graduate School of Engrg., Kobe Univ., UK, Vibra-
American Vulkan, Winter Haven, FL, Diesel Progress, tions in Rotating Machinery, Proc. 2nd Intl. Conf.,
47(7), pp 31-34 (July 1981) Churchill College, Cambridge, UK, Sept 1-4, 1980,

organized by Instn. Mach. Engrs., pp 215-222, 16
Key Words: Vibration control, Torsional vibration, Couplings figs, 9 refs

The elements In a diesel engine system that can cause vibra- Key Words: Seals, Damping coefficients. Spring constants
tion are varied. The role of couplings in reducing system
vibration and the methodology used in isolating the source The expressions for calculating the spring and damping
of vibration and the affect of proper component selection coefficients of Labyrinth seale we derived with the simple
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explicit forms considering the change of flow coefficient and problems. Its accuracy and efficiency ae found to be com-
the several assumptions which sem appropriate. The ex- parable or better to some of the elements presented In the
presaions are on principal and cross coupling terms which literature. Cables that are initially curved or that assume a
contain the rotating speed, the pressure of entrance and curved shape as a result of deformation can be modeled
exit side, the change of gap clearance of labyrinth along the using the proposed element. Selfweight of the cables can be
rotor axis and the density of fluid. The calculation results included without any approximations. Presins in the ale-
of the derived expressions show good accord with the results ment can also be included. The element program do-,oped
of detailed analysis. Results of the expressions qualitatively can readily be used with the currently available nonlinear
agree with the experimental data. codes like Newton.Raphson method.

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS BARS AND RODS

82-115
STRINGS AND ROPES Out-plae Vibrations of Curved Bas Conadering

Shear Deformation md Rotatory Inertia
K. Suzuki and S. Takahashi

82-113 Faculty of Engrg., Yamagata Univ., Yonezawa, Japan,
I)yuam c BehaviourofU USSYmnetric StiffenedStie Bull. JSME, 24 (193), pp 1206-1213 (July 1981)
G.M. Faulkner, A. Mioduchowski, and J.S. Kennedy 8 figs, 10 refs
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton,
Alberta. Canada, Strojnicky Casopis,.3(1), pp 23-33 Key Words: Bars, Curved beams, Vibration response, Trans-
(1981) 6 figs, 7 refs verse shear deformation effects. Rotatory inertia effects

Key Words: Strings, Stiffened structures. Natural frequencies, A method Is given for solving the free out-plane vibrations

Periodic excitation, Runge-Kutta method of a uniform curved bar of which the center line is a plans
curve considering the effects of the bending, the torsion,

The dynamic problem for unsymmetric stiffened line% Is the sher deformation end the rotatory inertia of the bar.

considered in this paper. The basic equations for both the Equations of vibration are solved exactly by a series solution.

static and the dynamic condition are developed. The equa- As numerical examples, natural frequencies and mode shapes
tions for the dynamic condition are solved for both stiffened of symmetric catenary, parabola and cycloid curved bars

and unstiffened lines using a fourth order Runge-Kutta with clamped ends are obtained. The numerical results by

integration technique. Plots of dimensionless frequency the present analysis are compared with the ones by the

versus the range to length of line ratio are given with the classical theory and the affects of the sheer deformation

dimensionless weight per unit length of line as a parameter. and the rotatory inertia are clarified.

CABLES
82-116
Similauity Analysis of Wave Propaption Problains

82-114 in Nonlinear Rods
A Curved Element for the Analys of Cable Struc- R. Seshadri and M.C. Singh
teree Syncrude Canada Ltd., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,

H.B. Jayaraman and W.C. Knudson Arch. Mechanics, 2 (6), pp 933-945 (1980) 5 figs,
Structural Engrg. Res. Ctr., Roorkee, India, Corn- 8 refs
puters Struc., 14 (3-4), pp 325-333 (1981) 11 figs,
5 tables, 19 refs Key Words: Rods, Wave propagation

Key Words: Cables (ropes), Finite element technique Similarity analysis of wave propagation problems In nonlinear
rods are discussed from the viewpoint of continuous groups

A small strain elastic catanery element is presented and Its of transformations. For the governing nonlinear partial
utility is demonstrated through static and dynamic cable differential equations, the similarity variables and the charc.
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teristics of the equation are related at the wave front. A paper is concerned with the summed and differential her-
procedure loading to a simillarlty-characteristic relationship manic oscillations. Theoretical as well as experimental
is developed which provides an additional condition at the analyses are carried out for the oscillations. The theoretical
wave front for the solution of the similarity representation, analysis shows that only the summed type can occur in a
The smilarity-charecteristic relationship is derived for the beam, and that a constant term is necessary in the excita-
problem of velocity impact of an inelastic rod and solutions tion for the oscillations to occur. The theoretical analysis
for the wave propagetion problem are obtained, also reveals that the transition to the state in which only

the harmonic oscillation occurs, is made continuously by
increasing the excitation frequency. The experimental
analysis verifies the results of the theoretical analysis.

BEAMS
(Also see Nos. 10,240)

82-119
82-117 Transient Responass of the Tanoshenko Beam
Theoretical and Experimental lnvestigationa of Evaluated by the Double Laplace Transform
Structurebome Sound Tranmission through a "T E. Huntley and A.S.I. Zinober
joint in a Finite System Dept. of Appl. and Computational Mathematics,
G. Rosenhouse, H. Ertel, and F.P. Mechel Univ. of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK, Computers Struc.,
Fraunhofer-Institut f6r Bauphysik, K6nigstrassle, 14(3-4), pp 319-323 (1981) 6 figs, 17 refs
Stuttgart, Germany, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., IQ (2),
pp 492-499 (Aug 1981 ) 8 figs, 5 tables, 6 refs Key Words: Beams, Timoshenko theory, Transient response,

Frequency response, Laplace transformation
Key Words: Beams. T-beams. Joints (junctions), Sound
transmission Double Laplace transform (OLT) theory has been applied

to the evaluation of transient responses and frequency
The wave theory approach was used for analysis of sound responses of a semi-infinite Timoshenko beam. DLT ex-
transmission through a "T" joint in a finite system consisting pressions for the various response variables are established
of rectangular beams. The analytical results were confirmed and a numerical DLT inversion algorithm is employed to
by experiments. A comparison of the sound transmission give the temporal and spatial responses. The results are
through a "T" joint in finite and infinite systems revealed shown to be very accurate. A wide variety of time-varying
completely different behavior. Various kinds of joints in- loads and boundary conditions can be easily handled by the
cluding a welded "T," a "T" connected by screws, and a one approach. The conceptual and practical simplicity of
"T" incorporating a rubber layer were examined. Com- the method is demonstrated and extensions to more com-
parisons between the analytical and experimental results plex problems are indicated.
of structureborne sound transmission through the various
joints showed that the analytical treatment developed Is
applicable for all types of "T" junctions described above.

82120
Suhharmonic Oacillations of a Slender Beam

82-118 T. Yamamoto, K. Yasuda, and K. Aoki
Summed and Differential Harmonic Oscillations in a Nagoya Univ., Furocho, Chikusa, Nagoya, Japan,
Sleader Beam Bull. JSME, 2A (192), pp 1011-1020 (June 1981)
T. Yamamoto, K. Yasuda, and N. Tei 10 figs, 11 refs

Faculty of Engrg., Nagoya Univ., Chikusaku, Nagoya,
Japan, Bull. JSME, 24 (193), pp 1214-1222 (July Key Words: Beams, Subharmonic oscillations, Harmonic

1981) 9 figs, 14 refs excitation

Various types of nonlinear steady forced vibrations am ex-
Key Words: Beams, Harmonic excitation, Sum and difference pected to occur in a bom subjected to harmonic excitation.
frequencies, Harmonic response This paper Is concerned with the subharmonic oscillations of

order 1/2 and of order 1/3. Theoretical analysis is carried
Various types of nonlinear forced oscillations are expected out by assuming the deflection as a superposition of linear
to occur in a beam subjected to harmonic excitation. This mode shapes. The theoretical analysis prows the occurrence
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of the subharmonic oscillations. For a subharmonic oscilla- Analytical expressions of the critical velocity as a function

tion of order 112 to occur, a constant term is necessary in of initial axial stress and foundation modulus parameters

the excitation. The transition to the state in which this are derived for the composite beam. Critical velocities are

oscillation occurs from the state in which only a harmonic also obtained on the basis of Bernoulli-Euler beam equations

oscillation occurs, is made continuously by increasing the and the results compared.

excitation frequency, For a subharmonic oscillation of

order 1/3, the constant term is not necessary. The transition
to the state in which this oscillation occurs cannot be made

by varying the excitation frequency. The experimental
results confirm the results of the theoretical analysis. COLUMNS

82-123
82-121 Experimental Study of Small-Scale R/C Columns
Transverse-Vibration Responses of Nonuniform, In- Subjected to Axial and Shear Force Reversals
temally Damped Cantilever Beams. 1i N.D. Gilbertsen and J.P. Moehle
R.L. Kerlin Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Appl. Res. Lab., Pennsylvania State Univ., University Champaign, IL, Rept. No. UILU-ENG-80-2015,
Park, PA, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 70. (2), pp 481- STRUCTURAL RESEARCH SER-481, NSF/RA-
491 (Aug 1981) 8 figs, 3 tables, 12 refs 800495,104 pp (July 1980)

PB81-192767

Key Words: Beams, Cantilever beams, Flexural vibration

Key Words: Columns, Reinforced concrete. Dynamic tests,
The Bernoulli-Euler theory of transverse beam vibration, Experimental test data, Model testing, Hysteretic damping,
suitably extended to take into account internal beam damp- Fracture properties
ing, is used to derive closed-form expressions for the me-
chanical driving-point impedance and force transmissibility Reinforced concrete (R/C) columns were subjected to a
of two types of nonuniform cantilever beams that are driven series of shear force or simultaneous shear and axial force
at their free ends by a sinusoidally varying point force. The reversals. The test specimens were similar to the first story
two types of beams considered are (1) truncated and of columns of model structures designed to investigate dynamic
rectangular cross section with a linearly tapered depth and response of R(C structures. Models consisted of nine-story,
a breadth appropriately varied (hyperbolically) to maintain three-bay frames of approximately one-twelfth scale. Test
constant cross-sectional area, and 12) composed of three variables included the reinforcement ratio, the deed load on
stages, each of which is uniform but may vary arbitrarily the column, and the rate of axial load variation during
from the others in cross section and proportionate length. shear force reversals. Behavior of the specimens was repre-
Representative computations of the frequency dependence sented by measured hysteresis relations and crack patterns.
of impedance and transmissibility are plotted for beams The observed behavior was compared with the calculated
having the same length and mass as an equally long and response. Many graphs and tables illustrate the text.
equally massive uniform reference beam. Significant attenu-
ation or amplification of force transmissibility is observed,
depending on the proportions of the beams and on whether
their depth diminishes towards their fixed or free end.

FRAMES AND ARCHES
(Also see No. 234)

82-122
On the Stability of a Composite Bean with Initial 82124
Stress to Moving Loads Seismic Damage in Reinforced Concrete Frames
B. Prasad H. Banon, J.M. Biggs, and H.M. Irvine
Engrg. and Res. Staff, Metallurgy Dept., Ford Motor Struct. Mechanics Associates, Newport Beach, CA,
Co., Dearborn, MI, J. Appl. Mechanics, Trans. ASME, ASCE J. Struc. Div., 127 (9), pp 1713-1729 (Sept

48 (2), pp 368-370 (June 1981) 3 figs, 6 refs 1981) 9 figs, 2 tables, 21 refs

Key Words: Beams, Composite beams, Moving loads, Bar- Key Words: Frames, Concretes, Reinforced concrete, Domage
noulli-Euler method prediction, Seismic excitation
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Damage prediction for reinforced concrete (RC) frames is particular aspect ratio then chosen. In this paper, it is investi-
usually measured in terms of ductility demands for beams gated whether the mode of instability could change from
and columns. In order to develop a more rigorous model of divergence to flutter for other aspect ratios.
member damage in RC frames, other damage parameters are
introduced, and their effectiveness in prediction of damage
is tested. Laboratory tests of RC members and subessem-
bleges are used to check the accuracy of both mechanical
models and damage parameters. Reinforced concrete mei- 82-127
bars, when subjected to cyclic inelastic deformations, exhibit Plate Vibration Reaearch, 1976-1980: Classied
both stiffness and strength degradation. Theory

A.W. Leissa
Boyd Lab., Ohio State Univ., Columbus, OH, Shock
Vib. Dig., 13 (9), pp 11-22 (Sept 1981) 2 figs, 1

PLATES table, 110 refs
(Also see Nos. 10, 151)

Key Words: Plates, Flexural vibration

82-125 This paper is the first of two summarizing recent research
in free, transverse vibrations of plates. The present paperA Note to Free Bending Modes of Vibrations of a deals with problems governed by the classical theory of

Rectangular Sandwich Plate (Pozndnka k pMeenym plates; i.e., homogeneous, isotropic, thin, constant thick-

vlastaym knsitom oidinovej sendviovej dosky) ness, no inplane initial forces, small transverse displacements,

S. Markus and 0. Danek vibrating in a vacuum, etc.

Inst. of Machine Mechanics of the Slovak Academy
of Sciences, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky
Casopis, 2Z (1), pp 65-77 (1981) 3 figs, 5 tables,
6 refs 82-128
(In Slovak) Nonlinear Vibration of Layered Compoaite Plates

Including Transverse Shear and Rotatory Inertia

Key Words: Plates, Rectangular plates, Sandwich structures. J.N. Reddy
Natural frequencies Dept. of Engrg. Science and Mechanics, Virginia

An in-plane inertia pa-ameter M is defined and it is shown Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA,

how this parameter influences values of natural frequencies Rept. No. VPI-E-81.6, 27 pp (Mar 1981)
of sandwich plates. The impact of parameter M is illustrated PB81-183642
on a rectangular plata. The refined values are compared
with those obtained by Meod. Key Words: Plates, Layered materials, Flexural vibration,

Transverse shear deformation effects, Rotatory Inertia
effects

The large amplitude free flexural vibration of layered com-

posite plates, icorporating the effects of transverse shear
82-126 and rotatory inertia, is studied using a finite element based
On the Mode of Instability of a Simply Supported on the displacement field of a shear deformable theory and
Rectangular Plate Subjected to Follower Forces the strain-displacement equations of von Karman's plate
H.H.E. Leipholz and D. Waddington theory. Free vibration of cross-ply and angle-ply rectangular

plates it analyzed and natural frequencies era presented
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Waterloo, Ontario, showing the effects of boundary conditions, sale-to-thIcknes
Canada, Mechanics Res. Comm., 8 (4), pp 223-229 ratio (i.e., transverse shear), aspect ratio, orientation of

(1981) 6 figs layers and material anisotropy.

Key Words: Plates, Rectangular plates, Follower forces,
Flutter

In previous Investigations the simply supported rectangular 82-129
plate subjected to uniformly distributed follower fores of Estimation of Noise Emitted by Vibration of a Plate
Intensity g turned out to be a divergence system for the N. Kojima, K. Kioma, and M. Fukuda
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Faculty of Engrg., Yamaguchi Univ., Tokiwadai, M.S. Cheung and M.Y.T. Chan
Ube, Japan, Bull. JSME, 2 (193), pp 1233-1238 Public Works Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada,
(July 1981) 9 figs, 3 tables, 7 refs Computers Struc., JA (1-2), pp 79-88 (1981) 4 figs,

7 tables, 15 refs
Key Words: Plates, Vibration excitation, Noise generation

Key Words: Plates, Finite strip method
On a running machine, the bend frequency components of
vibration at each portion of the external surfaces are classi- Two and three-dimensional finite strips are developed for the
fled into two categories. One is a stationary component and analysis of thin and thick sectorial plates. The plates can be
the other is a non-stationary one. This paper describes an iotropic or orthotropic, of constant or variable thickness,
approach to estimation of the noise emitted by each of and can have different combinations of boundary condi-
them. In the former case, assuming that the vibrating plate tions. The displacement functions for the finite strips are
consists of many minute elements and each of them vibrates made up of polynomial shape functions and beam elgenfunc-
in a simple harmonic motion, the sound pressure levels can tions. The 2-D finite strips are derived based on plate bend-
be estimated by summing up all the sound pressures radi- ing theory and have as nodal degrees of freedom, the out-of-

ated from each minute source. In the latter case, the rdi- plane displacement and the slope. The 3-0 finite strips are
ation efficiency which is defined as a coupling coefficient formulated using three.dimensional elasticity constitutive
between surface vibration and radiated acoustic power equations, and the three displacement components in a
can be calculated as a function of density, thickness and cylindrical co-ordinate system are chosen as the nodal degrees
stiffness of each plate-. The acoustic power levels estimated of freedom. Numerical results involving various boundary
by using this radiation efficiency and the mean square conditions, radii and subtended angles as presentedl. Cam-

average of vibration acceleration have been found to be in perisons are made with existing solutions whenever available.
good agreement with those obtained from the experiment. Close agreements are noted.

82-130
Transverse Shear and Rotatory Inertia Effects on
Nonlinear Vibration of Orthotropic Circular Plates 82-132
M. Sathyamoorthy Structural Respone and Input Identification
Dept. of Mech. and Indust. Engrg., Clarkson College G.D. Shepard, J.C. Callahan, and J.A. Mcelman
of Tech., Potsdam, NY, Computers Struc., 14 (1-2), 108 pp (Mar 27, 1981)
pp 129-134 (1981) 5 figs,3 tables, 11 refs N81 (Mr,98N81-20465

Key Words: Plates, Circular plates, Orthotropism, Transverse
shear deformation effects, Rotatory inertia effects Key Words: Plates, Random excitation, Acoustic excitation

A nonlinear vibration theory which includes the effects of Three major goals were delineated: to develop a genersi

transverse shear deformation and rotatory Inertia is formu- method for determining the response of a structure to com-

iated for orthotropic circular plates using the Berger approxi- bined base and acoustic random excitation; to develop

mation. Solutions to the governing equations are obtained parametric relationships to aid in the design of plates which

on the basis of a single-mode approach by use of Galerkin's are subjected to random force or random base excitation;

method and numerical Runge-Kutta procedure. Results to develop a method to identify the individual acoustic

Indicate significant influence of these effects on the nonlinear and bass input to a structure with only a limited number of

vibration behavior of orthotropic circular plates. Present measurement channels, when both types of excitation act

results are in good agreement with those available In the simultaneously.

literature for all special cases. It is observed that there is a
substantial saving In the analytical and computational efforts
In using the Berger approach and that this approach yields
reasonably good results comparable with those obtained by
the corresponding von Karman type theory.

82-133
A Finite-Element Analys of Bimodulus Compoite
Plates and Shells

82-131 J.N. Reddy
Static asd Dyinsnic AnAlysi of Thin and Thick Dept. of Engrg. Science and Mechanics, Virginia
Sectorial Plates by the Finite Strp Method Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA,
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Rept. No. VPI-E-81-7, 17 pp (Mar 1981) (Paper Key Words: Shells, Cylindrical shells, Containers (tanks),

for pres. at the Intl. Congress on the Application Storage tanks, Fluid-filled containers, Seismic response

of Mathematics in Engrg. (9th), June 28 - July 5, A seismic response analysis of a cylindrical liquid store

1981, Weimar, Germany, G.C.) tank subjected to a horizontal seismic wave is made by the

PB81-191686 energy method in this paper. The kinetic and strain energies
of an empty tank shell are calculated by the exisymmetric

Key Words: Plates, Shells, Composite structures, Vibration shell analysis computer code. The kinetic energy of the

analysis, Finite element technique liquid in the tank Is also calculated analytically by assuming
that It follows the velocity potential theory neglecting the

The literature available in English on bending and vibration effect of the free surface oscillation.

analyses of bimodulus plates is quite sparse end largely
concerned with the bending of bimodulus isotropic-material
pletes. In the previous papers by the author and his col-
leegues, closed-form and finite-element results were reported
for simply-supported plates and shells subjected sinusoidally
distributed loadings. The present paper reports finite-element 82-136
solutions for other boundary conditions and loadings which Free Torsional Vibratiots of a Hollow Cylinder with
do not admit closed-form solutions. Laminated Periodic Structure

R.K. Kaul and C.S. Lee

Dept. of Engrg. Science, Aerospace Engrg. and

Nuclear Engrg., State Univ. of New York at Buffalo,

SHELLS Rept. No. 122, 46 pp (Feb 1981)
(Also see No. 133) AD-A097 163

Key Words: Shells, Cylindrical shells, Layered materials,

82-134 Torsional vibration, Periodic structures

Studies of Dynamic and Static Response of Cybm- The theory of torsional vibration, of a circular, hollow

dried Liquid-Storage Tanks cylinder with a piecewise constant periodic variation of

A. Kumar rigidity modulus and mass density is developed in terms of

Ph.D. Thesis, Rice Univ., 198 pp (1981) Floquet waves. The dispersion spectrum is shown to have
band structure, and the arrangement of characteristics

UM 8116972 sequence at the end-points of the Brillouin zone is studied.
The problem of co-existence of periodic solution is examined

Key Words: Shells. Cylindrical shells, Storage tanks. Fluid- in detail.
filled containers, Base excitation

This study deals with the following two aspects of the
response of liquid-filled cylindrical elastic tanks: dynamic
response to a vertical excitation of the bas; and statical
analysis under entisymmetrical forces of the type obtained 82-137
in analyses of the dynamic response of the tank to a lateral Optimum Design of Stiffened Conial Sheill with
excitation. Natural Frequency Constraints

S.S. Rao and E.S. Reddy
Dept. of Mach. Engrg., Indian Inst. of Tech., Kanpur,

India, Computers Struc., JA (1-2), pp 103-110 (1981)
1 fig, 3 tables, 11 refs824A35I

A Seisnic Response Analysia of a Cylindrical Liquid Key Words: Shells, Conical shells. Optimum design. Natural

Storage Tank frequencies

K. Fujita

Takasago Technical Inst., Technical Headquarters, The design optimization of axially loaded, simply supported
stiffened conical shells for minimum weight is considered.

Mitsubishi Heavy industries, Ltd., Takasago, Hyogo The design variables are thickness of shell well, thickneses
Pref., Japan, Bull. JSME, 24. (192), pp 1029.1036 and depths of rings and stringers, number/specing of rings
(June 1981) 10 figs, 1 table, 11 refs and strings. Natural frequency, overall buckling strength
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and direct stress constraints are considered in the design These criteria depended mainly on the hydrodynamic chaa-
problems. Optimization results are obtained by placing the teristics of the tube, which had to be determined by experi-

stiffeners inside as well as outside the conical shell. In both ment.
these cases, the independent effects of behavior constraints
are also studied.

82-140
Study on Fluidelastic Vibration of Tube Bundle

82.138 H. Tanaka
Tranient Respoae of Submerged Shels Using A, Nippon Kikai Gakkai Ronbunshu, B Hen, 46,
Irmproved Acoustic Approximations No. 408, pp 1398-1407 (Aug 1980)
R. Vasudevan and F. DiMaggio ANL-Trans-1 191
Weidlinger Associates, New York, NY, Computers
Struc., 14 (3-4), pp 187-194 (1981) 10 figs, 11 refs Key Words: Tubearrays, Heatexchangers,Vibration control,

Fluid-induced excitation
Key Words: Shells, Spherical shells, Submerged structures,
Transient response, Shock waves, Doubly asymptotic approx- Large numbers of fluid apparatus that employ tube bundles
imation are used in various types of plants such ts boilers and nuclear

steam generators. Recently, however, the capacity of such
The Doubly Asymptotic Approximation has been widely equipment has been increased, one result of which is that,
used to uncouple the equations of motion of an infinite with the greater quantity and velocity of flow, the occur-
acoustic medium for those of the structure it surrounds. rence of accidents due to the vibration of the cylinder bun-
Recently, two new schemes, the Improved Doubly Asymp- dies that make up these apparatus has become considerable.
totic Approximation and the Inertial-Damping Collocation Since the vibration damage of pipes results in serious acci-
Approximation have been proposed. All three give exact dents that can lead to the functional interruption of an
steady state responses at very low and very high frequencies, entire plant, the prevention of cylinder bundle vibration is
but the newer ones contain fitting matrices which may be an extremely important matter. A variety of causes for
chosen to give exact results for intermediate frequencies, the vibration of bodies due to aerodynamic forces are con-
In this paper, the transient response of a spherical shell to ceivable, one of which Is fluidelastic vibration.
a plane step shock wave is computed by means of the Fast
Fourier Transform, using each of the approximations, and

the results are compared with the exact solution.

82-141
Parameter Identification of Heat Exehangera by the

PIPES AND TUBES Method of Stochastic Approximatioa
(AlsoseeNos.91,200,208) H. Terasaka, H. Kanoh, and M. Masubuchi

Inst. for Atomic Energy, Tokyo Shibaura Electric
Works, Tokyo, Japan, Bull. JSME, 24 (192), pp

82-139 1058-1063 (June 1981) 8 figs, 6 refs
The Dynamic Stability of a Tethered Tubular Struc.

tuft Key Words: Heat exchangers, Parameter Identification tech-
W.K. Ng nique, Stochastic procs
B.S. Thesis, Dept. of Aeronautical Engrg., Bristol
Univ., UK, Rept. No. BU-246, 41 pp (June 1980) The identification of parametersinaclossofheatexchglers

N81-21398 from output data Is Investigted. The system Is assumed to
be modeled by a set of partial differential equations which
contain unknown parameters linearly. The method of collo-

Key Words: Tubes, Underwater structures, Dynamic stability cation Is used to transform the partial differential equations
into a discrete system. The unknown parameters ae ident-

The dynamic stability of longitudinal oscillations occurring fled using the stochastic approximation method. The prin-
in a tethered underwater tubular structure were investigated. ciple of this identification technique Is demonstrated by an
Lagrange equations of motion were developed. Stability experiment with favorable results for a parallel heat ox-
criteria were formulated with the aid to Routh's Method. changer.
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82-142 The several phenomena involved in theoretical prediction

Match Hydraulic-Tranent Analys to Powerplant of the for4ield sound radiation attenuation from an acous-

Water-System Needs tically lined duct were studied. These include absorption

W. O'Keefe by the suppressor, termination reflections, and far-field
radiation. Extensive parametric studies show that the sup-

Power, 12_5 (8). pp 73-75 (Aug 1981) pressor absorption performance can be correlated with

mode cut-off ratio or angle of propagation. The other phe-
Key Words: Piping systems, Water hammer nomena can be shown to depend explicitly upon mode cut-

off ratio. A complete system can thus be generated which

Water hammer, the form of shock disturbance that can occur can be used to evaluate aircraft sound suppressors and

in piping systems of central stations, is a real threat that which can be related to the sound source through the cut-

calls for state-of-the-art thinking. This paper presents the off ratio-acoustic power distribution.

subject s it stands today.

82-145

82-143 Numerical Techniques in Linear Duct Acoustics - A

Piping Response to Stesm-Generated Water Hammer Status Report

R.L. Gruel, P.W. Huber, and W.M. Hurwitz KJ. Baumeister

Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, J. Engrg.

Cambridge, MA, J. Pressure Vessel Tech., Trans. Indus., Trans. ASME, 103 (3), pp 270-281 (Aug

ASME, 103 (3), pp 219-225 (Aug 1981) 9 figs, 1981)9figs, 1 table, 72refs

4 tables, 5 refs Key Words: Ducts, Variable cross section, Sound propaga-
tion, Finite difference technique, Finite element technique

Key Words: Piping systems, Water hammer

A review is presented covering both finite difference and
Theoretical estimates are presented for the impulse generated finite element analysis of small amplitude (linear) sound
by the collapse of a steam bubble trapped by a column of propagation in straight end variable area ducts with flow, as
subcooled liquid in a pipe. Predictions are compared with might be found in a typical turbojet engine duct, muffler, or
experimental results obtained in a laboratory scale test industrial ventilation system. Both steady-state and transient
system. The excitation of pipe responses by the transmission theories are discussed. Emphasis is placed on the advantages
of the water hammer impulse through pipe bends is dis- and limitations associated with the various numerical tech-
cussed and predictions are presented for two simple piping niques. Examples of practical problems are given for which
configurations. Experimentally measured pipe deflections the numerical techniques have been applied.
excited by a steam-generated water hammer are compared
with the predictions.

BUILDING COMPONENTS

(Also see No. 951

DUCTS

82-146
82-144 Steel Struts under Severe Cyclic Loadings

A Theoretical Approach to Sound Propagation and EP. Popov and RG. Black
Radiaion for Ducts with Suppressor Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of California, Berkeley,E.J. RiceandD.T. S awdy CA, ASCE J. Struc. Div., W07 (9), pp 1857-1881

NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rept. No. (Sept 1981)18fig 3 tables, 16 refs

NASA-TM-82612, E-863, 44 pp (1981) Key Words: Wells, Reinforced concrete, Concretes, Frames,
N81-22837 Steel. Seismic design

Key Words: Ducts, Acoustic linings, Noise reduction, Acous- The results of cyclic experiments on 24 struts of different
tic absorption steel shapes of sizes employed in practice are reported in
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this paper. The geometries of soM of the specimens were 82-149
so selected that they also simulate some frequently used Guidelines for Mitigation of Seimnic Hazards in Tilt.
sections of larger members. The reported hysteric loops Up-Wal Structures, Phase I
provide a wide range of data on the inelastic behavior of S.A. Adham
struts under severe reversing loads. An approach for pre-
dicting analytically the deteriorating capacity of struts Agbabian Associates, El Sugundo, CA, Rept. No.

under extreme load reversals is suggested. Some practical NSF/CEE-81002, 97 pp (Feb 1981)
implications resulting from this work are summarized. PB81-192817

Key Words: Buildings, Walls, Seismic design

Efforts to mitigate seismic hazards in tilt-up-wall (TUW)
construction are evaluated. Analytical methods that can be

82-147 used to determine the seismic response of TUW structures are

Trauuent Analyss of Structural Members Using a described. Seismic response of a typical warehouse building

Continuous Space Continuous Time Method with plywood roof diaphragms supported on TUW panels

J.S. Strenkowski, F.H. Chu, and W.D. Pilkey was studied using a lumped parameter model. Experimental
date on loading and unloading of plywood diaphragms were

Dept. of Mech. and Aerospace Engrg., North Caro- idealized. A nonlinear stress/strain relationship was 'ncluded
lina State Univ., Raleigh, NC, Computers Struc., L4 in the model together with viscous damping. A strong motion
(1-2), pp 89-95 (1981) 2 figs, 26 refs earthquake record was used a input to the analyses which

indicate that the interaction of plywood diaphragms and
Key Words: Structural members, Rods, Beams, Plates, Tran- panels during earthquakes results in amplified forces at the
siat rdpos Srpanel connections to the diaphragms, end In amplified
slnt response moments at the mid-height of the panel.

A technique is developed for the transient analysis of a
general class of structural members, such as rods, beams,
and plates. Generality is provided by allowing the members
to possess general viscous damping, non.homogeneous
boundary conditions, and to be subjected to arbitrary forcing 82-150
functions. The spatial solution is provided by the Riccati Semic Behavior of Precast Curtain Walls in High.
transfer matrix method, which is ideally suited to this class Rise Badinli
of members. The time problem is solved in the Laplace
transform plane. Inversion of the transform is achieved using R.L. Sack, R.J. Beers, Jr., D.J. Rains, V.A. Sessa,
the Fast Fourier Transform. The computational efficiency and D.L. Thomas
of this technique is demonstrated by examples of a rod and Dept. of Civil Engrg., Idaho Univ., Moscow, ID,
a beam loaded by a suddenly applied force. Rept. No. NSF/CEE-81003, 352 pp (Jan 1981)

PB81-193039

Key Words: Wells, Multistory buildings, Buildings, Seismic

response, Fatigue life

82-148 Investigations to explore the nature of curtain wall partici-
Dunping of Building Structures pation in the structural response characteristics of high rise

R.J.M. Craik buildings subjected to seismic excitation are reported. Struc-

Dept. of Building, Heriot-Watt Univ., Chamber Street, tural plans from a number of typical buildings were studied
Edinburgh, UK, Appl. Acoust.,J4 (5), pp 347-359 to establish current practice. Four basic insert types, plus
(Sept-Oct 1981) 12 f igs, 8 refs various combinations of types of connector bodies, were

tested to obtain static stiffness properties and low cycle

fatigue date. Full scale tests were run on a one-story, single
Key Words: Buildings, Walls, Floors, Damping coeffiuients bay structure. The assemblage was subjected to several earth-

quakes using a closed loop servocontrolled hydraulic loading
It is shown that the damping of a well or floor can be pre. system. Exceadanca levels, power spectra density, and time
dicted from a knowledge of the structure and that predicted response plots were obtained for approximately twelve
values agree well with measured values of the total Ios transducers. These studies were augmented with a finite
factor. Design charts are presented which enable the total element representation of the assemblage to study the
loss factor of walls and floors to be quickly calculated. A static and dynamic response. Experimental date were utilized
comparison with measured results shows very good agree- in a feedback loop to the analytical model studies to allow
ment. crosschecking and improvement of the structural ideallation.
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DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT scttrig tscny

The transition matrix describing the mlar scataring by
strip has been obtained using a boundary-intgsim lution
technique. It ovoids the procedure of the extended boundary

ACOUSTIC EXCITATION condition, taking the strip s the limit of an elliptic cylinder.
(Also se Nos. 29,249) Our final results confirm the known resuls obtained from

the extended-boundry-condition technique. The method
presented in this paper sems to be very attractive to similar
problems In elastodynamic scattering.

82-151
An Analyis of Effective Shear Modulus for Fexural
and Extensional Waea and Its Application to Reflec-
tion of Sound by a flate 82-153
P.S. Dubbelday and A.J. Rudgers Compaison of Coupled-Mode Theory with the
Dept. of Physics and Space Sciences, Florida Inst. of
Tech., Melbourne, F L, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 7Q (2), s aeir
pp 603-614 (Aug 1981) 6 figs, 2 tables, 18 refs S.T. McDaniel

AppI. Res. Lab., Pennsylvania State Univ., UniversityKey Words: Plates, Sound reflection Park, PA, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., 70 (2), pp 535-540

An analytical expression is presented for the correction (Aug 1981) 4 figs, 17 refs
factor that relates the effective shear modulus In Timo-
shenko-Mindin plate theory to the actual shear modulus, Key Words: Acoustic scattering. Oceans
for an unloaded plate. This expression is obtained by com-
parison of the approximate theory with exact elasticity The coupled-mode theory of sea-surface scattering is shown
theory. A thick-plate theory is developed for extensional to be identical to the small-wveheight theory for the case
waves, which also introduces an effective shear modulus, of a deep Isoveloclty ocean where the modal spectrum forms
with a corresponding correction factor. It is shown analytical- a continuum. Numerical calculations demonstrate that theIV that both correction -factors produce the proper high- same results arm also obtained for a "h~low-water example

frequency value for the phase speed, namely, the Rayleigh where the model spectrum is discrete.
wave speed. Reflection of sound by a plate is described when
both flexural and extensional waves are excited. Both types
of waves are described by the expressions derived in thick-
plate theory. A structural response function of the plate
for reflection is given for each of the two wave types sepa-
rately. The structural response function pertaining to the 82-154
case where both wave types occur simultaneously is ex- Coniatent Coupled Mode Theory of Sound Propaga-
pressed in terms of the two individual response functions tion for a Clam of Nolleparae Problems
in the same way that the total impedance of a pair of im-
podances in parallel is expressed in terms of the values of S.R. Rutherford and K.E. Hawker
the individual impedances. The distribution of kinetic energy Appl. Res. Labs., Univ. of Texas at Austin, TX, J.
over the two types of waves as a function of the angle of Acoust. Soc. Amer., 70 (2), pp 554-564 (Aug 1981)
incidence Is shown. 9 figs, 13 refs

Key Words: Underwater sound, Sound prolption

This article examines the effects of boundary condition
approximtions that arls whenever the coupled mode

82-152 theories of A.D. Pierce are applied to propagation problems
Tranltion Matrix in Acotic Scattering by a Strip Involving range dependent boundaries. This boundary condi-
P.M. van don Beg tion approximation requires that the depth derivatlve, rather
Dept. of Electrical Engrg., Lab. of Electromagnetic than the normal derivative of the field, be continuous across

a sloping interface. The approximation Is necssry In orderRs., Delft Univ. of Tech., Delft, The Netherlands, carry out the partial separation of depth wd rne varl-
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer., (2), pp 615-619 (Aug abies affected In the mathematical formulain of the theMy.
1981) 1 fig, 6 refs This article shows that a consequence of thia approximation
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is that conventional coupled mode theory applied to die- series will deal with various methods of reducing to an
pationlesa media with nonhorizontel boundaries does not acceptable minimum the danger of this industrial hazard.
conserve energy. it is shown that a correction to coupled
mode theory can be derived such that the proper boundary
conditions are satisfled end energy is conserved to first
order in the local bottom slope. Moreover, the corrections
am not prohibitive In terms of added computational corn-
plexity. Numerical examples re presented which Illustrate
the nonconservation of energy effect and the corrections Machinery Noise Predatiou at the Desig Stage

to the theory. Using Acoutic Modelling
R.K. Jeyapalan and NA. Halliwell
Inst. Sound Vib. Res., Univ. of Southampton, South-
ampton, UK, Appl. Acoust.. 1A (5), pp 361-376
(Sept - Oct 1981) 10 figs, 19 refs

82-155
An Evaluation of a Simplified Near Field Noise Key Words: Machinery noise, Noise prediction, Sound pre-
Model for Supersonic Helical Tip Speed Propellers sure levels
J.H. Dittmar This paper presents a simple method of predicting the Loq
NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, Rept. No. sound pressure levels in the operator's position for a machine
NASA-TM-81727, E-768, 24 pp (Mar 1981) while the latter is still at the design stage. Simple acoustic

N81-22836 models are used to estimate mean values for the transfer
functions between vibrational response and sound pressure
at a point. Given a force input to a structure (machine) and

Key Words: Propeller noise, Noise prediction the subsequent vibration response, which can be calculated
Existing propeller nose models am vonatile and complex by finite @lament or other means, it provides a quick and easy

Exisingproellr nisemodls ae vrsalleandcomlex method of accurtely predicting overall rms sound levels.
but require large computational times, therefore a simpli- The method i applied end provided with dat obtained

fled noise model that could be used to obtain quick noise fr o d i ale al rovide it is obaied

estimates for these propellers was evaluated. This simplified from a full-scale Industrial drop hammer, It is applicable to

noise model compared fevorably with a complex model for any machine which can be Identified as a distribution of

a straight blade propeller and for swept propeller blade when separate sound sources.

the propeller sweep was properly considered. The simplified
model can thus be used as an approximation to the complex
model. Comparisons of either the complex or simplified
noise models with the available noise date are not good for
supersonic propeller helical tip speeds. By adjusting various 82-158
constants in the simplified model, the noise estimates can be An Optical Scale Model of Traffic Noise Propagtion
brought into the same range as the date at the propeller un a Urba Enroaent
design point but the variation of the model with helical G. Kerber and R. Makarewicz
tip Mach number remains different than the date.

Inst. of Acoustics, A. Mickiewicz Univ., Poznan,
Matejki, Poland, Appl. Acoust., a4 (5), pp 331-345
(Sept - Oct 1981) 10 figs, 2 tables, 17 refs

82-156 Key WorJs: Traffic noise, Sound propagation. Mathematical

Industrial Noise Pollution - Part 1: The Nature and models

Eitat of the Problem Principles of modeling traffic noise using an optical mole
R.E. Liebich model ara described. The main difference between this
United Engineers & Construction, Inc., a subsidiary model and the widely used 'acoustical' scale model is that it

of the Raytheon Co., Philadelphia, PA, Mech. Engrg., makes use of light instead of sound. There we four phas
to the study: the propagation of single vehicle noise over
ground end its dependence upon distance and vehicle valoc-

Ity; light emitted by a smell lamp, which imitated a single
Key Words: Noise reduction, Industrial facilities vehicle; principles of the optical model, its construction and

use in predicting the equivalent level, Leq, of traffic noise;
Recognizing end defining the nature end extent of industrial and a model of a part of a residential area of Poznan, Poland.
noise pollution is the first step in coming to gripe with an was built and values of Lq computed. These rsults were
Increasingly serious problem. Three further articles in the compared with field measurements.
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82159 82-161
National Exposure to Highway Noise through the Local Characterization of Free-Field Ground Motion

Year 2000 and Effects of Wave Passage
K.J. Plotkin J.E. Luco and D.A. Sotiropoulos

Wyle Labs., Wyle Research, Arlington, VA, Rept. Dept. of Appl. Mechanics and Engrg. Sciences, Univ.

No. WR-77-13, 113 pp (July 1979) of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, Rept. No.

PB81-175952 NSF/RA-800442, 40 pp (Feb 1980)
P881 -178089

Key Words: Traffic noise, Noise prediction
Key Words: Seismic waves, Wave propagation, Ground

Calculations have been made of the exposure of people to motion, Foundations, Buildings
highway noise in urban areas of the United States from 1974
through 2000. Roelide noise level contours and the num- A simple model of the seismic source and propagation
bers of people exposed were calculated in ten sample cities, medium is used to obtain a local representation of the
using a previously developed noise model, traffic param- free-field ground motion in terms of a small number of
eters obtained from local authorities, and US. Census tract equivalent dispersive plane waves. The seismic source Is
deta. National totals and future exposure were projected represented as a dislocation distributed over a small area
using census bureau data and projections. Future noise on a vertical fault plane. The propagation medium is repre-
exposure was calculated for several scenarios, including do tented as a layered elastic half-space. Numerical values for
nothing, existing EPA regulations, and several proposed the equivalent phase velocities entering in the represent@-
regulations. Parametric analyses were made of operational tion are included for different epicentral distances and
regulations versus new vehicle standards, automobile versus source depths. Basd on the local characterization of the
truck noise, and high speed versus low speed noise. Con- free-field motion, estimates of the magnitude of the effects
cluslons were made as to the efficacy of various approaches of nonvertically incident seismic waves on the response
and the relative importance of driveline versus tire noise and of foundations and structures are reported.
automobiles versus trucks.

SHOCK EXCITATION
(Also see Nos. 39,87) 82-162

Some Properties of the Non-Stationary Interaction
of Two Shock Waves with a Wedge
M.K. Beryozkina, M.P. Syshchikova, A.N. Semenov,
and I.V. Krassovskaya

82-160 Academy of Sciences of the USSR, A.F. IOFFE

A Panel Method to Detenaine Loads on Oscillating Physico-Technical Inst., Leningrad, USSR, Arch.

Airfoais in Transonic Flow with Embedded Shock Mechanics, 32 (5), pp 621-631 (1980) 6 figs, 4 tables,

Waves 13 refs
M.H. L. Hounjet
Nati. Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Key Words: Shock wave propagation, Wedges
Rapt. No. N LR-MP-80005-U, 10 pp (Mar 1980) The non-stationary interaction of two shock waves following
N81-20039 one another with a fixed wedge has been investigated. The

experiments were carried out in a twodisphregm shock
Key Words: Airfoils, Shock waves tube on wedges with apex angles P - 300, 45, 4,50. The

ranges of gas density ratios on the front* of the first end the
A two dimensional panel method which combines supersonic second shock waves were 2.8 - 3.6 and 1.1 - 2.3, respectively.
and subsonic linear lifting surface theories is baed on the The systems of gasdynamic discontinuities developing at the
velocity potential panel approach and accounts for the shock-shock interaction and the interaction of shocks with
effect of the moving shock. A simplified representation of contact discontinuities and solid surfaces were analyzed using
a mean steady symmetric flow field which is divided into a large-scale shadow photos of the flow over the wedge. The
supersonic constant Mach number region separated by a data obtained show pressure changes on the wedge surface
straight normal shock is used. during the non-stationary Interaction stage.
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82-163 An expression is obtained for the response of a multldegree-
Shock Wave Interaction with Cybiddcd Surfaces of-frodom tuned secondary ytm attached to a multl- I
L.G. Gvozdeva, T.V. Bazhenova, Y.P. Lagutov, and decglsof -freedom primary system.

V.P. Fokeev I
Academy of Sciences of USSR, Inst. of High Tern-
peratures, Moscow, USSR, Arch. Mechanics,J3 (5),
pp 693-702 (1980) 6 figs, 11 ref

82-163
Key Words: Shock weve reflection, Cylinders, Shock tube Behavior of S&f-Bzwited Chatter Due to Mu~b
testing Regeaslhe Effect

Experimental investigation of the reflection of plane shock Y. Kondo, 0. Kawano, and H. Sato
waves at convex (R - 100 mm) and concave (R - 123 mm) Osaka Factory, Japan Natl. Railways. Ouka, Japan,
circular cylinders he been made. The experiments were J. Engrg. Indus., Trans. ASME, JA (3), pp 324-329
carried out in a shock tube of rectangular cross4ection. The (Aug 1981) 16 figs, 1 table, 13 refs
surface of the cylinder intersected the wall of the shock
tube at different angles a. When the angle a was positive,
the shock wave was reflected and when the angle a wes Key Words: Chaertr, Self-excited vibrations
negative, It was diffractd. The shadowgraphs taken at
different moments of time were used to determine the The behavior of self-excited chatter after en excitation Is
triple point trajectory and angle of transition from Mach studied by introducing the new Idea of a multiple regenera.
to regular reflection wc. The analysis of the results which tive effect. This considers not only the effet of one turn
were obtained with the values of the angle W. reported by before, but that of two or more turns before. The anaysis
other authors for different cylinder radii show that the explains well some characteristics of the chatter, such a
transition angle does not depend on the cylinder radius, the finite amplitude after the onset, and the generation of
but is fully determined by the angle of intersection, chatter marks. Increase of the stability at low cutting speeds

is also discussed In terms of a resistive force due to the
relative motion between work and tool.

VIBRATION EXCITATION

82-164 82-166
Dynamic Reepome of Tuned Secondary Systems Another Look at Ackerberg-O?4djley Resounee
G.C. Ruzicka and A.R. Robinson M. Williams
Dept. of Civil Engrg., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana- Dept. of Mathematics, Virginia Polytechnic Inst.
Champaign, Rept. No. STRUCTURAL RESEARCH and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA, SIAM J. Appl.
SER-485, UILU-ENG-80-2020, NSF/RA-800427, Math.,A (2), pp 288-293 (Oct 1981) 17 refs
145 pp (Nov 1980)
PB81-175820 Key Words: Resonant frequencies, Perturbation theory

Key Words: Tuned frequencies, Dynamically tuned struc- Ackerberg-O'Malley resonance in the singularly perturbed
tures. Single degree of freedom systems, Multidegree of turning point problem is considered. A variational approach
freedom systems, Coupled systems sugosted by Grasman and Mtkowsky is exploited to explain

previously overlooked resonance phenomena. Several exam-
This study investigates the dynamic response of secondary pies we presented.
systems tuned to a natural frequency of the primary system.
Consideration Is given to simple structural models composed
of a single-degree-of-freedom primary system. Formulas for
the response of the secondary system we obtained for
various damping configurations. The effects of a slight
detuning of the secondary system are also examined. The 82-167
response expressions ae then used to develop estimetes for Re onance for Singldr Perbmhioe Proleia
the maximum response of the secondary system. The eccu.
racy of these estimates Is usesed in a numerical study in H.-O. Kreiss
which the exact and approximate responses are compared. Dept. of Appl. Mathematics, California Inst. of
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Tech., Pasadena, CA, SIAM J. Appl. Math., 41 (2). 82-170
pp 331-344 (Oct 1981) 12 refs The Phenomenon of Dyaumic Stall

W.J. Mccroskey
Key Words: Resonant frequencies, Perturbation theory NASA Ames Res. Ctr., Moffett Field, CA, Rept. No.

NASA-TM-1264, A-464, 33 pp (Mar 1981)
Consider the resonance for a scond-order equation ey" - N81 -20029

xpy' + qy - 0. Another proof is given for the necessity of

the Matkowsky condition and the connection with a regular
lgenvelue problem is established. Also, if p, q are analytic, Key Words: Airfoils, Stilling, Vortex shedding
necsasry and sufficient conditions are derived.

The general features of dynamic stall on oscllating airfoils
are explained in terms of the vortex shedding phenomenon,
end the important differences between static stall, light
dynamic stall, and deep stall are described. An overview
of experimentation and prediction techniques is given.

82-168
Stochasdically Perturbed Resonance
J.C. Neu
Dept. of Mathematics, Stanford Univ., Stanford, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CA, SIAM J. Appl. Math., 41 (2), pp 365-369 (Oct
1981) 3 refs

Key Words: Oscillators, Resonant frequencies, Perturbation DAMPING
theory (Also see Nos. 73,96,148)

The motion of a periodically forced oscillator whose natural
frequency is the superposition of a slowly varying component 82-171
and a small stochastic perturbation is analyzed. When the Multiple Plate Hydrotati Viscous Damper
slowly varying component of natural frequency passes
through the value corresponding to the forcing, resonance L.P. Ludwig
occurs. The purpose of this study is to understand the effect NASA Lewis Res. Ctr., Cleveland, OH, PAT-APPL-

of the resonance on the stochastic processes of the oscills- 6-238 887, 7 pp (Feb 27, 1981)
tor's amplitude and phase.

Key Words: Dampers, Viscous damping, Plates, Shafts
(machine elements), Rotors

A device for damping radial motion of a rotating shaft is
described. The damper comprises a series of spaced plates
extending in a radial direction. A hydraulic piston Is uti-

82-169 lizad to place a load in thes plates. Each annular plate is

Hanmonie Generator provided with a suitable hydrostatic bearing geometry on
at least one of Its faces. This structure provides a high degree

O.E. Rittenbach of dampening In a rotor case system of turbomachinery in
Dept. of the Army, Washington, DC, 26 pp (May 6, genral. The damper is particularly useful in gas turbine
1981) engines.
PAT-APPL-6-260 868

Key Words: Harmonic excitation

This application discloses a harmonic frequency generator 82-172
responsive to an input signal of frequency f which changes Some Notes to Dynmanlel Sollutim of the Mecanicall
slowly in both frequency end amplitude and characterized System with the Microlip aua Dry Friction (Pu,
in that the output signal (harmonic) amplitude remains
proportional to the input signal amplitude; and the output ailky k dyawanickiinu d4ilem aeellidelhikje at&
frequency nf of the output signal consists solely of one ti' a imhropoesohm h so suchym teM)
Integral In > 1) multiple of the input signal frequency. J. Murin
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Inst. of Machine Mechanics of the Slovak Academy UVMV - Motor Vehicle Res. Inst., Prague, Czecho-
IVM VAR P C

of Sciences, Dubravska cesta, Bratislava, Czecho- slovakia, Strojinicky -asopis, 32 (3), pp 359-366
slovakia, Strojnicky (asopis, 32 (1), pp 47-63 (1981) (1981) 6 figs, 10 refs
12 figs, 2 refs (In Czech)
(In Slovak)

Key Words: Fatigue life, Random excitation
Key Words: Coulomb friction, Frequency response

Problems on discontinuous representation of random load-
Some dynamical properties of the mechanical systems in ing process and material for application in computing cumu-
which microshifts with Coulomb friction may occur are lative fatigue damage based on the use of rectangular matrix
investigated. In dependence of the system's parameters the of numbers of cycles are discussed. A procedure is explained
frequency resonance bands are calculated in which micro- to exploit the parametric relations in description of a set of
shifts and stiffness matrix variations take place. The dynamic S-N curves and of Haigh's diagrams with the aim to establish
magnification factors on the boundary of the evaluated an algorithm for interpolation or for calculation of the values
resonant frequency bounds are assessed. in fields of a discrete input matrix.

FATIGUE 82-175
(Also see Nos. 10, 102, 105, 111,197,198,199,210) Subcritical Propagation of Cracks through the Waill

with a Clad during Cyclic Loading (Podkrifckf
rozvoj trhlin stgnou a austeniticksn navam pnu

82-173 p romnlivens narsahig)

The Role of Similitude in Fatigue and Fatigue Crack VNat t for Materials (SVUM), Prague, Czech-

Growth Analyses Nt.Rs s
B.N. Leis and D, Broek oslovakia, Strojinicky Casopis, 32 (3), pp 345-358

Battelle, Columbus Labs., Columbus, OH, Shock (1981) 10figs,9refs

Vib. Dig., 13 (8), pp 15-28 (Aug 1981) 5 figs,69 refs (In Czech)

SKey Words: Fatigue life, Reviews Key Words: Fatigue life, Crack propagation, Walls

The paper evaluates the conditions for fatigue cracks prope-
The role of similitude between damage states being compared gation in the austenitic weld overlay in relation to the basic
during fatigue crack initiation and propagation analyses CrMoV steel of the wall. Besides the threshold condition
based on laboratory specimen tests is considered. The review and kinetics of crack growth the complicated conditions
focuses on developments during the last several years perti- of crack propagation through the wall with the clad are
nent to ensuring similitude in damage processes, beginning also evaluated. Estimates of the critical size of defects are
with a review of the technology to the present in terms of discussed and the results obtained are compared with the
measures of damage, crack nucleation, crack growth, end the ASME code values.
marriage of nucleation and growth analysis. Developments
pertinent to these topics based on the past several years
are elaborated and reference is made to multiaxial, thermal,
and environmental effects.

82-176
Interpretation of the Fatigue Life Curves Using
General Yield Fracture Mechanics (laterpretae

82-174 kOrivek unavove zwotnosti na iiklade ohscn lomove
Use of Paanetric Description of Some Characteris- mechaniky)
ties in Fatigu, Life Eatisnation of Motor Vehicle J. Polik and M. KeIsnil
Parts (Vyiti parametricklAo v~j~drenm nkterich Inst. of Metallurgy Czech Academy of Science,
charaktesiatk v problematice unavy automol"Itch Zizkova, Czechoslovakia, Strojnicky Casopis, (3),
dig) pp 293-300 (1981) 4 figs, 8 refs
M. Hanke (In Czech)
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Key Words: Fatigue life, Fracture properties, Crack propa- environmental periodic excitations, and the reduction of

gation fatigue strength caused by fatigue damage. If the material
is weakened by fatigue and the Om - constant, then the

Applying the elastic-plastic fracture mechanics the fatigue method may be used in the Investigation of multistage as

crack growth law was generalized and the crack growth rate well as stochastic excitation.
was expressed as a function of the range of the J-integral.
Using this law and knowing the geometry of the propagating
crack the number of cycles necessary to propagate the
original crack to half a diameter of the cylindrical body was
calculated. Calculated values were compared with fatigue
lives obtained experimentally. The comparison makes pos- 82-179
sible evaluation of the ratio of fatigue life spent in the The Effect of Crack-Tip Plasticity on the Detemaina-
stadium of fatigue crack propagation. tion of Dyninic Stresaintesuity Factors by the

Optical Method of Cauatica
A.J. Rosakis and L.B. Freund
Div. of Engrg., Brown Univ., Providence, RI, J. Appl.

82-177 Mechanics, Trans. ASME, 4a (2), pp 302-308 (June
Fatigue Tests under Random Loads (Unavove skudky 1981) 10 figs, 19 refs
pri nahodnom nemihani)
M. Bily, V. Kliman, and J. Cacko Key Words: Crack propagation, Dynamic stress concentra-

Inst. of Materials and Machine Mechanics of the tion, Optical methods

Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Czechoslo-
vakia, Strojnicky Casopis,32 (3), pp 315-324 (1981) The shadow spots which are obtained in using the optical3method of caustics to experimentally determine dynamic
4 figs, 8 refs stress-intensity factors are usually Interpreted on the basis

(In Slovak) of a static elastic crack model. In this paper an attempt is
made to include both crack-tip plasticity and inertial effects

Key Words: Fatigue tests, Random excitation in the analysis underlying the use of the method in reflec-
tion. For dynamic crack propagation in the two-dimensional

The authors describe the up-to-date efforts to bring the tensile mode which is accompanied by a Dugdale-Barenblatt
investigation of fatigue properties nearer to real service line plastic zone, the predicted caustic curves and corre-
loads with a random character. The problem of a choice of sponding initial curves are studied within the framework of

simulated statistical characteristics of a stationary or non- plane stress and small scale yielding conditions. These curves

stationary random process is discussed. Some experimental are found to have geometrical features which are quite

information about the influence of the probability density different from those for purely elastic crack growth. Esti-

of ordinates and the power spectral density shape on the mates are made of the range of system parameters for which

endurance is presented. plasticity and inertia effects should be included in data
analysis when using the method of caustics.

82-178 82-180
Calculations of Service Life for Vibration Loading Dynamic Interference Between a Crack and a Plane
on the Base of Sequence Wahler Curves (Lebena- Boundary (Dynamic Strew Intensity Factor Induced
dauerberechnungen fur Schwingbelaatungen auf der Pane (aonic St-waeGnmdage on olge~hlrkuren)by a Plane Hamnic SH-wave)

G.undlage von Folgewttlerkurven) H. Hanzawa, M. Kishida, and M. Asano
Tomakomai Technical College, Tomakomnai, Japan,

Technische Universitat Dresden, Sektion Grundlagen Bull. JSME, &4 (192), pp 895-901 (June 1981) 8
des Maschinenwesens, Bereich Werkstoffwissenschaft B
Germany, Maschinenbautchnik, IQ, pp 310-314 figs, 2 tahles, 14 refs

(1981) 7 figs, 1 table, 8 refs
(In German) Key Words: Dynamic stress concentration, Cracked media

There are some cams where the law of proportionality
Key Words: Fatigue life cannot apply to the stress intensity fob" of cracks under

various geometrical, mechanical and physical conditions. As
A method Is presented for the calculation of the offect of a an example of such cases, the dynamic streas Intensity
series of variable frequency vibrations, the effect of the factors are analyzed for a crack which Is Irallel to a plane
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boundary and impinged by a plane harmonic SH-wave. 82-183
Consequently, it is shown that the cracks embedded in Fatigue Consderations for Sizing Machinery Compo-
specimens with the same material constants and similar Rents
crack configurations have different values of normalized G.A. Castleberr
stress intensity factors, the values of the dynamic stress
intensity factors divided by a standard value. Con Co-Tellus, Inc.. Mendota, I L, ASME Paper No.

81-DE-8

Key Words: Machinery components, Fatigue life

The methods of estimating the fatigue limit, based on con-

82-181 stant amplitude experimental data, are reviewed. The factors

Instrumentation of National Physcal Laboratory used in estimating the fatigue limit which are commonly

Fatigue Testing Machine found in reference books are mentioned; but it is the pur-
pose of this paper to discuss some of the other factors not

N.J. Baldwin, D.S. Saunders, and N.M. Burman commonly known by the design engineer. A quantitative
Materials Res. Labs., Ascot Vale, Australia, Rept. example is presented by applying the methods to a problem

No. MR L-TN-448, 13 pp (Dec 1980) of estimating the fatigue limit of a machinery component.

AD-A099 293 From the discussion it is hoped that the design engineer will
be better able to estimate the fatigue limit of a material, and
therefore will be able to size machinery components with

Key Words: Fatigue tests, Test equipment and instrumenta- greater confidence.
tion

A National Physical Laboratory fatigue testing machine
used for the fatigue pre-cracking of Charpy-sized test speci-
mens has been instrumented. It is now possible to monitor
crack growth electronically thereby reducing the operator's
time in attendance at the machine from hours to minutes
and improving the reproducibility of fatigue precracking. 82-184

Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Data Acquisition System
for Linear and Nonlinear Fracture Mechanics Appli-
cations
J.J. Ruschau

82-182 Dayton Univ. Res. Inst., Dayton, OH, Rept. No.
Fracture of Structural Materials under Dynamic UDR-TR-80-83, AFWAL-TR-81-4011, 34 pp (Mar
Loading 1981)
D.A. Shockey AD-A099 376
SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, Rept. No. AF
OSR-TR-81-0402,39 pp (Mar 25, 1981) Key Words: Fatigue life, Crack propegation. Computer-

AD-A098 791 aided techniques

A computer-based, automated-data-acquisition system was

Key Words: Fracture properties, Dynamic response developed for determining fatigue crack growth rate data
for both linear and nonlinear fracture mechanics testing. The

Classical concepts of Griffith-Irwin fracture mechanics system hardware employed a desktop computer equipped
were extended to include time effects and hence to apply with a multiprogrammer which digitized the analog test
to crack instability under dynamic loads. Theoretical con- signals (load and displacement) for input to the computer.
siderations of the stress intensity histories experienced by For linear elastic fracture mechanics testing the crack growth
cracks subjected to short pulse loads suggested that mants- rate, da/dN, is presented as a function of the stress intensity
bility riquires the crack tip stress intensity to exceed the factor range, Delta K. Compliance relationships are used to
dynamic toughness for a minimum time. This postulate was monitor crack length which is then used to calculate the
checked by experiments. Impact techniques were used to stress intensity range. For nonlinear fracture mechanics
produce well-defined stress pulses in specimens of an epoxy, testing, the crack growth rate is related to the rate of pr4.en-
4340 steel, 1018 steel, and 6061-T6 aluminum containing tial energy change, or Delta J. Compliance techniques are also
cracks of several lengths to observe crack instability behavior, employed to monitor crack extension. The results for both
The experimental results were not well described by static analysis methods obtained with the acquisition system are
fracture mechanics, but were in accord with the minimum in excellent agreement with results obtained using the more
time postulates deduced from stress intensity histories, conventional visual and analytical methods.
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82-185 Czech Technical Univ., Faculty of Nuclear Science
Effects of Coanpreson-Compresion Fatigue on and Physical Engrg.. Prague, Czechoslovakia, Stroj-
Balanced Graphite/Epoxy Laminates with Holes nicky Casopis, 32 (3), pp 2W9263 (1981) 1 fig
J.W. Mar, M.J. Graves, and D.P. Maass (In Czech)
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge, MA, J.
Aircraft, _jFt (9), pp 744-747 (Sept 1981) 10 figs, Key Words: F racture properties, Metals
8 refs

Critical analysis of the validity of the iinear fracture me-
chanics model in fracture process is given from the view-Key Words: Fatigue iife. Layered materials, Hole-containing point of the description of the structural characteristics of

todi the metallic materials as well as the viewpoint of the influ-
enc ofth stessvoumeofthe whole body or complex

Expeimetalinvstiatins ave eenconuctd t deer- structure. This contribution is to show the great significance
mine the afetof stacking sqecanplorntinon of the dynamic fracture mechanics.
the compression-compression fatigue behavior of graphite)
epoxy composites. Static compression test of [*t 45),
and 101+451, laminates were carried out prior to compres-
sion-compression fatigue tests. These laminates, which were
the facings of sandwich beamrs, were of three different 82-188
configurations: unflawed; a 0.25-in. diamreter hole; and a MdlfrPeitn h nee fRlaiiyo
025-in, diameter hole clamped by washers held together by Mode fo.rdcigteIdee 1fRlaiiyo
a loose fitting bolt. Damage initiation and growth wa moni- Dynamic Load Str-uctures (Vypectowy model ysro
tored during the tests. Comparison was made of failure predillsii ukzatel upollellivosti iwwaost4 nsmihaunych

modes between static and fatigue tests. strojuich ocm)
V.1-aylicek and J. Kolar

82-86Prague, CSSR, Stroinicky Casopis, 2Z(3), pp 335-
A Siple rac aosre odelfor redctio Of 344 (1981) 5 igs, 21 refs
A SwpleCrak Clmar Moel or Peditio of (in Czech)

Fatigue Crack Growth Rates under Variable Anapl-
tiade Loading Key Words: Fatigue life, Metals
A.U. Dekoning
Nati. Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam, The Netherlands, This paper deals with the design, realization and checking
Rept. No. N LR-MP-80006-U, 38 pp (Jan 1980) of a model for computing the indexes of reliability of dy-
N81 -21 401 namic loaded structures. The model Is based on the synthe-

sis of up-to-date states of theory of fatigue of metal mate-
rials, theory of limit states and general theory of reliability.

Key Words: Fatigue (materials), Aluminum, Crack propaga- The theoretical and methodological algorithm is transformed
tion, Computer programs into computation programs.

A model for the prediction of growth rates of fatigue cracks
in aluminum alloys is presented, It is based on an approxi-
mate description of crack closure behavior and can be used
to predict effects of crack growth acceleration and retarda- M 8
tion observed experimentally under variable amplitude Faiu Ste ofLwCrn elisudrR .loading. The model accounts for load Interaction efafeecets fLo abo tel nerRn
and for plane strain to plane stress transition. A computer deam Loads (Unavova pevust kosbukti"e ocec
program was developed for analysis of fatigue crack growth. PHt nahodssesu zpfiaol nsianis)
and was used to analyze the effect for certain parameter J. Kermes, J. Proskovec, and J. Vojtisek
variations in a flight simulation load spectrum on the crack Central Res. Inst., §koda, Pizeki Czechoslovakia,
growth rate. Strojnicky Easopis, 32 (3), pp 301 -314 (1981) 13

figs, 8refs
(in Czech)

82.ods187gelfe tel ado xitto
Necessit-y of the Dynamic Fracture Devielopment KeWrd:Ftgelfte, aomxcain
(Potreba ros'voj lemsove dynuniky) The paper describes experimental results obtained when

-I J. Ngmec Investigating behavior of ferrltic-pearlitlc and sorbitic ste
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under random loads. Attention is also paid to the influence Key Words: Elastic media, Transient response, Moving loads,
of some factors as the Irregularity factor change and the Point source excitation, Shock waves
change of the white noise upper limit frequency. The experi-
mental endurance curves are compared with the theoretical Transient response of an infinite elastic solid to a moving
ones calculated according to the best known damage hypoth- point load is considered. An analytical solution procedure is
ae in combination with the most frequently used methods presented for solving a three dimensional problem of t
of random process analysis. A comparison of fatigue crack moving load. The load motion is largely arbitrary. The
propagation rates under harmonic and stochastic loads is sublect problem is reduced to a simple considaration on
also presented. "Arrival time function," defined in this paper. Three typical

cease ae discussed In detail. It is shown that analysm of
waves and respones are carIed out simultaneously by
considering the behavior of the arrival time function and
that extramum of the arrival time function giv charac-

ELASTICITY AND PLASTICITY terlstic wave fronts such as shock waves (leading waves).

82-190
Linear Dynamic Thermoelasticity - A Survey EXPERIMENTATION
J. Ignaczak

Polish Academy of Sciences, ul. Swietokrzyska,
Warsaw, Poland, Shock Vib. Dig., 13 (9), pp 3-8
(Sept 1981) 50 refs MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS

(Also see No. 212)
Key Words: Reviews, Thermoelasticity

This survey presents a historical development of linear
dynamic thermoelasticity over the last 30 years. A linear 82-192
theory of non-steady heat conduction is combined with Pulse Width Spectrum Andymer
elastodynamics to describe thermo-mechanical processes in F. Hayes, III and J.R. McGinty
a solid body. Because of the complicated structure of the Dept. of the Army, Washington, DC, PAT-APPL-6-
governing equations, only a few one-dimensional initial-
boundary value problems have thus far been solved in a form 205 359, 24 pp (Nov 10, 1980)
that allows their complete analysis. A relatively large number
of problems that have been solved successfully concern Key Words: Spa .dim analyzers, Vibration measurement,
periodic thermoelastic disturbances. The reason is that the Measuring instruments
periodicity hypothesis allows the reduction of the governing
equations to classical Helmholtz equations with complex- Each incoming pulse has its width determined and is stored
valued wave numbers and to application of the methods in a designated storage counter in accordance with its pulse
of classical elastodynamics to solution of actual problems, width. The contents of the storage counters are serially
The survey also includes descriptions of fundamental results addressed and the value of each counter is obtained. The
and of a basic system of field equations for dynamic thermo- value of each counter Is used as a Y input to a readout and
elasticity with relaxation times. Suggestions concerning the serially addressing of the counter Is used as the X input
arm of the theory that are critically in need of further of the readout device. The count on counters are main-
investigations are given. tained within their capacity by sensing when a counter

reaches its maximum value and causing all counters to down
count in accordance with the input rate to this particular
storage counter.

62-191
Tranient Response of an Infinite Elastic Solid to a
Moving Point Load 82-193
K. Watanabe Integrating Angular Aeeelermuseter
Dept. of Mech. Engrg. II, Tohoku Univ., Sendai, L.B. Taplin
Japan, Bull. JSME, 24 (193), pp 1115-1122 (July Dept. of the Army, Washington, DC, PAT-APPL--
1981) 7 figs, 13 refs 216 416, 12 pp (Dec 15, 1980)
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Key Words: Accelerometers, Vibration maasurement, Me- TR-81-4, AD-E200 711,80 pp (Apr 1981)
suring instruments, Measurement techniques, Shock response AD-A099 110

The present invention Is directed to an Integrating angulor Key Words: Measuring instruments, Piezoelectric goals. Soi.
accelerometer which hae a neutrally bouyant mum, thereby aim Wn,,
eliminating the detrimental effect of high ehock and vibration i loads
loads. The accelerometer Includes a housing and an Inertial
mass positioned in the housing, arranged for relative rota. This niport detifls work underten in the develop ment of a
uin with respect to the housing. An annular channel is new design of fast repne p rezometsr. Intended for mi-
provided between the housing and the inertial mm, located eureswnt of t t pore wter presres in soils, the devie
about the acceleration sensitive axis and dimensioned to featem a novel two-stage empiacement technique. The
cause fluid flow upon relative rotation of the housing and sntem is capable of acheving a responsiv coupling with
inertial mass in the direction of relative rotation. The fluid intetitlai fluid In the region of meaurement, end can
contained within the channel is a vicous fluid having a operate over a broad range of pressures encompassing those

density equal to that of the Inertial mass so s to achieve a encountered In blast loading conditions.

neutral buoyancy of the Inertial mass.

82-196
82-194 Plae Cafibratim of Hydrophoee
Tihe.Doma Pulse Andysi as a Substitute for L.D. Luker and A.L. Van Buren
SUlsoueSpec copy Underwater Sound Reference Detachment, Navel
O.R. Gericke Res. Lab., Orlando, FL, J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.,
Army Materials and Mechanics Res. Ctr., Watertown, 70 (2), pp 516-519 (Aug 1981) 6 figs, 6 refs

MA, Rept. No. AMMRC-TR-81-6, 21 pp (Jan 1981)
AD-A098 385 Key Words: Hydrophones, Celibrating, Measuring instru-

rnents, Sound measurement

Key Words: Pulse analyzers, Time domain method, Fast
Fourier transform, Computer-aided techniques in order to determine the weveform of an acoustic signal

by analyzing the electrical output of the receiving hydro-
A computer method, based on fast Fourier transformation phone, the phase ai es well as the amplitude of the re-
principles, has been used to study various types of pulsed calving hydrophone sensitivity must be known as a function
signals and their associated spectral functions. Theoretical of frequency. Unless the frequency is welI below the lowest
criteria were developed for generating a pulse that exhibits hydrophone resonance, this phase angle varies considerably
a broad, uniform spectrum while estisfying the practical with frequency. This paper describes the extension of con-
requirements of the electronic instrumentation currently ventional amplitude reciprocity calibration to Include phase.
available for ultrasonic tasting purpos. Further invetig It also describes a unique measurement configuration that
tion wee made of how the timedomain appearance of such a elimines phase errors resulting from uncertainties in mn
breod-spectrum pulse Is changed if the signal is subjected to surement distencs and sound speed. Several hydrophons
various forms of frequency-dependent attenuation. The ae calibrated using the new procedure. Measured phasewgie
results obtained demonstrate the feasibility of establishing results are in good agreement with theoretical results baed
a systematic correlation between pulse shape and attenuation on diffrction-constant calculations.
function. This leads to the conclusion that ultnronic eu-
ation phenomena can be examined by means of a time-do-
main signal analysis in lieu of the more Involved spectrum
analysis.

8Z197
Accus, Lasls Sipalos Au i TO&Wod
From Reprt No. 2, 1 Nor& IM -.29 Fellisar

82-195 190

A Ptob for l-Sit. Meemmo t of Dynmnie Pore 0. Buck and W.J. Pardee
Ipnmame Science Ctr., Rockwel Interntonel, Thousand
R. Sidey Oaks. CA, Rapt. No. 2,36 PP (Mor 1980)
Dames and Moore, London, UK, Rapt. No. AFWL- DOE/ER/02029-Tl



Key Words: Acoustic emission, Signature analysis, Olin, Ames Lab., IA, 117 pp (Aug 1980)
Steel, Fatigue life J S-T-S00

Acoustic emission in plate glam and steel has been studied
as a function of angle. The low frequency AE in glass < I Key Words: Photoelastic analysis, Nondestructive tots.

MHz) was studied in detail, and contributions from P, S and Testing techniques, Crack detection

Rayleigh waves identified. These results are Isotropic, a
expected theoretically. Limited high frequency (5-20 MHz) A nondestructive method for characterizing the depth of

results have been obtained in glass. This is the first time artificial surfece-brsking flaws (slots) using Rayleigh surface

that AE energy has been measured above 3 MHz. The mea- waves is described. Dynamic photoelastlkity was used to

surement of AE on transgranufar crack growth In steal during obtain a full-field visualization of the wovs generated on

fatigue crack growth was accomplished by use of a low noise interaction of a Rayleigh wave with a slot. This visualization
manual hydraulic loading system and an electronic gets to showed that for slot lengths of the same order of sln a the

reject grip noise. The concept of the wave momentum of predominant wavelengths in the incident Rayleigh wave,
an AE was elaborated and a measurement technique sug- there is a significant interaction of the subsurface Rayleigh

gested. The theoretical study of this problem led to the disturbance with the slot tip, producing transmitted surface
discovery of an Infinite, previously unknown, family of disturbances that ware quantitatively analyzed. Specifically,
elastic surface (Rayleigh4ike) waves, and to further cylin- the frequency content of these transmitted waves was found

drical, radially propagating plate waves. It appears these for four different slot depths. The high frequency compo-
waves may be useful in other areas of ultrasonics. nents of these transmitted signals exhibited a maximum

frequency which decreased with increasing slot depth. This
was attributed to the fact that the maximum fraquencias
of the subsurface field of the incident Rayleigh wave de-
crese with increasing depth. Ultrasonic oeing was also
done on surface slots In steel blocks, using commercial82-198 Rayleigh wave transducers.

Dyanic Photoelasticity as an Aid to Sizing Surface
Crack by Frequency Analysis
A. Singh, C.P. Burger. L.W. Schmerr, and L.W. Zach-
ary DYNAMIC TESTS
Ames Lab., IA, Rept, No. CONF-8009135-1, 20 pp
(Apr 1980) (Paper pres. at Conference on mechanics
of nondestructive testing, Blacksburg, VA, USA, 82-200

Sept 10, 1980) Application of Acoustic Emissio Tedniques to
IS-M-288 Thesnnd Ratcheting Tests of LMFBR Primary Cool.

aut inpg

Key Words: Musurement techniques, Photoelatic analysis, M. Hore, A. Imazu, H. Atsumo, A. Yoshitoshi, and
Cracked media, Discontinuity-containing media T. Hattori

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
A method using Rayleigh or surface waves for sizing surface Corp., Tokyo, Japan, 42 pp (Mar 1979)
cra.ks that have been modeled as machine slots is described. PNC-N-941-79-31
Dynamic photoelasticity was chosen to study the overall
wav behavior and the mode conversions of a Rayleigh (In Japanese)
wav as it interacts with narrow slots cut from the edges
of a two-dimensional plate model. This technique gives a Key Words: Testing techniques, Acoustic emission, Nuclear
full-field visualization of the stresses produced by an elastic reactors, Nuclear reactor components, Cooling systems,
wave traveling in a solid. The interaction between a Rayleigh Piping systems
wave end a slot was observed from a sequence of picturestaken with a high-speed CranzS chardin camera. The pro- For the practical application of acoustic emission (AE) to
cedures and results are discused. the structural integrity monitor for the primary coolant

piping of the liquldmotel fest breder reactor, it is necessary
to Investigate AE characteristics of the piping componnts
under complicated loading of mechanical and thermal tr s
In the pretence of the background flow noiN. This pop

82-199 prsets the coopeai work by the Power Reactor nd
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation ond Centra Re.Crack Depth Detesmimtion by Ultrasonic Frequency search Institute of Electric Power Industry on the AE appli-

Anlydm Aided by Dynamic Fotoeluaieity cation to thermal ratchetng te of 304 stailonlese, pipes
A. Singh In the liquid-eodum Loop. The main objective of this work
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are a follows: signal acquisition under the liquid4odium cracking, with the titanium festeners installed. This program

flow condition similar to the practical plant; AE charec- pursued two parallel approaches for low frequency eddy

teristics during the thermal ratcheting test; and changes of current Inspection. One approach was with centered field

AE characteristics due to various types of piping failure; excitation in the fastener hole. The second approach was

degrees of structural failure, with off.center field excitation in the fastener hole, The
program consisted of two taiks. The first task was to opti-
mize the probes for both approaches, and involved analysis,
design, optimization of probes, and testing of various unique
driver/sensr combinations. The second task was to develop
inspection techniques with the optimized probes on notched

82-201 specimens containing flush-head titanium fasteners with

The Diler-Dem Rofler.Type Noise Tet Stand appropriate signal processing and display.

for Commercial Veblem (Der Gerluackroipilf-
stand ftr Nutlfabmeug der DoinderDeen AG)
P. Fietz and T. Koch

Im Asemwald, Stuttgart, Germany, Automobiltech.

Z., §2 (7/8), pp 335-339 (July/Aug 1981) 15 figs,
1 table 82-203

(In German) The Use of Matlm atical Modeling in the AnAyus

of Gas Turbine Compreseor Unit Test Data
Key Words: Test stands, Test facilities, Acoustic tests, L.J. Williams
Ground vehicles

Transcanada Pipelines Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Cana-

In the commercial vehicle development ors of Daimler- de, ASME Paper No. 81-GT-217
Benz AG in Stuttgoart-UntertUrkhelm, a roller-type noise

test stand was taken into service after approximately 1) Key Words: Gas turbines. Compressors, Mathematical mod-
years of building. This report describes the construction es, Diagnostic techniques

of the system with the reflection-free room, the measuring
and evaluation room, the vehicle preparation room and A very simple mathematical modeling procedure is described
various storae and machine rooms. The constructional which allows the analyst to test his own hypothesis of
features and acoustic characteristics of the anechoic test engine faults and so identify instrumentation errors and
room with its equipment and auxiliary facilities and the discover conditions not previously considered. Application
concept, design and operational modes of the roller-type of modeling to actual test date is demonstrated.

tet stand ae described.

DIAGNOSTICS

82-204

82-202 Amplitude and Spectral Dicrioninats of Vibro.

lmproved Low Frequency Eddy I acousical Procese for Disposure Pun ooses
for CrJL under hsatole F-,,tenr C ome
f racs n I eTech. Univ. of Poznan, Poznan, Poland, Strojnicky
D.T. Mih ps 2() D1119(91 is als

Aircraft DIv., Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, CA. sopis, 2 (2), pp 171-179 (1981) 4 figs. 2 tables,

Rept. No. NOR-80-142, AFWAL-TR-80-4150, 90 8 rets

pp (Oct 1980) Key Woo : Diagnostic techniques. Bearings, Ball bearings.

AD-A098 543 Amplitude anls. Spectrum analysis

Key Words: Diagnostic techniques, Fasteners, Crack detc- This paper Is devoted to the analysis of the known and

tion newly defined amplitude discriminents of vibroecoustical
prcesse. The results included in this paper ar presented

The purpoe of this progrm was to establish the fasbility in a brief end different manner, and similer frequency or
of using low frequency eddy current tachniques to inepect spectral process disdminents are defined and analyzed.
the second layer of a built up aluminum strueture for hole Some applications in ball4ering diagnostics ae shown.
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BALANCING R. Amedo, J.C. Carre, and J.C. Sol
CEA Centre d'Etudes Nucleeires do Saclay, Gifsur-
Yvette, France, Dept. des Etudes Mecaniques et

M:05 Thermiques, Rept. No. CONF-7910173-2, 23 pp
AIparmsaf for and Metkod of Com esating Dyn ic (1979) (Pros. at CEA-EDB conference cycle on
Umbmee vibrations of mechanical structures in industrial
J.A. Hrastar, Sr. field, Jouy<on-Josas, France, Oct 15, 1979)
NASA, Godderd Space Flight Ctr., Greenbelt, MD, CEA-CONF-4927
PAT-APPL-6-238 888, 29 pp (Feb 27, 1981) (In French)

Key Words: Balencing techniques Key Words: Monitoring techniques, Nuclear reactors, Nuclear
reactor components, Fluid-inducd excitation

An apparatus to stabilize a fine platform that carries a

parabolic reflecting dish, utilized in connection with the The internal structures of pressurized water reactors are
large aperture, multichannal microwave radiometer, is dis- the seat of vibrations induced by fluctuations in primary
cuseed. It provides compensation for dynamic unbalance fluid flow. A knowledge of these phenomena is Indispensable
Imparted to a fixed body by a shaft about which the rotating in order to ensure that the st.uctures are in proper mechni-
body rotates. Force component exerted on the fixed body cal order. It can also be used for operational monitoring.
by the rotating body in a piler at right angles to the axis This paper describes all the methods developed and the
are determined. In response to the determined force compo- results already achieved in this domain. The first part deals
nnts, the rotational speed and effective direction of mes with tests on mockup associated with the calculation models
mena mounted on the rotating body are controlled. The which afforded a good knowledge of the vibrational charec-
mass means has an effective axis of rotation in a plano at teristics of the internal structures, as well as the measure-
right angles to the longitudinal axis. ments made during hot tats of certain reactors which made

it possible to qualify these models on real structures. The
second part describes the means of detection (neutron noise,
external accelerometers) as well as the processing methods
used in the follow-up. A few typical results obtained on site

82"06 are presented.
Baancing for a Flexible Rotor Considering the
Vibration Mode
K. Shiohata and F. Fujisawa
Mech. Engrg. Res. Lab., Hitachi, Ltd., Bull. JSME,

(193), pp 1223-1232 (July 1981) 9 figs, 14 refs 82-208

An Acoustical Monitoring System for Early Diag-
Key Words: Balancing techniques, Lout squares method, nods of Tube-Bundle Breakdown (Un Siatena Strm.-
Model balancing technique, Rotors, Flexible rotors entle Acustico Per Diagnosi Precoci di Rotture di

A modal-lost squares balancing method is derived for a Foaci Tubieui)
flexible rotor which has both features of the model balancing A. Azzoni, S. Bevilacqua, A. Clapis, and G. Maino
and lea squares balancing methods. The effect of each Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze, Milan, Italy,
correction mesa, which is obtained by the above method, Rept. No. CISE-1612, 27 pp (1980) (Pres. at Pnd
on the vibration is physically clarified. Even if the influence '80 Conf. Strumentazio, Milan, June 13-14, 1980)
coefficients contain errors initially, they are esily corrected (in Italian)
by applying the above method and a good balancing result
is then obtained. It is described by numerical simulations
how the above method Is effective for the balancing of a Key Words: Diagnostic Instrumentation. Monitoring tech-
flexible rotor. niquas, Acoustic techniques, Tube arrays, Heat exchangers

Some of the main components of an acoustical monitoring
system era described. The components described are: a

MONITORING piezoelectric pressure transducer; en amplifier and b %
filter for each monitoring point; a ms voltmeter; a register-
ing device; and an alarm system. The monitoring syevam

-207 wee baed on the increase In noise level produed by theturbulent flow of fluid leaking through a crack. The tch.Vibraton Moltorlng of the Mehaiaed Behavior of nique was tse experimentally and ws adn p d for boilers

d Intermal Stectums of fWR Reatom end high pressure heat exchangers in thermoelectric plants.
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2-209 appendI~cs contain Papers submitted by various experts

Experimental Study of Advanced Continuous Acorns- discusng the sensor concepts.

tic EmisioRn Monitoring of BWR Components.
Final Report
J.W. McElroy and W.F. Hartman
Philadelphia Electric Co., PA, Rapt. No. COO4592-
2,44 pp (Sept 1980) 82.-211

DOE/ET/34216-TI Acoustic FnissinO Monitoring of Polymer Coapoite

Matefilb

Key Words: Monitoring techniques, Acoustic orieon, R. Bardenheier
Nuclear reactor components NASA, Washington, DC, Rept. No. NASA-TM-76523,

29 pp (Feb 1981) (Engl. transl. of Z fuer Work-
The program consisted of intlling, maIntining, nd mon. stofftech., (Germany, F.R.), Vol. 11, Mar 1980, pptaring AE sensors located on p~rimary piping, nozzles, an 10-10

valves in the BWR system. Analysis of the AE data w1

correlated to the results of supplementary nondestructive N81-20187
testing techniques used during the in-eervice inspection,
performed at refueling outages. Purpose of the programwas Key Words: Monitoring techniques, Acoustic emission,
to develop the on-line surveillance acoustic emission tech- Polymers, Composite materials
nique in order to Identify area of possible structural degrada-
tion. Result of reducing inspection time ms to reduce The techniques of acoustic emission monitoring of polymer
accumulated radiation exposure to inspecting personnel composite materials is described. It is a highly sensitive,
and to reduce the amount of critical plant outage time by quasi-nondestructive testing method that indicates the
identifying the critical Inspection aeas during operation, origin and behavior of flaws in such materials when sub-
The program demonstrated the capability of acoustic emis- mitted to different load exposures. With the use of sophisti-
sion instrumentation to endure the nuclear reector environ- cated signal analysis methods it is possible to distinguish
ment. between different types of failure mechanisms, such es

fiber fracture delminetion or fiber pull-out. Imperfections
can be detected while monitoring complex composite struc-
turns by acoustic emission measurements.

82-212
82-210 A Local Authority Aircraft Noise Monitoring System
A Review of Advanced Acoustic Emission Sensors G. Vulkan and J. Hyde
D.K. Lemon Greater London Council Scientific Branch, County
Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs., Richland, VA, Hall, London SE1 7PB, UK, Noise Control Engrg.,
Rept. No. 23111-04210, NADC-8"087-60, 134 pp t6(3), pp 114-122 (May-June 1981) 7 figs, 5 tables
(Apr 1981)
AD-A098 989 Key Words: Sound level meters, Aircraft noise

Key Words: Monitoring techniques, Acoustic emission, The Greeter London Council, and eight of the London
Crack propagation, Fatigue life boroughs most affected by aircraft noise, operate an inde-

pendent aircraft noise monitoring system in order to provide
This report describes work done to vluate emerging, ad- information for planning decisions end policy formulation.
vanced sensors for detection of acoustic emission from It is based on two fixed sites, mainly for monitoring landing
fatigue crack growth. This task is pert of on overall prolect noise, and four transportable sets of equipment which will
whose objective is to develop acoustic emission monitoring cover about 30 locations in West London in about three
of fatigue crack growth In aircraft. The operation of each years. The equipment Is based on outdoor microphones
candidate sensor is sumrnmeried. The criteria used to evaluate linked to dt loggers via threshold detectors. Caasetes are
the suitability of each sensor for near-term use on this praeently changed on site but it is anticipated that the two
acoustic emission project is described. Reocommndation are fixed Wsi will be converted to telemetry within a year,
provided regarding which sensor concpts appeor to be nnt The prsent system and anticipaed future developments of
promising within the context of the projaet's needs. The the aircraft noise system are explained.
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ANALYS S AND ESIGNthe meathod is considered by tapring the numerical results

with some available analytical solutions for slabs: an excel-
lent agreement Is effectively obtained.

ANALYTICAL METHODS
82-215
Analys- of Non-Azxi p etric Vibrationa and tbe

82-213 Use of Bai Element Maticee
Equivalent piecewise Lineaiatioa Method for & P. Pedersen and J. Cederkvist

Eamenially Noulinear Sytem Dept. of Solid Mechanics, The Technical Univ. of

K. Tenma and S. Maezawa Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark, Computers Struc.,
Kisarazu Technical College, Kiyomidai-higashi, Ki- 14 (3-4), pp 255-260 (1981) 2 figs, 1 table, 6 refs

sauazu, Japan, Bull. JSME, 24 (192), pp 1021-1028
(June 1981 ) 7 figs, 3 tables, 6 refs Key Words: Vibration response, Axisymmetric bodies, Matrix

methods, Stiffness methods, Mas matrices, Finite element
technique

Key Words: Approximation methods, Equivalent lineariza-
tion method Nonexiymmetric vibrations of axisymmetric solids are

analyzed by the finite element method and excellent agree-
An approximate method of equivalent piecewise linearization ment with experiments is obtained. The paper focuses on
for obtaining solutions of vibrations in essentially nonlinear the basic element matrices, which, independent of the num-
systems is proposed. The restoring force characteristic of ber of nodal diameters n, give the stiffness- and mass matrix.
the system is replaced by an appropriate piecewise-linear These matrices give explicitly the dependence on n and om
one and a solution is obtained for this approximate system. Poisson's ratio. Interesting asymptotic results on decouplings,
Furthermore, a perturbation method starts from the above eigenfrequencles and egenmodes are obtained.
obtained solution as a generating solution. The adequacy
of the method proposed is demonstrated by comparing
approximate solutions by means of this method with exact
solutions for elliptic Duffing equations of hard and soft

types subjected to elliptic excitation.

MODELING TECHNIQUES
(Also ae No. 203)

82-214 82-216
Solutiou of Quaas-Hanionie Equations throu& the Detenninin Load Characteuitics for Trasument
Combined Finite Element-Transfer Matrix Method Performance. Volume 1. Executive Summary. Find
G. Chiatti and A. Sestieri Report
Instituto di Macchine e Tecnologie Mecceniche, T. Gentile, S. Ihara, A. Murdoch, and N. Simons
Universita di Roma. Rome, Italy, Intl. J. Numer. Electric Utility Systems Engrg. Dept., General Elec-
Anal. Engrg., 7 (8), pp 1161-1175 (Aug 1981) tric Co., Schenectady, NY, 42 pp (Mar1981)
8 figs, 11 refs EPRI-EL-850 (V.1)

Key Words: Qusi-harmonic vibration, Finite element tech. Key Words: Mathematical models, Transient response
nique, Transfer matrix method

This study evaluated a prototype load modeling procedure.
The extension of a combined finite element-transfer matrix Tts were run on three different power systems to evaluate
method to problem governed by quei-harmonic equations the Procedure's accuracy In modeling the dynamic power
is presented. Particular empheasis is given to heat conduction. respons of loeds (active and rective) when subjected to
and numerical results we presented for this type of problem limited excursions of voltage end frequency. In support
(steady and transient cae). The principal advantage of the activitIes, guidelines were developed for the load modeling
method with respect to finite elements concerns the minor procedure, end possible data sources for it were investi-
dimension of the les matrix formulation which quite often gated. The period of performance wee September 1976 to
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July 1980. The work accomplished is reported in a final of four volumes. This volume, the executive summary, pro-

report of four volumes. In this volume test results on three sents an overview and summary of results. Recommendations

power systems are reported and analyzed. An evaluation are made for the research necessary to develop a production

of the load modeling procedure Is made. grade load modeling procedure.

82-217 82-219

Detenning Load Characterinfes for Tranmnt Optimal Regulation of Structural Systems with Un-

Peefonnmo.. V.um.e 2. Load-Model Guidelines. certain Parameten

Final Report D.C. Hyland

T. Gentile, S. lhara, A. Mu rdoch, and N. Simons Lincoln Lab., Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Lexing-

Elnctric Utility Systems Engrg. Dept., General Elec- ton, MA, Rept. TR-551, ESD-TR-80-246, 149 pp

tr,.. Co., Schenectady, NY, 60 pp (Mar 1981) (Feb 2, 1981)

EPRI-EL-850 (V.2) AD-A099 111

Key Words: Mathematical models, Transient response Key Words: Mathematical models, Stochastic processes,

Optimum control theory, Mean square response

This study evaluated a prototype load modeling procedure.
Tests were run on three different power systems to evaluate Difficulties arising from inherent inaccuracies in structural

the procedure's accuracy in modeling the dynamic power modeling and from the high dimensionality of the dynamical

respones of loads (active and reactive) when subjected to system force a re-examination of the problem of optimal

limited excursions of voltage and frequency. In support control of large flexible structures within the context of

activities, guidelines were developed for the load modeling stochastic system theory. This work specifically addresses

procedure, and possible data sources for it were investigated, the mean-square optimal control of a linear mechanical

The period of performance was September 1976 to July system with random open-loop modal frequencies. Recog-

1960. The work accomplished is reported in a final report nizing that a complete probabilistic description of modal

of four volumes. In this volume guidelines are developed parameters can never be provided, the minimum set of a-
for a load modeling procedure, end induction motor charac- priori data needed to preserve any measure of modeling
tristics and their affect on system stability are examined, fidelity is identified. Acknowledging this date as available,

a complete probability assignment is then induced by a
maximum entropy principle. The resulting mean-square
optimization problem is consequently reduced to the solu-
tion of a modified Riccati equation. Various properties of

this equation are explored.

82-218
Dteusuiiing Load Characteristics for Traument
Perfomance. Volume 4. Teat Results and Andyms.
Find Report
T. Gentile, S. Ihara, A. Murdoch, and N. Simons 82-220
Electric Utility Systems Engrg. Dept., General Elec- Efficient Reandyia for Structural Dynamic Response

tric Co., Schenectady, NY, 86 pp (Mar 1981) W.V. Neck

EPRI-EL-850 (V.4) Aerospace Engrg. Dept., Embry Riddle Aeronautical
Univ., Daytona Beach, FL, Computers Struct., 14

Key Words: Mathematical models, Transient rmponm (1-2), pp 153-155 (1981) 2 tables, 12 refs

This sudy evaluated a prototype load modeling procedure. Ky Words: Dynamic structural analysis, Finite oemnt
Tests were run on three different power systems to evaluate technique
the procedure's accuracy in modeling the dynamic power
response of loads (active and reactive$ when sublected to A technique is presented which will reanalyze the dynamics
limited excursions of voltage and frequency. In support of a structure due to a limited et of element changes. The
activities, guidelines were developed for the load modeling method uses a reduced basis of normal modes and efficiently

procedure, onl possible dat sources for It were investigated, computes the steady state harmonic, stationary random or

The period of performance was September 1976 to July transient response of a large scole finite element model. The
1-0. The work accomplished Is reported in a final report algorithms con be implemented Into any general purpose
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finite element code to save the vibrational analyst both time 82-223j
end money in the design process. A Comparison of Localized Finite Element Fons-

Iations for Two-Dmeanosial Wave Diffraction and
Radiation Problems
R.E. Taylor and J. Zietsman
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Univ. College, London, UK,

82-221 Intl. J. Numer. Anal. Methods Engrg., 1. (9), pp
Finite Element Andayue of Harmonic Waves in 1335-1384 (Sept 1981) 16 figs, 6 tables, 20 refs
Layered and Fibre-Reinforced Compoasites
S. Minagawa, S. Nemat-Nasser, and M. Yamada Key Words: Numerical analysis, Boundary value problems,
Denkitsushin Univ., Chofu, Tokyo, Japan, Intl. J. Off shore structures, Wave diffraction, Wave propagation,

Water waves, Finite element technique
Numer. Anal. Methods Engrg., 17 (9), pp 1335-
1353 (Sept 1981) 5 figs, 7 tables, 12 refs Two of the most promising localized finite element methods

are compared: the boundary series element method, in

Key Words: Composite structures, Layered materials, Fiber which a series of eigenfunctions is used to represent the far

composites, Harmonic waves, Finite element technique field solution; and the boundary integral element method.
in which an integral equation is satisfied at the boundary

The problem of harmonic waves in layered and fibre-rein- between localized finite element and outer regions. The

forced composites Is solved by a method of finite elements, methods are applied to water of arbitrary depth. The theory

Piecewise linear approximating functions are used for the of the two methods is summarized, and typical numerical

displacement and stress fields in a mixed variational formu- results are discussed. Consideration is given to the well-

lation, recently proposed in the form Pf a new quotient. known hydrodynamical reciprocal relations, and to the

Numerical computations are made for approximate phase- phenomenon of irregular frequencies. The relative merits
velocities of harmonic waves in layered composites, where of the two methods are established.

asymmetric and symmetric triangular meshes, and square
meshes with interior nodes, are used. To Illustrate the accu-
racy and effectiveness of the method, these approximate
solutions are compared with those given by means of expo-
nential test functions, and the exact ones by Rytov, etc. NUMERICAL METHODS
Calculations are also performed for harmonic waves in
fibre-reinforced composites. Dispersion curves for these
waves ere obtained and displayed graphically.

82-224
Dynamic Response by Means of Functions of Ma-
trices
L.Y. Bahar and G.E. Law

82-222 Dept. of Mech. Engrg. and Mechanics, Drexel Univ.,
Opimization Procedure for Pulse-Simulated Re- Philadelphia, PA, Computers Struc., A (34), pp
sponsae 173-178 (1981) 4 figs, 4 tables, 9 refs
S.F. Masri &;td F.B. Safford
Civil Engrg. Dept., Univ. of Southern California, Los Key Words: Integration, Numerical analysis, Equations of

Angeles, CA, ASCE J. Struc. Div., 107 (9), pp 1743- motion, Matrix functions

1761 (Sept 1981) 19 figs, 4 tables, 22 refs A method to predict the dynamic response of a linear non-

conservative system with nonsymmetric parameter matrices,
Kay Words: Simulation, Earthquake simulation, Buildings, due to a discratized forcing function is developed. The
Multistory buildings method Is based on sampled-date techniques widely used

in modem control theory. However, Isted of appealing
A computationally efficient technique is presented for to the state space approach which recasts the equations
optimizing the selection of pulse train characteristics, to be of motion into a first order systemn, the numerical Integra-

used for simulating the response of general types of structural tion is attempted directly on the second order differential
system to arbitrary dynamic environments. The optimize- equations as given. A sample problem considerd in a pre-
tion procedure uses en adaptive random search algorithm vious matrix exponential method Is worked out by the
that incorporats a periodic exploratory sarch for the method developed here. The results indicate that the Wp-
optimal step4ize variance, which significantly improves the proach is welleulted for problems where the Input data
converignce characteristics. is known In digitized form.
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82.225 Key Words: Numerical analysis, Ships, Computer program
Progressve Simultaneous Inverse Iteration for Sya. The numerical procedure of calculating the sacond-orda
metric Linearized Egenvalue Problems steady forces is presented. Ship motion and diffraction
A. Jennings and T.J.A. Agar potentials are required as input data for Kochin-function
Civil Engrg. Dept., The Queen's University, Belfast, calculation. In order to avoid the irregular frequencies
UK, Computers Struc., 14 (1-2), pp 51-61 (1981) which are associated with Frank's dose-fit method, a modi-
4 figs, 7 tables, 27 refs fication which extends the source distribution onto the

calm waterline inside of a body is made. For the diffraction
problem, instead of a Helmholtz equation, a two dimen-

Key Words: Eigenvalue problems, Vibration frequencies sional Laplace's equation is used. Numerical computation

for the head-see cae shows the same trend of experimental
Simultaneous iteration and the Sturm sequence method date throughout the frequency ranges but its magnitude
can be used for determining partial eigensolutions of linear- is much larger than that of the experiment.
ized eigenvalue equations arising from the analysis of un-
damped structural vibration problems. Both methods may
be implemented with band storage of the relevant matrices
and therefore are efficient when the matrices are sparse and
of large order. A progressive simultaneous inverse iteration STATISTICAL METHODS
method is developed which contains some features of these (Also see Nos. 219, 230)
two methods and has been formulated with the object of
improving the numerical efficiency and reducing the storage
requirements still further. Some numerical results are given.

82-228
Simulation of Stationary and Nonstationary Random
Processes with a Compound Probability Desity
Function (Simulial stacion~mych a nestacieftimre

82-226 nahodnych proceesov so zl&enou hustoton pray.de~odobnoafi) ..
A Fast Numerical Procedure to Solve the Meridionad deaod M
Equations of Motion in a Multistage Axial Flow J. Cacko and M. Bily
Turbomachine Inst. of Materials and Machine Mechanics of the

Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Czechoslo-Suzer Brothers Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland, ASME vakia, Strojnicky Casopis, 32 (2), pp 155-169 (1981)
Paper No. 81 -GT-1 33 2 figs, 4 refs

(in Slovak)
Key Words: Numerical analysis, Equations of motion, Turbo-

achinery Key Words: Simulation, Random vibration, Probability
density function, Statistical analysis

A new numerical procedure has been developed to solve the
meridional equations of motion in an axial flow turbome- The presanted paper describes a method of simulation of
china. It is based on the so-called streamline-curvature stationary and nonstationary random processes with com-
method. The primary aim of this project was to reduce the pound probability density functions. It is based on the fact
computing-time of existing programs. that many compound distributions with deterministic param-

eters can be expressed in the form of simple distribution with
random parameters.

82-227
Computation of the Second-Order Steady Forces 82-229
Acting on a Surface Ship in an Oblique Wave Non-Stationary Random Proeesee - Present State
Y.-H. Kim and Perspective of Their Clasificatio, Analys
Ship Performance Dept., David W. Taylor Naval and Simulation (Nestacionird iAbodn procesy
Ship Res. and Dev. Ctr., Bethesda, MD, Rept. No. souc.a, sa a peryektivy jejieb kaifikaee, rawo
DTNSRDC/SPD-0964-01,58 pp (Mar 1981) vM a simulace)
AD-A097 898 M. Bily and J. Cacko
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Inst. of Materials and Machine Mechanics of the call parameters of the original model; the procedure is

Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Czecho- useful for structural dynamics problems limited to medium

slovakia, Stroinicky asopis, 32 (2), pp 139-153 size, eg., 1 to 200 degrees of freedom, where only a few,
e.g., 1 to 10 key parameters are known; a constrained version

(1981) 3 figs. 9 refs of the discrete, iterated extended Kalman filter for param-
(In Czech) ater estimation is employed to obtain the estimates, utilizing

frequency response function date as the mneasurme nts; a
Key Words: Random vibration, Spectral energy distribu- slight variation of model synthesis transformation methods,

tion techniques, Statistical analysis including reduction of boundary coordinates, is developed
to reduce the order of the original model when the frequency

The paper presents the classification of non-stetionary ran- response function and its associated partial derivatives are

dam processes, based either on the properties of one- and needed for the estimation algorithm; and the magnitude of

two-dimensional distribution functions obtained at a set of the frequency response function /H/ sub alpha beta /(ome-

realizations, or on the evolutionary properties of statistical ga)/ is used as data for the estimation procedure.

characteristics of one process realization. Further it shows
methods of the corresponding statistical characteristics
evaluation and also the simulating algorithms for modeling
of non-stationary random processes with required properties. DESIGN TECHNIQUES

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 82-232
lnteractive Optimal Design of Dyrmicay Loaded
Structures
M.A. Bhatti, K.S. Pister, and E. Polak

82-230 American Society of Civil Engineers, NY, Rept. No.
Pasunetuie Vibration. Part VI: Stockastic Prob- PREPRINT-80-635, NSF/RA-800474, 22 pp (1980)
lana (2) (Pres. at ASCE Convention and Exposition, Holly-

R.A. Ibrahim wood, FL, Oct 27-31, 1981)
Dept. of Mech. Engrg., Texas Tech Univ., Lubbock, PB81-195679
TX, Shock Vib. Dig., 12 (9), pp 23-35 (Sept 1981)
4 figs, 28 refs Key Words: Design techniques, Computer-aided techniques,

Shock absorbers

Key Words: Parametric vibration, Stochastic processes,
Reviews An interactive software system for optimal design of civil

engineering structures is described. This report reviews
Recent developments and results of the theory of random previous efforts to improve optimal design techniques leading
parametric vibration that have been published since 1976 to the present interactive computer system. It describes the
are reviewed. Part V of this series contains a survey of prob- design algorithm and discusses interactive implementation.
lems and results published through 1976. The present review As an example, optimal design of a nonlinear single degree
is considered a complement of Part V. of freedom impact absorber is presented. The system permits

one to stop, restart, or modify any of the design parameters
as the computation progresses. This results in substantial
savings in computing time and in overall time needed to
carry out a design.

82-23I
Parameter Estiration in Structural Dynamics Models
D.R. Martinez COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Sandia NatI. Labs., Albuquerque, NM, SAND-80- (Also see No. 32)
0135,306 pp (Mar 1981)

Key Words: Parameter identification technique 82-233

A method is presented for the estimation of parameters in Review md Sunmuary of Computer Programs for

structural dynamics models. The key features of the method Railway Vehicle Dyamics
are as follows: estimates are obtained for the Intrinsic lphysi- W.D. Pilkey
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School of Engrg. and Appl. Science, Virginia Univer- The language has now been extended to cover the funds-
sity, Charlottesville, VA, Rept. No. UVA-529162- mental operati'e-i involved in composing graphic displays of
MAE 80-101, FRA/ORD-81/17, 127 pp (Feb 1981) various computional aspects of these methods on acren

and on paper, rho computer graphics supplement CAL-
PB81-183857 GRAF covers the graphical representation of grids and

functions. The purpose of the supplement is to allow stu-
Key Words: Railroad trains, Freight cars. Computer programs dents to graphically check the geometry and topology of

their modes, and to help them to interpret the results of
To ass the state of development of computer programs their computations, such as displacements and stres re-
which apply to the dynamics of rail vehicles, reviews were sultents. CAL-GRAF consists of four types of operations:
prepared of programs in six different categories: lateral service operations, geometry processing, plotting of grids,
stability, curving dynamics, wheel/rail contact, freight and plotting of functions. Operations for extracting element
vehicle dynamics, analog hybrid simulation, and train dy- topology tables and node and element related results have
nmmics. In addition, a number of European programs were been added to CAL.
summarized. A survey of users of the programs was also
undertaken.

82-236
Application of a Lase Scde State Estimator to the

82-234 Vibrational Respose of a Meclhmical Strueture
A Direct P-Delta Analysis Using Standard Plane D.L. Lager
Frame Computer Programs Lawrence Livermore Lab., Univ. of California, Liver-
A. Rutenberg more. CA, UCID-18824, 41 pp (Sept 18, 1980)
Faculty of Civil Engrg., Technion-lsrael Inst. of
Tech., Haifa, Israel, Computers Struc., 14 (1-2), Key Words: Computer programs, Vibration response

pp 97-102 (1981) 5 figs, 2 tables, 14 refs
The state estimator for large systems computer code was

Key Words: Computer programs, Frames, Buildings applied to the estimation of displacement time histories
of points on a vibrating mechanical structure given noisy

A simple technique is proposed that enables a direct second measurements at two locations on the strucutre. The goal
order analysis to be performed by means of first order was to demonstrate the feasibility of determining the motion
plane frame computer programs. The geoorntric4tiffnes of internal members of the structure given only noisy me-
matrix is modeled as a fictitious column with negative surements from the exterior and a finite4sement model of
stiffness. The effect of additional moments due to eccen- the structure. This study was done in four distinct phases,
tricity of axial force about the deflected shape is considered. i.e., model development; simulation of displacements vs
The approach is also applicable to three dimensional prob- time; acquisition of noisy measurement dota (computer simu-
lems and can also be used with nonlinear computer programs lated); and estimation of displacements from measurements.
to evaluate the effect of sway on elastic-plastic frames.

82-237
82-235 Acouatic Properties of Turbofan Inlets
CAL-GRAF - A Computer-Graphics Supplement B.T. Zinn, R.K. Sigman, and S.J. Horowitz
for CAL School of Aerospace Engrg., Georgia Inst. of Tech.,
K.R. Leimbach Atlanta, GA, Rept. No. NASA-CR-164218, 9 pp

Ruhr-University, Bochum, W. Germany, Computers (Feb 1981)
Struc,, 14 (1-2), pp 135-141 (1981) 6 figs, 4 tables, N81-22834
2 refs

Key Words: Computer programs, Finite element technique,
Key Words: Graphic methods, Computereided techniques Turbofan engines, Noise generation

The computer analysis language CAL developed by Wilson The finite element codes were improved using Hermitian
has prcen lu be a valuable tool in the teaching of modem elements and numerical integration of element relations.
methods of static and dynamic analysis of structural systems. The question of real variable versus complex variable formu-
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lotion was resolved and an integrated civil engineering system 82-240
was implemented. Efforts ae underway to restructure the A Microproesesor-Biled Ileractive am Analysis
program to obtain the most efficient use of arr y storage. Program with Graphica - Dynainic Static

Y.W. Luk and LD. Mitchell
ASME Paper No. 81-DE-12

82-238 Key Words: Computer programs, Graphic methods, Transfer
matrix method, Desems, Frequency respons

A Computer Simulation of the Tranent Response

of a 4 Cylinder Stiding Engine with Burner and Air This interactive graphics computer program, using transfer
Preheater in a Vehicle matrix method, provides four analyses for an undamped

W.R. Martini beam system: eilenwelue-elgenvector analysis, static response

Martini Engineering, Richland, WA, Rept. No. NASA- analysis. forced dynamic single frequency response analysis.
and frequency response analysis. The program computes

CR-165262, DOE/NASA/0226-1, 182 pp (Mar 1981) and plots deflection, slope, moment, and sheer diagrams

N81-22313 ofa general bear.

Key Words: Computer programs, Engines, Transient response

A series of computer programs are presented with full docu-
mentation which simulate the transient behavior of a modern
4 cylinder Siemens arrangement Stirling engine with burner
and air preheater. Cold start, cranking, idling, acceleration
through 3 gear changes and steady speed operation ar 82-241
simulated. Sample results and complete operating instruc-
tions are given. A full source code listing of all programs PLUSH: A Computer Progran for Probablisic Finite
is included. Ekeaent Analysis of Seiumic Soid-Structure Inter-

action
M.P. Romo-Organista, J. Chen, J. Lysmer, and H.
Bolton Seed
Earthquake Engrg. Res. Ctr., Univ. of California,

82-239 Berkeley, CA, Rept. No. UCB/EERC-77/01, 100 pp
ORTURB: A Digital Computer Code to Determine (Sept 1980)
the Dynamic Response of the Fort St. Vrain Reactor PB81-177651
Steam Turbines
J.C. Conklin K-y Words: Computer programs. Interaction: soil-structure,
Oak Ridge Natl. Lab., TN, Rept. No. ORNL/NU Finite element technique, Seismic rponse
REG/TM-399, 39 pp (Apr 1981)
NUREG/CR-1789 The computer progrm PLUSH is a further development ofthe comlex response finite element program LUSH and

FLUSH which were designed to perform seismic soil-truc-
Key Words: Computer programs, Nuclear reactors, Steam ture interaction analyses. The new program retains the basic
turbines, Turbines features of FLUSH, i.e., transmitting boundaries to simulate

the infinite extent of the soil mass, beem elements, an
ORTURB is a computer code written specifically to calculate approximate 3-D capability, deconvolution in the free
the dynamic behavior of the Fort St. Vrain (FSV) high- field within the program, Iteration on soil properties to simu-
temperature gas-cooled reactor steam turbines. ORTURB late nonlinear effects, etc. The main difference between
uses a relationship derived for ideal gas flow in an intartive PLUSH and FLUSH is the way in which the Input excite-
fashion that minimizes computational time to determine tion is considered. Where In FLUSH the input excitation
the pressure and flow in the FSV steam turbines as a func- is specified as an acceleration time history, in PLUSH it is
tion of plant transient operating conditions. An important defined In terms of an input power spectrum or a median
computer modeling characteristic, unique to FSV, Is that design response spectrum. In the latter cas, the design re-
the high-pressure turbine exhaust steam is used to drive the sponse spectrum is converted into a corresponding power
reactor core coolant circulators prior to entering the reheater. spectrum within the program. Thus PLUSH considers en
A feedwater heater dynamic simulation model utilizing infinite number of possible input motions simultaneously
seven state variables for each of the five heaters completes and the output, maximum accelerations, response spectra,
the ORTURS computer simulation of the regenerative etc., consist of statistical estimates of these variables with
Rankine cycle steam turbines, appropriate confidence limits.
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ENERAL TOPICS Technology Council to presentn one comprehensiveGE E A T PC ment, current stete-of-knlowtadoo pertining to seismic

engineering of buildings. The Tentative Provisions are in the
process of being assessed by the building community. This
report is one of series of reports that document the deliber-
ations of a group of professionals jointly selected by the
Building Seismic Safety Council and the National Bureau

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS of Standards and charged with reviewing the Tentative
Provisions prior to the conduct of trial designs. The report
contains recommendations and records of the committee
charged with the review of the material related to archi-82-242 tecturel, mechanical and electrical provisions. The committee

Dynamics of Vehicles an Rom sad Trac ks made seven general recommendations for revision and one

Seventh Intl. Symp., Cambridge, UK, Sept 7-11, recommendation for the addition of a new section on @If-
1981, Vehicle Systems Dynamics, 1L (2-3) (Sept vator design requirements.
1981)

Key Words: Interaction: raill-vehicle, Proceedings 82-244

This special Issue of the periodical, Vehicle Systems Dynam- Eathqjuake Resistant Structural Wais - Teas of Lap
ice, contains extensive summaries of 41 papers presented at Spcee
the symposium sponsored by the International Association J.D. Aristizabal-Ochoa, A.E. Fiorato, and W.G.
of Vehicle Systems Dynamics. The papers cover a wide Corley
range of topics in the dynamics of road, rail and other Construction Tech. Labs., Portland Cement Assoc.,
vehicles. Recent research findings In well-.eteblished areas Skokie, IL, Rept. No. PCA-R/D-SER-1660, NSF/
of vehicle dynamics are presented while an effort has been
made by the scientific committee to expend the domain of RA-8O497. 123 pp (Dec 1980)
vehicle dynamics by seeking coverage of topics not formerly PB81-188369
discussed at previous symposia in this series.

Key Words: Buildings, Seismic design, Reinforced structures.
Regulations

TUTORIALS AND REVIEWS A test program to develop seismic design criteria for lap
splices of reinforcing bars is described. Specifically, the(See Nos. 83,127, 173,190,230) effectiveness of tension lop splices under inelastic stress

revwrsls is evaluated. Variables include load history, arnount
and configuration of lapped reinforcement, end amount of
transverse hoop reinforcement around the lapped bars.

CRITERIA, STANDARDS, AND Tests were performed on eight reinforced concrete column
SPECIFICATIONS elements. Results indicate that distribution of transves

(Also see Nos. 42, 43,44) hoop reinforcement significantly influences performnce.

82-243 82-245
Review and Refinement of ATC 3.06 Tentative Review and Refinement of ATC 3.06 Tentative
Suiimic Provisions. Report of Technical Committee Seisme Provison Report of Technical Committee
8: Architectura, Mechanical and Electrical 7: Wood
T.K. Faison C.W.C. Yancey
Natil. Engrg. Lab., NatI. Bureau of Standards, Wash- Natl. Engrg. Lab., Natl. Bureau of Standards. Wash-
ington, DC, Rept. No. NBSIR-80-2111-8, 4 pp ington, DC, Rept. No. NBSIR-80-2111-7, 42 pp
(Oct 1980) (Oct 1980)
PB81-187593 P881-187585

Key Words: Buildings, Seismic design, Regulations Key Words: Buildings, Seismic design. Wood, Regulations

The Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic The Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seiemic
Regulations for Buildings were developed by the Applied Regulations for Buildings were developed by the Applied
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Technology Council to present, in one comprehensive docu- Key Words: Foundations, Buildings, interaction: soil-etruc-
ment, current state-of-knowledge pertaining to seismic ture, Seismic design, Regulations
engineering of buildings. The Tentative Provisions are in the
process of being assessed by the building community. This This report documents the activities of Technical Committee
report is one of a series of reports that documents the delib- 3: Foundations. Other committee reports are similarly avail-
erations of a group of professionals jointly selected by the able. The task of Technical Committee 3 was to review and
Building Seismic Safety Council and the National Bureau of refine Chapter 6, Soil-Structure Interaction and Chapter 7,
Standards and charged with reviewing the Tentative Provi- Foundation Design Requirements in the ATC report (NBS
sions prior to the conduct of trial designs. The report con- SP-510) entitled, "Tentative Provisions for the Development
taeins the recommendations and records of the committee of Seismic Regulations for Buildings.' Two meetings were
charged with review of the provisions for the design and held. The minutes of these meetings and the findings/rec-
detailing of wood structures. The committee made 14 recoin- ommendations of Technical Committee 3 are presented in
mendations for revision to the Tentative Provisions. this report.

82-246 BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Review and Refinnent of ATC 3-06 Tentative
Seiumic Provisiona. Report of Technical Committee
6: Steel 82-248
H.S. Lew Acoustic Emissio Techniqlues and Equipment for
Nati. Engrg. Lab., Nati. Bureau of Standards, Wash- Nosdestmctive Testing: Non-nuclear Applicatiosa.
ington, DC, Rept. No. NBSIR-80-2111-6, 38 pp Jamary, 1966 - May. 1981 (Citationa from the
(Oct 1980) Metas Abetracte Data Base)
PB81 187577 NTIS, Springfield, VA, Rept. for Jan 1966 - May

1981,184 pp (May 1981)
Key Words: Buildings, Seismic design, Steel, Regulations PB81-863367

The Tentative Provisions for the Developmnt of Seismic Key Words: Nondestructive tests, Testing techniques, Acous-
Regulations for Buildings were developed by the Applied tic emission, Test equipment and instrumentation, Bibliog-
Technology Council to present, in one comprehensive docu- rephies
ment, current state-of-knowledge pertaining to seismic
engineering of buildings. The Tentative Provisions are in theprocss f bingasssse bythe uilingcomuniy. his This retrospective bibliography contains citations concerning
proc of being assessed by the building community. This acoustic emission techniques and equipment for the non-
report is one of a series of reports that documents the delib- destruct inspection end evaluation of a wide variety of
erations of a group of professionals jointly selectd by the
Building Seismic Safety Countil and the National Bureau of te ia l o tand struct t ron ic
Standards and charged with reviewing the Tentative Provi- techniques are excluded. Contains 2tl citations fully in-
sions prior to the conduct of trial designs. The report con-
tains the recommendation and records of the committee
charged with review of the steel design provisions. The
committee made 6 recommendations for revisions to the
Tentative Provisions and three additional recommendations.

82-49
Aircraft Sonic Boom: Studies on Aircraft Fflit.
Aircraft Deigp, and MeauemenaL 1964 - Marcb,

82-247 1961 (Citations from the NTIS Data Base)
Review and Refinement of ATC 3-06 Tentative NTIS, Springfield, VA, Rept. for 1964 - Mar 1981,
Seismic Provudoa. Report of Tecnical Committee 215 pp (Apr 1981)
3: Foundations PB81-805665
LA. Salomone
Nati. Engrg. Lab., Nati, Bureau of Standards, Wash- Key Words: Aircraft noise, Sonic boom, Bibliographies
ington, DC, Rept. No. NBSIR-80-2111-3, 56 pp The reports dilscuaswrodynemlcdeslgnofaircrftandwings,
(Oct 1980) flight characteristics end maneuvers, supersonic transport
PB81-187569 characteristics, acoustic fields and nois measurement, Gov-
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ernment policies and regulations, meteorological parameters. Key Words: Bibliographies. Aerodynamic characteristics,
shock waves, and supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnel Propulsion systams, Test equipment and instrumentation
tests, along with other theoretical and general investigations.
Structural and biological effects are documented in separate This digest covas unclassified research in aeronautics per-
published searches. This updated bibliography contains formed at the United States Air Force Academy during the
207 citations. 8 of which are new entries to the previous six months ending 1 July 1979. This report includes indi-
edition. vidual technical papers in the specific arm of aerodynamics.

fluid mechanics, experimental Instrumentation, engineering
education and thermodynamics and heit transfer.

82-250
Offshore Structures, January, 1974 - May, 1981 82-253
(Citationa from Oceanic Abetracts) Semnic Deip for Buildings ad Building Codes.
NTIS, Springfield, VA, Rept. for Jan 1974 - May January, 1970 - February. 1981 (Citationa from the
1981.139 pp (May 1981) Eninerng Index Data Bee)
PB81-861403 NTIS, Springfield, VA, Rept. for Jan 1970 - Feb

1981,59 pp (Mar 1981)
Key Words: Bibliographies, Off shore structures, Fatigue P881-862070
life, Monitoring techniques

This retrospective bibliography contains citations concerning Key Words: Buildinga, Foundations, Seismic design, Stn-

the dynamic behavior, and fatigue and failure analysis of dards and codes, Bibliographies

offshore structures for sfety considerations and for disaster This retrospective bibliography contains citations concerning
prevention. Some attention is given to specific offshore seis esro e bl din coas fotaios to f
structures nd to monitoring techniques and systems. Con- noismicleag srterinc buildings aro te f

non-nuclsi strutures. principally buildings and their foun-
tains 173 citations fully indexed and including a title list. dations. The design criteria for seismic protection we dis-

cussed both in general and with respect to specific types
of structures. Cases of actual damage assement for earth-
quake resistant and non-reslstnt structures ae Included.
Contains 56 citations fully indexed, Including a title list.

82-251
Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest - Fall/Sum-

mer 1980 USEFUL APPLICATIONS
Dept. of Aeronautics, U.S. Air Force Academy, CO,
Rept. No. USAFA-TR-81-4,143 pp (May 1981)

82-254
Key Words: Bibliographies, Aerodynamic characteristics,

Propulsion systems, Test equipment and Instrumentation Burn-en: Which Enviromnntal Stress Scream Shold

Be Used
This digest covers unclassified research in aeronautics per- D. Karam
formed at the United Sttes Air Force Academy during the Rome Air Development Ctr., Griffiss AF8, NY, Rapt.
six months ending 15 January 1961. This report includes No. RADC-TR-81-87, 64 pp (Mar 1981)
technical papers in the specific arm of earndynamics, pro-
pulsion, experimental instrumentation, blomechanics, n. AD-A099 207
nearing education, and aeronautical history.

Key Words: Environmental simulation, Random vibration,
Thermal excitation, Vibration test

This report is based on a lirature survey of ste screening

studies and condclas that thermal cycling and riadom
82-252 vibration are the two most powerful screens. Reports dealing

Air Force Academy Aeronautics Digest -Spring 1979 with thermal cycling end random vibration ist we discussedand some conclusions and are that need further reseach ae
Dept. of Aeronautics, U.S. Air Force Academy, CO, also g for mltary standtr on bumrin based on the
Rept. No. USAFA-TR-79-7, 162 pp (July 1979) flniding in this emport
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Maxwell House. Fairview Palk POWER TRANSMISSION DESIGN Power
Einaomd. NY 10528 ledustieifl Publishing Co. Trasm. Dee.

MECHNICL ENINERIN Mac. I-us Division of Pittway Corp.
MECHNICA ENINEEING ech Enag. 12 Huron Rd.

Ameica Society of Mechanical En~tneeu Cleveland. OH 44118
845 Enat 45th SL.
Now York, NY 10017 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF MECHANICS Quart. J.

AND APPLIED MATHE9MATICS Mechanis
MECHANICS RESEARCH AND Mechanics Wa. Dawson & Sone, Ltd. ApPi. Math.
COMMUNICATrONS Res. Cowin. Cannon House

Peranou press Inc. FletnKnU
Maxwell House, Fairview Park U
Simafoui, NY 10528 REVUE ROUMAI DES SCIENCES Rev.

TECHNIQUES, SERIS DE MECANIQIJE Roumalne
MECHANISM AND MACHINE THEORY Meth. APPLIQUES: SLe Tech.,Pergamnon Press Inc. Mich. Edition$ Do LAcaemie Meowmique

Maxwell Homm, Fairview Fern Theory Do La Republique Soclalifte do RoumAle April.
lRhaftold. NY 1052338l Sirl. Gutenberg, Bucureet, Roanae

MEMOIRES OF THE FACULTY OF Msm. Fee. REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS Rev.
ENGINEERING. KYOTO UNIVERSITY Rs.m Amesicm Imsttute of Physis scientif

Kyoto University Kyoto SSG Eas 481 St. lusit.
Kyoto. Japan Unit. New York, NY 10017

MTZ MOTORTECHNISCRE ZRITSCHRIFT MTZ Motor- SAR PREPRINTS SAS Prepw.

7000BSU#M 1New York, NY 10001

NAVAL ENGINEERSJOURNAL Naa AHMTC UA.Math
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PUBLICATION AND ADDRESS ABBREVIATION PUBLICATION AND ADDRESS ABBREVIATION

SIAM JOURNAL ON NUMERICAL SLAW J. VDI PORSCHUNGSHEFT VDI
ANALYSIS Nuames. Anal. Versin Deutacber Ingamu GmbH Pouch.

Society for Indust"~ end Applied Postfach 1139, Oral-Reck. Str. 84
Mathematics 4 W~raded 1. Germany
335S. 17th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19108 VEHICLE SYSTEMS DYNAMICS vehicle

STRONICY CSOPI StolnckySwets end Zeilnger N.V. Syat. Dyn.
Red. Bstrlaickeno CeeopWCAV SA CasoPis Lima ehrad
USTAv MECHANLKY STEOJOV SAVlmTe ehrad
bratiiava-Pationka. Dubrovska coeda. CSSR
Czechoslovakia VIRROTICCUNIKA Vibro.

Kaufto Polytecbnlkoe institute t011111ka
$IV. SOUND AND VIBRATION SIV. sound 2 Douneho twe 17

Acoustic Publteatlone. Inc. Vib. 25500 KAunee
271013Z. Oviat Ed. Lithuanian SSR
flay Vilase. OH 44140

TECINSCESMESEN- TMTem.WAVE MOTION Wae
fT.CNSC Ohienbue -ela AMb Meesen- North Holland Pubbidns Co. motion
R.Oenbhurmg Sed. 1 mH4eos-T P.O. box 211Rossbsio Sir 1451000 AZ AmtatalamS Munchen S0, W. Germany The Netherlands

TEST Test
61 Monmouth Road WEAR Woaw
Oakhurst, NJ 07755 Elsevier Sequoia S.A.

P.O. Box 651
TRIBOLOGY INTERNATIONAL Tribolosy 1001 LeusaNne 1. Switzeeland

WVC Science end Technology Pram Ltd. I111l.
Westbury House ZEITBCHRIPT FUR ANGZWANDTE Z. engew.
P.O. Box 68. BurY Street MATHEMATIK UND MECHANIK Math. Mach.
Guildfoid. Surrey GU2 538H, UK Aaemie Verla GmbH

Lueplgr Si,. 8-4
TURROMACIIINERY INTERNATIONAL Tubmah 106 Rdn,. Germany

Tuxbomachinery Publications. Inc. Intl.
22 South Smith St.
Norwalk, CT 06655 ZEITSCHRIPT FUR Z. FlugwiseI PFLUG WI~sENSCHAFTEN

VDI ZEITSCHRIFT VDI Z. DFVLR
Voiein Dautacher Ingealaur GmbHi D-3300 Braunachiweig
Poettch 1189, Graf-Rocks Str. 84 Flughaftn, Postfach 3267
4 Digcktouf 1, Germany W. Gonmany

SECONDARY PUBLICATIONS SCANNED

GOVERNMENT REPORTS GRA DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS DA
ANNOUNCEMENTS &INDEX INTERNATIONAL

NTIS Univessity Microflms
U.S. Dept. of Commerce Ann Arbor, M 45106
SprinGfild, VA 22141

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL STAR
AEROSPACE REPORTS

U.S. Govemument Printing Office
Weehinuton, D.C. 20402

ANNUAL PROCEEDINGS SCANNED

INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL Imet. Environ. THE SHOCK AND VIBRATION BULLETIN, Shock VIb.
SCIENCES, ANNUAL PROCEEDINGS ScL. Froc. UNITED STATES NAVAL RESEARCH BuMl. U.

Institute of Environmental Sciencee LABORATORIES. ANNUAL Naval R.
9403E. Northwest Highway PROCEXDINGS Lab., Proc.
Mt. Progec, IL 60056 Shock and Vibration Information Center

Navel Resarch Lab., Coda U"0
TURBOMACHINERY SYMPOSIUM Tusbomasch. Wasingoni. D.C. 20875

Gee Turbine Labs BymP.
Teas AM Unftemity
Colle Stton, Teas



CALENDAR

FEBRUARY 1982 JULY 1982

22-26 SAE Congress and Exposition (SAE] Detroit, MI 13-15 'Environmental Engineering Today' Symposium
(SAE Hqs.) and Exhibition [SEE] London. England (SEECO

82 Orgnlwers, Owl.. Hall, Buntlngford, Herb.

MARCH 1982 SG9 SPL, England - Tel: Royston (0763) 71209)

29-Apr 1 Design Engineering Conference and Show [ASME] 19-21 12th Intersoclety Conference on Environmental
Chicago, I L (ASME Hqs.) Systems [SAE] San Diego, CA 1&AE Hqs.)

30-Apr 1 Machinery Vibration Monitoring and Analysis AUGUST 1982
Meeting (Vibration Institute] Oak Brook, IL

(Ronald L. Eshleman, Director, Vibration Insti- 16-19 West Coast International Meeting [SAE) San
tute, 101 W. 55th St., Suite 206, Clarendon Hills, Francisco, CA (SAE Hqs.)
IL 6W 14- 1312) 654-2254)

SEPTEMBER 1982APRIL 1982
13-16 International Off-Highway Meeting & Exposition

14-16 Fatigue Conference and Exposition (SAE) Dear- (SAE) Milwaukee, WI (SAE Has.)
born, MI (SAE Hqs.)

OCTOBER 1982
18-22 Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show O

[ASME] London, England (ASME Hqsj 4-6 Convergence '82 [SAE) Dearborn, Ml ($AE Hqs.)

20-22 Mechanical Failures Prevention Group 36th Sym- 4-7 Symposium on Advances and Trends in Structural
posium (National Bureau of Standards] Galthers- and Solid Mechanics [George Washington Univ. &
burg, MD (Dr. Jwm G. Eerly, National BureauJ NASA Langley Res. CtrJ Washington, DC (Prof.
of Stvndards, Bdg. 223/Room A-1 13, Washington, Ahmed K. Noor, Mail Stop 246, GWU-NASA Lang.
DC 20234- -301) 921-2976) ley Res. Ctr., Hampton, VA 23665 - (804) 827-

20-23 Institute of Environmental Sciences' 28th Annual 97)

Technical Meeting [IES] Atlanta, GA (IES, WO 12-15 Stspp Car Crash Conference (SAE] Ann Arbor,E. Northwest Highway, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056- MI (4E Hqs.J

(312) 255-15611

22-23 13th Annual Pittrburgh Conference on Modeling 25-28 Aerospace Congress & Exposition [SAE) Anaheim,
and Simulation (School of Engineering, Univ. of CA (AEHqs.)

Pittsburgh] Pittsburgh. PA (William G. Vo2 or
Marlin H. Mickle, Modeling and Simulation Conf., 28-28 53rd Shock and Vibration Symposium [Shock and

348 Benedum Engrg. Hall, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Vibration Information Cent',r, Washington, DC]
Pittsburgh, PA 15261) Danvers., MA (Hesry '. Puaey, Director, SVIC,

Navel Rsarch Lab., Code 5604, Washington,

26-30 Acoustical Society of America, Spring Meeting DC20375)

[ASA] Chicago, IL (ASA Hqs.)
NOVEMBER 1982

MAY 1982 8-10 International Model Analysis Conference [Union

12-14 Pan American Congress on Productivity [SAE) College] Orlando, Florida (Prof. Raymond Elien.
Mexico City (SAE Hqs.) stadt, Union College, Graduate and ContinuIng

Sftudie, Wells House, I Union Ave., &hanectlt,
24-26 Commuter Aircraft and Airline Operations Meuting NY 1230 - (5611 3M EI

(SAEI Savannah, GA (SAE Hqa.)
8-12 Acoustical Society of American, Fall Meeting

JUNE 1982 (ASA] Orlando, Florida 1AS. Hqsj

7-11 Pasnger Car Meeting (SAE) Dearborn, MI (5AE B-12 Truck Meeting & Exposition [S] Indianapolis,

Nq,) IN (SAE Hq.)
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CALENDAR ACRONYM DEFINIU IONS AND ADDRESSES OF SOCIETY HEADQUARTERS

AFIPS: American Federation of Information IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Processing Societies Engineers
210 Summit Ave., Montvale, NJ 07645 345 E. 47th St.

New York, NY 10017
AGMA: American Gear Manufacturers Association

1330 Mass Ave., N.W. IES: Institute of Environmental SciencesWashington, D.C. 940 E. Northwest HighwayMt. Proapact, I11600]56

AHS: American Helicopter SocietyMtPrseIL 05
1325 18 St. N.W. IFToMM: International Federation for Theory of
Washington, DC. 20036 Machines and Mache sisams

U.S. Council for TMMAIAA: American Institute of Aeronautics and c/o Univ. Mess. Dept. ME
Astronautics, 1290 Sixth Ave. Amherst, MA 01002
New York. NY 10019

INCE: Institute of Noise Control EngineeringAIChE: American Institute of Chemical Engineers P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch
345 E. 47th St. Poughkeepsie. NY 12603
New York, NY 10017

ISA: Instrument Society of AmericaAREA: American Railway Engineering Association 400 Stanwix St.
59 E. Van Buren St. Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Chicago, IL 60605

ONR: Office of Naval ResearchARPA: Advanced Research Projects Agency Code 40084, Dept. Navy

ASA: Acoustical Society of America Arlington, VA 22217
335 E. 45th St. SAE: Society of Automotive EngineersNew York, NY 10017 400 Commonwealth Drive

Warrendale, PA 15096ASCE: American Society of Civil Engineers
345 E. 45th St. SEE: Society of Environmental Engineers
New York, NY 10017 6 Conduit St.

London W R 9TG, UK
ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers

345 E. 45th St. SESA: Society for Experimental Stress AnalysisNew York, NY 10017 21 Bridge Sq.
Westport, Cr 06880

ASNT: American Society for Nondestructive Testing
914 Chicago Ave. SNAME: Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Evanston, IL 60202 Engineers

74 Trinity PI.ASOC: American Society for Quality Control New York, NY 10006
161 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53203 SPE: Society of Petroleum Engineers

6200 N. Central ExpresswayASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials Dallas, TX 75206
1916 Race St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103 SVIC: Shock and Vibration Information Center

Naval Research Lab., Code 5804CCCAM: Chairman, c/o Dept. ME. Univ. Toronto, Washington, D.C. 20375
Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada

URSI-USNC: International Union of Radio Science.ICF: International Congress on Fracture U.S. National Committee
Tohoku Univ. c/o MIT Lincoln Lab.
Sandal, Japan Lexington, MA 02173
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PUBLICATION POLICY

Unsolicited articles are accepted for publication in 0 abbreviated title of journal In which rtide

the Shock and Vibration Digest. Feature articles was published (see Periodicals Scanned list
in January, June, and December Issues)

should be tutorials and/or reviews of areas of interest * volume, number or Issue, and pages for
to shock and vibration engineers. Literature review journals; publisher for books
articles should provide a subjective critique/summary * year of publication in parentheses
of papers, patents, proceedings, and reports of a
pertinent topic in the shock and vibration field. A A sample reference list is given below.

literature review should stress important recent_________1. Platzer, M.F., "Transonic Blade Flutter - A
technology. Only pertinent literature should be Survey," Shock Vib. Dig.,7(7), pp 97-106
cited. Illustrations are encouraged. Detailed mathe- (July 1975).
matical derivations are discouraged; rather, simple
formulas representing results should be used. When 2. Blpllnghoff, R.L., Ashley, H.. And Half-man, R.L., Aeroalasticity, Addison-Wesley

complex formulas cannot be avoided, a functional (1965).
form should be used so that readers will understand
the interaction between parameters and variables. 3. Jones, W.P., (Ed.), "Manual on Aero-

elasticity," Part II, Aerodynamic Aspects,
Advisory Group Aeronaut. Ret. Devel.

Manuscripts must be typed (double-spaced) and (1962).

figures attached. It is strongly recommended that line
figures be rendered in ink or heavy pencil and neatly 4. Lin, C.C., Reissner, E.. and Tslen, H., "On

labeled. Photographs must be unscreened glossy Two-Dimnslonal Nonsteady Motion of a
Slender Body in a Compressible Fluid," J.black and white prints, The format for references Math. Phys., 27 (3), pp 220-231 (1946).

shown in DIGEST articles is to be followed.

5. Landahl, M., Unsteady Transonic Flow,

Manuscripts must begin with a brief abstract, or Pergemon Press (1961).

summary. Only material referred to in the text should 6. Miles, J.W., "The Compressible Flow Past

be included in the list of References at the end of the an Oscillating Airfoil in a Wind Tunnel,"

article. References should be cited in text by consecu- J. Aeronaut. Sci., 23 (7), pp 671478

tive numbers in brackets, as in the example below. (1966.

7. Lane, F., "Supersonic Flow Past an Oscil-
Unfortunately, such information is often un- lating Cascade with Supersonic Leading
reliable, particularly statistical data pertinent Edge Locus," J. Aeronaut. Sci., 24 (1).
to a reliability assessment, as has been previous- pp 6566 (1957).
ly noted I1 .

Articles for the DIGEST will be reviewed for tech-
Critical and certain related excitations were nical content and edited for style and format. Before
first applied to the problem of assessing system an article is submitted, the topic area should be
reliability almost a decade ago [2). Since then,
the variations that have been developed and the cleared with the editors of the DIGEST. Literature

practical applications that have been explored review topics are assigned on a first come basis.

(3-7j indicate that... Topics should be narrow and well-defined. Articles
should be 1500 to 2500 words in length. For addi-

The format and style for the list of References at tional information on topics and editorial policies,
the end of the article are as follows: please contact:

* each citation number as It apper in text Milda Z. Tamulionis
(not In alphabetical order) Research Editor

* last name of author/editor followed by Vibri Isitut
Initials or first name Vibration Institute

* titles of articles within quotationa, titles of 101 West 55th Street, Suite 206
books underlined Clarendon Hills, Illinois 60514

122 *U.S. ai'in MMYNG OCICS 1142-0-361-334/224
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